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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
While the literature on leadership is vast and quite varied in
approach, hiqh schools as a place of leadershipforma.tion have not been
systematically studied until quite recently. Furthermore, the studies have
never dealt with a ¢rle' high school, although at least one all-boys
secondary school was subjected to scientific investigation.
The first attemIi to approach a hiqh school from the specific
point of view of its student leaders was that 01 M. A. Brown. 1 This study
is larqely of interest from a purely historica.llDint of View. He focussed

simply on the institutional leader, L e., the student who happened to be in
charge of an activity within the school, and found that they were larqely
identifiable with the qroup.
A more recent, more detalled, and rather controversial study
under the a.eq1s of the U. S. Office of Education demands more deta.lled
consideration. 2 Briefly, Coleman investigated the ''social climaten of each
of ten hlqh schools in the Chicaqo area., larqely by means of a len<fthy
1lteaderShiE among high school PUPill: (New York: Columbia
University Teachers' Colleqe, 1933).
21ames S. Coleman, The adolescent society; the social Ufe of
the teenaqer and its impact on education. (New York: The Free Press. 1961)

2
questionnaire. Five of the ten schools were from small towns, two from
small cities, two from suburbs of Chicago, and one was a parochial high
school for boys in Chicaqo.
His findinqs may be summarized. as follows:

there is an adolescent subeulture, distinctive and
sufficiently cohesive to merit the use of this term.
§!con<l!y. many of its values are ill-adapted to the mainstream
of the adult world. which has little influence on the

adolescent subculture.

Ihks1lL the leaders in this adolescent subculture are less,

rather than more, oriented towards the adult world
than are the non-leaders.

Fo'!llj.hly, as in most American studies of leadership, the leaders
tended not to vary markedly from the sehool norm.. as
measured. by questionnaire responses. Those markedly
superior tended to be forced to underaeh1eve or else to
become isolates. In general, athletics was the Single
best correlate with leadership among boys, and populal.'t
with boys tended to be the girls' functional equivalent of
athletics. 1
The specifiC question of leadership in the current theoretical
framework of the behavioral sciences is a complicated one, and will be
treated. of at lenqth in ehap.er n.

One interesting, less generally Significant, findinq in the Coleman
study 1s of particular interest for the present study. St. lohn's, the only
Cathol1e school in the study, frequently appeared as a "special essett.

Notably, in discussinq the position and origins of the dominant qroups in the
lIbid. I p. 1.. 10· 88-92; 138-142; 97-137; and L1Mlim. Note however.
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different schools, Coleman speaks of the question of administrative controls
and rewards as a means of maldnq the students more school-oriented. 1 It
would appear that this Catholic high school differs from the other nine in

mOrE

ways than the socioeconomic and sex variables alone would account for.
This brings us to the "Catholic school problemII. It is not possible,

and probably unnecessary, to review this controversy as it stands. No one
who reads the newspapers, certainly no Catholie who follows publ1c issues at

all, is unaware of the existence of this controversy, or of its complexity.

Amonq other current attempts to temper argument with information is a
study beinq conducted by the National Opinion Research Center (NORC) at the
University of Chicago, under a grant from the Carneq1e Foundation. 2 The

aim of this investiqation is to determine just what differences of opinion,
attitude, backqround, reliqious belief, knowledge, and practice do exist
between adult catholics who have some Catholic schoolinq and those whose
schooling was entirely in public schools.
Like many large studies on a national level, this proj eat contains

a number of side-etudies. The one with which the present essay is concerned

lrbld..

p. 299, note 8, and p. 217, note 17.

~ORC Project Number 4'76: public ang Paroch1a1 Schgol Cathdic~:
a propoDl for research on some reliqious and seeW.tlr effects of parochial
schooling among Ameriaan Roman Catholics. Results are currently beinq
processed. Hopefully, first publ1cations will take place in the sJ;ring of 1965.
Rev. Andrew Greeley, Ph. D., is project director, Leonard 1. Pinto is
associate proj ect director.
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is the adolescent substudy. The adults in the survey were interviewed at
length, and each family that had adolescent children (i. e., aged thirteen to
nineteen) received a 'fdropoff" questionnaire to be returned by mail to NORC. 1
A caution is, therefore, in order. WhUe the adult group is a

carefully selected national sample, the adolescent group is, evidently, not.
Further, although follow-up letters were employed to secure a higher
response rate, questionnaire returns rarely aohieve an entirely satisfactory
response rate. The population that does not reply may differ in some
significant ways. from the population that does reply.
The purpose of this adolescent questionnaire was to test, with
minimal additional expense and labor, some of the same hypotheses as the
adult questionnaire w1th the advantaqe of being able to control the adolescent
respoMe in terms of relatively well-controlled data on family backqround.
The present thesis comes into the picture at this point. A
questionnaire so widely distributed. and with so few efforts at selecting
its adolescent popllation in spacific terms, is of limited usefulness in
studying some more particular aspects of the "school problem". The present

1 986 adolescents replied, of whom:

- 70% are currently in high school;
- 49% m.a.le and (obviously) 51% female;
- 76% in public high school, of those who
!tt. currently in high school;
.. 77% are CathoUc.

5

writer desired to test two hyp>theses which a.ppeared to him to be highly
relevant to asIBCts of the current controversy. These are, sP'ICiflcally:
FirsUy, a small Catholic secondary school wtth:

a) a relatively homogeneous studellt population,
b) low faculty to student ratio,
c) teachers competent in their fields,
d) personal and direct student to teacher and student to
student relationship;,
e) and adequate means of $0eiaJ. control to direct the
students in the socialization process of becoming
Catholic Americans, should produce students who
differ markedly from other American adolescents,
and even. other American Catholic adolescents of
comparable baekqround.
Furthermore, this difference should be in the direction of
a} more frequent religious ~tice;
b) greater identification of self with the Chureh,
0) more favorable self 1maqe,
d) qreater religious knowledqe,
e) values and moral judqments more in accord with
official Catholic teaeh1nqs than the compLrable
catholic adolescents without such a school background.
S!yondlx, and more dlrecUy in terms of the interests of this
partieula.r study. the emerqent leaders of suell a school
differ but slightly from the school non-leaders in terms
of the above criteria, but the differences that do exist
will tend to be in the same direction, i. e., congruent

with, as the direction of difference between the sehool
population and comparable American Catholic adolescents.
These hypotheses require some elaboration and explication. The
background of the second. hypothesis, conoerned with the sI8Cia.l field of
leadership theory as an aspect of social psychology, wlll be deferred until
Chapter n, where this topiC will be fully disC'IlSsed.
The first hypothesis is best treated in a context or methodological
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exposition, since it evidently supposes (a) the existence of such a school, and
(b) means of testinq for the variables mentioned, which is larqely a question

of method.
First, however, a word about the context of this first hypothesis.
One frequentlyoohea.rd criticism of the Catholic schools in qeneral is that they

are overcrowded, with an aeeompanyinq hiqh teaeher to student ratio. It is

further urqed that too many teachers, rel1qious and lay. do not have the
academic credentials required to teaeh in many compa.rable public school
systems. Amont;} Catholics, it is assumed that frequent contact with, and
exposure to, priests and religious (1. e. t brothers and nuns) in a school
context is qood, 1. e., helIJJ in the specifically reU¢ous aspects of education.
Off1e1aJ.ly, the Cathol1e position on religious edueation of youth favors very
distinctly the concept of a sinqle-sex school. Too, social qroups qenera.lly
are believed to function more effectively when they are relatively homoqeneoua
Acceptinq these beliefs as hypothet1ea.lly valid, the school as
described would come close to a praetleal approximation of the ideal §ltz-im-

laban of Catholic secondary education for adolescents. The school emp-oyed
for the purIDses of this study, as will be shown in Chapter m, is precisely
what is called for by the terms of the study. It has one further advantaqe, in

that it is directly controlled by a rel1qious order speeializinq in education,
rather than being subj act to a priest administrator, such as a pastor or
bishop, who would not normally be an eJqBrt on the education of youth.

7

The present writer's acquaintance wIth this secondary school began
in the fall

of 1963. when he Qe9an a year there as what might be termed a

"quasi... ehaplaintl J celebratinq Mass three times a week, hear1nq the younger
(grade-sehool) students' ConfessIons, giving an occasional talk. It occurred

to him, on contact with the school and its students, that it was hiqhlyatypical.
and would be an interesting experimental qroup for such a study. He then
requested and received a brief and very cordial interview with the Viear, or
reqional superior, of this order's schools in the Midwest. She weloomed his
idea of such an investigation and promised full cooperation.

The present author, who had previously discussed the general
problem of studies of relicpous institutions with

~nard

PInto, of the

National Opinion Resea.rch Center (NORC), became acquainted with the
proj act of which Mr. Pinto was then the associate director, and familiarized

himself with the pilot version of the NORC adolescent questionnaire.

It

appeared to be an excellent instrument for the present study, and this for

several reasons. First, it provided a means of testinq for the variables in
which the present writer was particularly interested, as well as several

others which are outside the scope of the present study. §leondly, the NORC
study would provide results which eould be used as a kind of approximate
control qroup for the present study. 1 Thirdly, the results of this study

lThe erude control grouP which is employed is the cateqory of the
National Adolescent sample containing female CatholiCS, currently in a
Catholic secondary sebool, whose fa.thers earn over S8. 000. a year. This
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would 'be the more sicprl.ficant because of their comparability and value as a
test of reliability of another project. Fgurthly, the NORC product was a
cheaper and a better-designed instrument than a student workinq alone could
reasonably hope to produce.
Accordingly the NORC made a special printinq of their adolescent
questionnaire for this present study. 1 As soon as was feasible, a request
was made to the school for an appointment to administer the questionnaire

to the entire hiqh school, and not a sample of it, at one sitting. The request
was made deliberately at relatively short notiee.....three days ·-to minimize

the possibility that. the atudenta be prepared for the questionnaire, consciousll
or uneonsc.iously, by the nuns.
The session at which the questionnaire was administered included
one hundred and eiqht students, of a total high school population of one hundree
and eleven. Two undergraduate sociology majors from ~oyola University pre..

sided at the session; the students did not, then know that the writer was in any
was involved, and their first inklinq of the purpose of the unusual morning

study.. hall session came when the two students walked in and distributed the
questionnaire.
the cateqory that most closely approximates the population of St. Mary's
Hlqh School. Unfortunately, the NORC oa.teqory described. has a population of
only thirty-four.
is

1A copy will be found in appendix A.
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The responses to questions bearing on the present study were then
tabulated manually as soon as possib19, :and the identities of the respondents
were cheeked from their birthdates.
Followinq this, an interview was secured with two nuns, one principally a teacher, the other principally an administrator. In:formaUon was

sought and obtaJned as to the general structure of the school: adminisb"&tive
hierarchy, student offiees, elubs and activities, as well as the broad curricu-

lum outline and admissions and disciplinary policy. This took the form of an
informal discussion rather than of a structured interview.
About a month after the first questionnaire, the students were again
assembled on a weekday morninq. One hundred and nine students were pr~
one of the previous group was absent, and two absentees of the first session
~ere

present. The present writer then explained the essentlal.s of his involve-

ment in the study, a few of the results of the first questionnaire were presenad
~

terms of school-wide pereentaqes, and a second questionnaire was adminis-

~ered immed1ately. 1 This eecond questionnaire was designed simply to secure
nominations from each student of the 'treal leadersft in the sehool, of those
1

1A copy of this questionnaire will be found in Appendix B. The
explana.tion of the present author's involvement was qiven because, in such a
~m.aJJ. group, 1t was likely to beeome known in any case. Further, it is the
writer's strong bellef that as mUCh frankness as possible should prevail with
the subjects in studies of human soclety. The subjects' knowledqe of the in..
vesUgator's involvement did not a.ppear to invalidate the results of this second
questionnaire, as will be shown below (ct. p&.g'e 11, note 2.)
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who held important offices, of the qualifications for these offices, and of
lIoutstanding students" in each of seven cateqories.
The results of this second, or leadership, questionnaire were then
tabulated. Five nominations were taken as the minimum sufficient to establish
~

student as 1I0utstanding" in each cateqory, and established as a cutoff point.

Ruestions four and five were taken toqether for the nominations of emergent
eaders, and.o the cutoff IX>1nt here was a minimum of ten nominations as a
I

real leader" • Those receivlnq more were reqarded as lloutstandinqtt in the

cateqories, or as emergent leaders, respectively. The numbers of students
~esignated as

outstanding in the seven categories ranqeci from sixteen

iesiqnated as outstandlnqly piOUS to thirty-three designated as outstandingly
JOpula.r. Twenty students received more than ten nominations as n real
eaders" and these are defined as the emerqent leaders for the purpose of
~e

present study.
The identities of these leaders were then cheeked from the birth-

lates supplied. on both questionnaires. Their twenty 1 NORC questionnaires

vere then separated from the others, and analyzed separately for purposes
f subsequent comparison with the non-leaders.

Percentaqes and mean distributions were then established for the
~ader

and non-leader responses, as well as the original response tabulations

lOne of the twenty emergent leaders was found not to have taken the
rlginal NORC q )lestionnaJ.re; hence, in using this instrument, only nineteen
~ader responses are available.

11
for the school as a whole, on the NORC questionnaire. The number in each
population varies sliqhtly, due to the absentees and withdrawals from the
school as well as to the non-responses to some questions. In presentinq the
data, therefore, the base population is always indicated.
Finally, in order to check in a very incidental manner on any
obvious or physical cilaraeteristics of the twenty leaders, and as a means of
checkinq the validity of some questionnaire responses, fifteen-minute interviews were obta.in.ed With these leaders.

This interview dealt with such items

as self-irnaqe, attitudes towards the school, personal interests, ambitions,
and personal notions of leadership. 1

This interviewt while useful in obta1ninq information about the school
and the individual tt styles" of leadership, is evidently not utilizable for
purposes of comparison, since only the leaders were interviewed.
As an adjunct to information obtained from the students, and as a
cheek on the validity of some items, the school administration provided data
on I. Q. scores, past marks, and past educational experience of a.ll the
students. In addition, a list was obtained of students havinq a near female
relative who had been an alumna of thls sehool, or another run by the same
1A copy will be found in Appendix C. Eighteen of the twenty leaders
were available on the day fixed for these interviews. The two others were
qiven a questionnaire version of the interview. One replied, the other nkept
forqettinqtt, althouqh reminded.
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order, or who was a member of the order. This was designed to provide an
indication ot probable "anticipatory socialization", to use Mertonts term. By
this is meant the process of adapUnq to qroup norms before becoming a member ot the group. Thus, a seminarian is expected to act and think as a
clergyman batore being officially adm1tted to the ranks ot the elergy.
Finally, the Principal provided a brief pen... portrait of the twenty
leaders and an informed guess at the approximate socioeconomic class of the
family of all the students. 1

While on the subject of methodoloqy, it would be well to discuss the
validity of the results olJta1ned. 2 No systematic attempt was made to cheek
the honesty of all the answers. Some questions of validity were answered
indirectly, as appears below. Few of the questions asked appeared to be of a
partleularly sensitive nature, and no major indications of dishonestya.ppeared.
The cheeks employed would indicate that the students answered the questions
honestlYt at least in qeneral. Some reservations, however, must be made.
First, many of the students, when the results of the question on
dating habits was announced (NORC 143) voiced the opinion that many of the
1This, while obviously imperfect, proved useful. The author, after
havinq met several of the families, would judqe that the Principal tended to
underestimate slightly the SES of the parents.
&rhe lelJ.!bility of the first, or NORC, questionnaire, was not
directly established except throuqh planned pilot studies. The validity of the
second questionnaire was established, on the point of nomination of emergent
leaders, by the close correspondence between responses to this questionnaire
and votinq in the elections for school officers. (st. infllh >
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girls must have exaqgerated the extent of their social life with the opposite
sex.

&icondl~t

the sehool records of students' marks tended to be somewhat

lower than the girls· own estimates (NORC '29). Third1lt some of the replies
of at least three of the girls appear to be deliberately facetious: the religious
"eclectic", one of those who approve of premarital sex relations, and one
who provided entertaininq write-in commentaries on some of her responses.
These need scarcely detain us.
A more serious problem arose through the interviews.

Many of the

leaders voiced critical attitudes towards the Church and the sehool, as well
as a desire for cha.nqe and modern1za.tion in the school and in the Church in
qeneral, in the interviews. On the other hand, the questionnaire replies to
questions designed to measure these same variables (NORC #3, B and H~ for
example) were rather defensive.
After <Jiving- this matter some thouqht, the present writer would
suqqest that this 1s probably a ease of a more qeneral tendency of qroup
members to reserve their stronq criticism of their membership qroups flior
internal eonsumptiontl • Thus, although apparently larqely uncritical of their
Church and school in the questionna1re eominq from the University of Chicaq~
these subjects were freer in discussing their dislikes with a priest whom they
knew. This would then be a. case of apparent attitude chanqe only, due to a
real difference of social context. Further, they m1qht well have perceived
the present writer as beinq ehanqe-oriented.
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A more general criticism of the validity of such questionnaires is
that they attempt to measure fairly complex attitudes and traits of personality by methods which are, after all, relatively crude. This is true,
although perhaps a bit beside the point. Other methods also have their
failings, and use of a measurinq instrument is in any ease necessary in order

to perfect it. Further, researchers are hopefully aware that they have not
exhausted a concept by their more or less adequate ways of quantifyinq the
qualitative.
A word about the presentation of the data is also in order. The
actual presentation wUl, of course, be deferred, but some of the modes of
presentation should be explained in advance.
In qeneraJ., the attitude questions provided the respondent with a

seale of at least four possible responses, indica.tfnq the valence (positive or
neqative, for or aqainst) and the intensity (slightly or stronqly). To simplify
the presentation of data involvinq a comparison amonq several populations,
the mean weighted reply is often qiven, in place of percentaqes of each population in each cateqory.1 This has the advantaqe of providinq one simple

i iFor instance: on NORC Question One, a. weiqht of one is assigned
to ltagree stronqlt', two to "agTee somewha.t", three to Itdisaqree somewhat",
and four to It disaqree stronqly". Thus, instead of telling the reader that the
pereentaqes of leader replies were 5%, 16%, 31%, 47% in the four categories
of response to NORC 11 A, he will be told that the leader mean response to
this question is 2.94. where 3. would mean Itdisaqree somewhat". This
mean reply is computed as follows: the weiqht assigned to each response Is
multiplied by the number in the population who give that response. The
result added toqether for all the possible responses, and divided by the total

15

indication of the way the population responded as a group, and avoids the In...
conveniences of percentages employed for comparison of small qroups with
larqe. It has also the tendency, as any simplifying device, of obscurinq some
cha.racteristics of the data. Hence, when there appear to be significant
characteristics obscured by this simplified method, fuller presentation will bE
supplied. This, evidently, leaves somet..'1inq to the judqment of the present
author; however, data presentation is almost always a funetion of the judqmEnt
of the investigators, and a more complete presentation would be unbearably
cumbersome.
It should further be mentioned that not every question on the NORC

questionnaire has been tabulated for purposes of the present study, and not
every question that the author has tabulated will be presented. This is
simply because not everything on the NORC questionnaire is sufficiently
pertinent to the study of differential characteristics of leaders and non-leadar~
to justify its inclusion in a study of limited scope. In particular, questions
relating to primary school experience are omittec4 as well, of course, as
those which were irrelevant--i. e~, items which are already lmown from morE

accurate sources, such as scholastic achievement.
Other questions were omitted because, in the present writer's
opinion, they duplicated too closely other items in the NORC questionnaire to
make separate inclusion advisable-... aqa.in, <]ivan the limited possibilities of
this study. Both were, of course, tabulated, to provide a cross-check on
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validity and (to some extent) on reliability. This was the case for the three
student characteristic questions, NORC #17, 20, 27.
Because of the fact, finally, that the school has a number of
obligatory or quasi-obligatory religious practices, notably weekday Mass
twice a week for all students, 1 the religious practices question (NORC #53)
is probably not always too meaningful.
In general, then, the principal technical concern in seeking a method
of presentation of data was the need to express a wide range of information
as compactly as possible. As such, it represents a compromise: research,
like politics, is the art of the possible.
One last note is perhaps necessary. It has become customary to
find the results of !ltests of significance" of differences reported by sociological surveys. The reader will not find such indications here. The reason
is simple, but will need to be stated for those who are unfamiliar with
statistics. These tests determine the likelihood that the results obtained in a
random sample may be due to chance, and hence not be true of the total
population of which the sample is a part. The present study deals prinCipally
with a whole population, 1lQi. a sample: all differences within that population
are hence statistically siqnificant, since (obviously) there is no risk that a
population be atypical of itself.
lIncludinq the non-Catholics.
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Other specific methodological notes for particular items will be
presented in discussing the results. These will largely be confined to
explanations of the weights assigned to particular responses, following the
scaling techniques discussed above.
We have seen, then, that the present study investigates a particular,
largely unexplored, type of population, in terms of aspects of a contemporar
controversy about methods and results in religious education. It is closely
connected to a much larger, nation... wide survey with similar but much
broader aims. It tests two specifiC hypotheses, one dealing with leadership
patterns, the other with certain expected differences between the population
of this school and the national group of the NORC survey, which will provide
an approximate control group. The leadership hypothesis is the more
important for purposes of this study. The methodological considerations are
in accord with current general practices in the social sciences, given the
fact that the study involves a whole population and is of limited scope.
We shall now turn successively to a description of the school that is
the object of this study; to a survey of leadership theory in the behavioral
sciences today, as it is applicable to the school in question; and finally, to
the presentation of the results and to their interpretation.

CHAPTERn
A REVIEW OF CONTEMroAARY LEADERSHIP THEORY
AND RESEARCH, WITH APPLICATIONS TO
THE STUDY OF ST. MARY'S

InGHSCHOOL.

The purp:>se of this chapter is to provide a broad summary of
contemporary leadership theory, and to indicate the major implications it
may have for the study of Catholic high schools in general and the present
school in particular. As the biblioqra}ily wlll indicate, only those works
were included which deal with the scientific study, analysis, and evaluation
of leadership as a human phenermmon. The many works providing practical
handbooks for the formation of leaders, or the military and business leaders'
guides, are qenerally left unmentioned.

It should further be mentioned that the majority of the studies and
theoretical diseussions used as bases for this chapter are American, and
contemporary. This, of course, is a limitation. If the sociology of knowla193
{w1s§tn§2~f,Qlog;!,)has

shown nothing else, it has certainly demonstrated how

our ability to perceive facts and conceive hyp:>theses is limited by our mllsux
However, since the school employed for this study is American, and the
focus is narrow, this limitation should not be a crippling one.
Studying: a school from the particular point of view of the social
sciences introduces a question of approacb as well. It would have been at
lAllSt eouallv feasible

to attempt the investigation within the framework of
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the sociology of education, from the angle of hwnan ecology, or from the mom
general. ,p)sition of small qroup dynamics.
Leadership was chosen as the focal point here because there exists
a large..... jf poorly artlculated--literature on the subj ect, and because of the
personal interests of the author. The fact that most of the studies of leadership are analyses of simUar small groups facUitates the use of comparable
data.

In diecussinq leadership in any school situation, it is the investi-

qator's strong belief that it is a cons1derable error to ignore the imp:>rtanc e
of the educators. Specifically in thia study, the nuns perform many of the
functions of group leadership in spite of not being fully members of the
student group. Probably, the officer professors have an analoqous role with
reqard to the cadets· in other studies, the prison staff to the prisoners. The
study of any qroup so imperfectly autonomous as students, cadets, seminarians, prisoners, hospital inmates, appears to be very incomplete if it fails

to take into account the adult or other "freer tl p)wer structure tha.t (for example) shapes many of the student groups' ends, rough hew them how theywll
For this reason, although the study bears directly only on the

student body, the p:)sition and influence of the faculty and administration will
be mentioned where it is known....or may reasonably be assumed--to be significant. This will be found to dissipate a few small anomalies in the data..
Since leadership today is largely perceived as one specialty within
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social psycholoqy, the broad lines of this chapter will follow those of a team
of social psychologists. 1
Several terms occur often throughout this paper. It will be well to
define them from the outset..

2

LH4w denotes an individual with status that permits him to
exercise influence over certain other individuals. Specifically,
our interest is in leaders deriving their status from followers
(active }:8l."t1cip.w.ts in the group) who may either accord or
withdraw it, in an essentially free mterchanqe with a group
context.
Staty,§ denotes the placement of an individual along a dimension,
or in a hierarchy, by Virtue of some criterion of value.

Role. which is iInplied by status, may be regarded as a set of
socially defined expectations concerning behavior judged
appropriate for a person occupying a JX:ll'ticular position
(status). 3

Ql9YR may be most simply regarded as two or more people
motivated to work toqether in virtue of a.ch1evinq a. common
qoal, in a more or less stable social context.

lXreeh, David, Crutchfield, Richard S., and Ballachey, Egerton L.
mdividualln SQll!tX (New York: McGraw Hill, 19(2) Chapter 12, "Leadership
and group change) If pp. 422...453. The four main key concepts of chapter
orqa..'1lization are theirs. Other and more specific debts to this work will be
ac1mowledqed as they occur.
2The definitions of leader and status are taken almost verbatim from
E. P. Hollander, II Emerqent leadership and social influence, II in Luiqi
Petrull.o and Bernard Bass (ads.), l'&ISil"WP tl}.eor;v and !n\@rPm:§2nal

beh&vipr (New York: Holt, 1961) p. 30.
3RalIh M. Stogdill, Ellis L. Scott, and William E. Jaynes,
gP!!~M. Bureau of Business Research MonoQraph
no. 86 (Columbus: Ohio State University, 1956), p. 1.

Lea.der§il.iI! ansi rgle
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At once the simplest and yet the most debated approach to the study
of leadership is that of its typology. Presuming the acceptance of such basic
sociological conceptions as interpel'sonal influence, and the reality of social
gToupings as something rather more tiWl t.1.e sum of their Individual members,
we turn to the question: II what is the place of the leader in all this? It, only to
find that it is first necessary to specify what 1$ meant by lea.der.

Historically, it is a commonplace to remark that the "great man"
theory of leadership once held sway.
This is perhaps the na.tural result of an
,
aristocratic frame of mind. Tn any case, it refers basically to the idea that
there is a type of excellent man who is naturw.ly a leader, and others who are
born to follow him. 1 Pareto, of course, has his conceptual framework of the

rule of an elite SIMi, rather than WSQn§. Various more or less environmentally determ.1nistic models were commonly employed in the last century_
The modern consensus, by and large l reg-ards leadership as the ability of one
person to modify the behavior and attitudes of another, &"'1d consequently as a
function diffused throuqnout the group ill v-arying deqrees.. - product as well as
creator of social action, a.ction being reqard.ed as Ineaning:ful and goaldirected behavior. 2
1{UcWd n and lulJU@ eMU; are two of Sha.ltespeare's plays t.ltat
have lengthy aPGlo¢es of this theory.
2Cf. Lulgi Petrullo and. Bernard Bass (ads')1 Leadership and interwrsOAAl bgy!<;U: (New York: Holt, Rinehart, 1961), Introduction, p. xii-xiv,
of which this paragraph is in part a summary.

2

Petrullo1 speaks of todayts Ifmultlfactorial complexities", and
expresses gratitude that there is an unconscious art of leadership to make
up for the lack of a scientific psychology of it. He summarizes his own
historical precis:
What was once the crux of some major theory . . . . .• today
seems to be but one of the many items considered in complicated

leadersh1p equation.
and furnishes his own definition of the leader in today's sense: 2

The leader Us) whether selected from above or below•......
a freely followed person who is concerned with fulfllling- the
purposes of the group and the needs of. the individual in it. Such
a leader is in contrast to a. "head man rt who is appointed to carry
out the obj actives of those above him by directinq or commanding-.
Ross and Hendry, 3 in

a. simila.r attemJt at a contemporary survey,

speak of "how complex the nature of lea.dership is, and how foolish it is at
this staqe to be doqmat1c in asserting- one's views about it.

ft

If this brief survey demonstrates anything, 1t is the fact that the
typ:>logy about to be proposed is not on as firm

grounds as (say) the taxonomy

of spec1es of mammals, but is a division, or a series of divisions, based

alike on informed common sense and experimental techniques. These classifications follow di:tferent dimensions of the problem, and are by no means to
be taken as definitive.
2Petrullo and Bass, op. clt., p. xviii.
3,Murray G. Ross and Charles E. Hendry, Un: ;understanding of
leadf;tr§Wp. (New York: Association Press, 1957), Preface, p. v.

-
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There is first of all a. widely acknowledged type of leader who is

b9rs setl§, the unique, the preeminent in his field.

of him

m these terms,

Ross and Hendry 1 speak

and the extreme type of Weber's charismatic leader

may also be inserted in this class.
Secondly, most contemJX)rary students of leadership are agreed that
there is a distinction between the desi<jllated, or imposed, or institutional

leader, or headr and the true social. leader. The terms vary; but because of
its brevity, we will follow Petrullo in referrinq to the institutional leader as

the ~ not the leader. This will further avoid confusion in the termmologjt
The concepts indicated by various authors under the notion of headship range
from Petrullo's near-despotic ruler to Krech t s idea of the head as the officiaJ....

ly assigned leader of a qrOUP1 who mayor may not be effective m that role. 2
The object of concern in the present study is the third type of leader

in this broad. descriptive classification.

Otten referred to as the mp.er9J!l1

leader, 3 to emphasize the fact that he fills the role as a result of favorable
circumstances, he will be referred to here simply as ffleader". His use to
the group as its leader may be viewed as a special case of What Gibb regards
as an essential attribute of the qroup, as social interaction in the pursuit of
a common goal uin such a way that the existence of many is utUized for the
1Ibid., p. 15

20p. cit., P. 453

3"Emergent" is not a. very clear or si9llificant adjective here.
P!irS9mH leader would perhaIS be a clearer form, and does less violence to
everyday English usage.

.......-

------------------------------------------------~2~:~
satisfaction of some needs of ea.ch. III Leadership then becomes a group, and
not a personal function. Its study is not, then, a. question of the psychology
of exceptional individuals, but of the interaction of a group that confers
varying degrees of leadership on different members.
This is not, !if course, to deny the importance of the leader's

specific qualities. Although the tendency today is to regard leadership as a
social phenomenon, the stubborn fact rernalns that all studies disclose a

minority in tb.is position of a.uthority, as perceived by group members or by
outside observers. Not just anyone, appru'enUYI is capable of fulfilling t.his
service to the qroup to any marked de<Jree. StUl, predlct1nq successful
leadership performance from a personality inventory alone would be attempt...

ed by few contemp:)rary behavioral. scientists.
The current conception, as noted by E. P. Hollander and WUse
Webb, 2 would seem to be that of a leadership-followershlp continuum of
status ranldnqs, with the different members of a group placed at uneven
intervals alonq th.is continuum

at a qlven moment. Hollander qoes on to

suggest that thiS should be altered to take account of individuals who are
perceived even as desirable followers" 3 In other words, the group may
lCtted in Ross and Hendry, 09- gil" P. 16.
2 n Leadership, followership, and friendship; an analysis of peer
nominations, II IMP 50 (March 1955) 163-7, asp. p. 163.

3lQlsL P. 164.

110t
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well see some members as desirable neither actively nor passively in the
process of making and inlplementlnq decisions. They may be tolerated or
even liked, but not regarded even potentially as useful to the group's central
purIX>se.

It should be emphasiZed that the qroupfs perception of a. roam.bar's
)

capacities may well be inacQ.1ltate. It inaccurate fundamentally, it may so
influence the individual that he fulfills group expectations--or the lack of
them .. - by his behavior and internalized aWtude. Placed in a position which
demands leadership, there is some evidence to show that people can learn

to act like a leader I in spite of beinq considered especially inept. 1
This ineptitude may p:>ssibly be the result of what Merton calls
"t..~e

selt-fulfilUnq prophecy".. Another's opinion al us, as noted a.bove, may

influence our behavior. Some studies do point tentatively to the existence of
traits usually found in leaders. The limitations of the studies would make it
wise to refrain from axtend!nq them too far :from the small qroups with a
~ixed purpose, often factitious, usually

dra.wn from llisUtutionalized persous,

~t were used to test t..'1e experimenters' designs. 2

1 L. Berkowitz,
~1956), 210..222.

II

Personality and <JTOup JX)sition, It §2cto:qleqy XIX

20n the existence of more broadly Significant leadership traits, see

~. F. Carter and Mary Nixon, "An investiqation 01. the relationship between
'our criteria. of leadership abilIty for three dUferent tasks, U 1, J?ucb..xxvn

h949), 245..61. R. M. Stoqdill, "Personal factors associated with leadershilf,
L PsYch. XXV (1948), 35-71 supplies us with a broad survey and produces
~even traits with "no consistent pattern. n
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From this last it would follow that, once located and identified, the
leader would be distinguishable

Ii\.

mster10ti from the other members; he is

not, however, a. distinct type. As to the leader-follower relationship alluded
to above, it is not every nonleader who is a follower, as mentioned. Gibb1

summarizes the specific leader-foUower continuum very succinctly:
Followers subordinate themselves) not to an individual whom they
perceive as utterly different, but to a member of their group who
has superiority at this time and whom they perceive to be flUlda...
mentally the same as they are, and who may, at other times, be
prepared to follow.
Axiomatically, of course, only one person can lead at a time and
even institutional leaders (heads) chanqe. It may be inferred from what has
been said of the follower that he is a. potential leader whose leadership is

momentarUy latent. We may then conclude that emergent leadership may be
more or less

Ii\.

stable attribute of the leader, and that we are not authorized

to suppose th.at the overt. acts of leadership that reveal. themselves to the

observert s eye are all there is to this phenomenon; here as so often, the
existence of a continuum may well lead one to expect an "Iceberg- e:ffectll of

latent leadership. What we can see depends on the individual leader, the
group, and a. host of external circumstances--sucll as app:>1nted officers or
social pressure.

le. A. Gibb, II Leadershiplt, in G. L1ndzey, ad., HAnnbook of Social
?sys:;uQlogI'. Vol. n, (Cambridqe, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1954), p. 915.
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This, then, is the picture of the emergent, or

ners9 nal.

leader as we

shall seek him. It is largely negative. He is not easily identifiable when he

is not functioning as such with a. group. Operationally, there are two comm:>n
methods for the empirical study of leadersh1p. The first is to watch the

qroup in action and so decide upon the existence and identity of leaders. The
second, which is adopted here, is that of asking the qroup membe!"s for tile

names of persons they believe to be leaders amonq tL1.emselves. 'ntis w1ll
have the advat.ntage of relying on the group's longer and rnore hlt1:mate experienes of its collective identity, thus p:L"ofitinq from a whole

g~~t

of irn-

presslons, runninq across a variety of experierrces a.vailable to the collectivity bu.t not to any ordinary observer•

Since the central criterion wID then be one of influence over the
attitudes and actions o.f the group, at least two col"ol.la.ries follow. 1 The first
is that, as noted, it will alwa.ys be a question of Qiql'ee of leadership influ..

ence2 that is being studied. Secondly, since it is a question of interaction

within a <1roup, any influence is bound to be a product of interactioll-"a. "two..
way street". Of course, the traffic fror..o. leader to group will be proportion-

lCf. Krech, Crutchfield, and Ballachey, 2:Q., Slt,.. p. 423•.
2Influence wUl here be defined as the abUity to modify the behavior
and attitudes of others, without coercion.

-
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ately heavier than from group to leader ~ 1
B. Determjp.!ylYi

9t !&ad!r§bJ.p.

The definition of a leader given at the beginning of this chapter should
now be clear in its orlqins and in its principal implications. Let US now turn
briefly to a consideration of the determinants of leadershIp.

From the above, it should be clear that these determinants are
reduced to three by the conceptual framework just elaborated. Leadership,
or at least its exercise, is a function of the qroup,Ut, (for want of a. better
word) the situation, and, of course: of the individual..
Let us beqin our studies of the determinants of leadership with those

coming- from the group, for most of today's social psychologists would regard
the group as the erudal :factor. Some conceive of groups on physiological
models, a some as a kind of person,S some indulge in essays in group
typ:>logy--mostly canoniZations of common sense. 4
An exceedingly simple group will not normally have a recogniza.ble
lWilliam Haythorn, G It: , "'!be effect of varying combinations of
authoritarian and equalitarian leaders and followers, /I J'ASP LIII (September
1956), 218, shows how groups and leaders, respectively, tend to modifytheir
behavior in terms 01. each others· expectations.

2cf. F. X. Berrien, uHomeostasis theory of CJrOups--implica.tions
for leadership, 11 in Petrullo and Bass, $2'Q cit" Po 82.
3w1lliam C. Schutz, IfThe eqo, FlRO theory, and the leader as
completer, It in Petrullo and Bass, gP:t kit, p. 48.
4Stoqd1ll, R. N.,

PsYch-

tt

Leadership, membership, and orqanization. ",

Jall. XLVII (lanuary 1950), 1...14.
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leader, 1 and the stability of leadership as the flmction of a particular individ-

ua1 seems to be more common in the orqan1zed and older group, older
meaninq havinq the lonqsr corporate existence. 2
Further, group identity fWlctions in a slightly different way in leader ~
ship choice. That is, the individual will choose and react differently when he
is tryinq to think

and behave as a member of the group: It Personally I don't

care for the man, but he's the mayor our city needs.

fl

lenninqs' classic

dlStlnction between wehQtej.! and §QQiQlelth while not enrichinq our lanquaqe

with beautiful words, does distinquish simply between what we do and feel as
individuals as opposed to our reactions as members of a. social group.
The role of group perceptions of the individual has been mentioned

above: Mark Twain's Pttddin'head WUson 1s an example of an intelligent man
treated as a fool and perceived as a fool in his town. On the contrary, the
well-known "halo effect tl may make the qroup turn to a man who is incapable
of providing help in a. particular situation, because of other times or other
ways in which he has proven himself a spectacular success.

Too, if the

leader cannot find at least some JUpport for his point of view from the group,
he is likely to lapse into passive conformity, at least temporarily. We are
all a bit like Riesman's other-directed man, tendinq to do what is expected oj

us. The ability of group pressure to distort and modify judqment is one of

1A notable exception would be the nuclear family.
2
StoqdUl, gp. Qit'

l

P. 1 - 3.
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the classic findings of social psychology.

1

However, too much should not be made of the fatalism of the "group
znind ll (Nne collective). Any outstanding leader 1s likely to have a store of
what Hollander calls "idiosytlcrasy credit"; being, normally, secure in his
status and havinq proven his worth, he 18 likely to be able to afford more
deviance than the simple member.
The nature of the g'roup, and its aims, wlll evidently be a heavy
factor in the :fact of leadership selection, and in the manner of its exercise.
Authority is likely to be nearly absolute in military groups in combat, but in
most <JToups it will touch on only small sectors oi the members' Uves.
Radical change in the nature, purpose, composition, or structure of a group
is likely to brincJ' about collateral chanqe in its leadership.
All this would elearly furnish much more usef'..u theoretical scaffold-

inq :for the study of leadership, if it were not for the fact that specific results
of studies form, at best, only a mosaic. Further, h.ypotheses that one or
another study design have confirmed....pa.rtlally, at least......are numerous and
occasionally quite contradictory. 2
1A summary 01 Solomon Asch's findings in this regard is avalla.ble
in his article ffEffects of group pressure upon the modification and distortion
of jud<;r.ment, It in H.. Guetzkow, Ed., ~y.p;! l~R Md mftn, Pittsburgh,

Carnegie Press, 19612see, for example, Edgar Borqatta, Robert Bales, and Arthur
Couch, "Some findings relevant to the qreat man theory of leadership, " ABR
XIX (December 1954) 755... 59. The a.uthors clte 'lttleast six types of thinking
about optimum leadership structure of the qroup for optimum performance",

-
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As a. point of transition from the group to the indiVidual leader, it
~ould

be well to consider the plight of the marqinal man who happens to be a

"sader. In Stonequist r s original definition, he was a person belonging to two
different cultures, which were conceived as not merely d1f:ferent but antaqon-

iStic. Today the note of anta.qonism Is often absent in definitions. In any cas~
~

marginal leader would be a group leader subject to pressure from a plurality

pf social qroups. A factory foreman is to a. certain extent also identified with
the workers he supervises. The small town school superintendent is resp:>ns-

J.ble to his staff, to his students, to the parents, to his p::Ilitical superiors.
LUte many leaders, he is in the middle: there are several. reference groups,
pften, if not alwa.ys, in compeUtion.

Considerinq the nature of a hiqh school, it is clear that the student
qovernment leader risks being ca.u)Jht between two fires. The school administration r89'Uds her as somethinq of an extension of its functions, and the
students expect the student to "stick up for" student interests. Hypothetically,
the marg1nalleader may choose one, may reject both, may compromise: "no

man can serve two masterslt. We may suspect that compromise is likely to
be the more frequent choice. 1
all of which have been subjected to some semblance of empirical validation.

These hypotheses range from the presence of an all-round leader to value
homogeneity of the qroup as beinq the most imp:>rtant variable in leadership
effectiveness within the qroup. The study in question qoes on to plump, so to
speak, for the out-o£-fashion ~ea.t man theory", and tests it empirically in a
controlled situation.
1ForJl~ theor",Uc..tU discussion of this point, see Stogdill, Scott, and

.1
..

-.,
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All this emphasizes, as is necessary, the role of the social system

or plurality of social systems forming the context of leadership. Stlll, the
stubborn fact remains as noted: this quality is unevenly distributed. We may

leqit1mately, and with real empirical bases, suspect t.hat the individual personality has its part to play. Again, the literature is a bit confusing.

R. M. Stoqdill, in an often-cited article that dealt a serious blow to
the study of leadership from the point of view of individual PSycholo9'Y,lcites
seven groupings of personal "leadership traits't found in an exhaustive survey

of the literature. They have, he goes on to show, no consistent pattern ammq
them. A more recent !nvestiqation2 concludes that there is a somewhat consistent tendency for leaders to be better adjusted, more dominant, more

extroverted, more masculme, less conservative, and to have grea.ter interpersonal sensitivity than rank and fUe members. The differences, 1t should
be emphasized, are not great. It a.ppears exceedingly dHficult to divorce the

leader from his group context in any meaning1ul way.
1uPersonal factors associated with leadership, tJ l. f!sxsh. x:x.v
(January 1948) 35-71. The seven factors are: lilyslcal and constitutional
factors; intelliqence; self-confidence; sociabUltyj wul; dominance; surgency.
2R. D. Mann, flA review of the relationships between personality
and performance in small cp"oups, It meb. BylJ., LVI (1959) 241 .. 270. The
summary above is paraJil,rased from Kretch, Crutchfield, and Ballachey,
gp. cit,. p. 444.
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First of all, the leader in our sense is a member of the qroup,

seen as "one of us It by the rank and fUe. He is also

in many ways the

essence of the group, embodyinq in an extraordinary wa.y the 9l'0Up'S cultural
System (values, norms), often in exaqqeratlnq them a bit. Is the group
youthful? the leader is likely to be a bit more so. He is, thirdly, seen as
better than the rest of us, but not too much better, or he will not be perceived

as belonqinq to the group.
Like any group member, he is expected to behave: the "idiosyrcrasy
credit" mentioned above is not likely to be extended too far unless it has real
functional value for the <]rOUP_

The person who succeeds as a leader in one situation has more
8jlance of succeecUnq in another, related, situation than does the non-leader.
A cautious conclusion, based on a number of studies, is that of L. F. Carter:
There are probably families oi situations for which leadership is
fairly genercU for any task falling in that family, but there will be
other families in which the leadership requirements fill be fairly
independent of those in tlte first family of situations.
This bri.nqs us, logically enough, to conslder the importance 01 the

situation as a determinant. It is a matter of universal observation that

human groups do not

e~t

in vacuums, that they chanqe, and that they vary

widely in nature, .purpose and structure.
lCited in Krech, Crutchfield, and Ballachey, OR, Sit., Po 446.
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The term "situation" covers a wide ran<Je of factors, much like the
legal term "act of God". Basically it appears to be used to lump tog-ether all
those factors over which the leader and the group have no direct control. In
a study of facUtious groups playing- at a. riqqed pinball machine, R. L. Haml:iin
sugqests that leadership is more immediate, more concentrated, and more

swift in situations of cris1s. 1 It is a lonq-standinq observation of social
hiStory that new leaders come to the fore, often "charismatics", in times of
rapid social chanqe and disinteqration.
We know also that the nature of the qroup goal plays a real part in

determining leadershlp, 2 and obstacles to that goal can be numerous. Any
serious obstacle tends to produce group frustration, as in a situation of
immediate criSis, and with it ambivalence and the ensuing problems for the

leader: he no lonqer knows what he is doing. In this sort 01 a novel, unclear
situation, the emergent leader will tend to be the aqgressive individual. 3
,.

luLeadershiP and crisis, " §9GloIDtky XXI (1958), 322-35.
2Cf. lames G. March "Group norms and the active minority,
l\@ XIX (December 1954), 733-41.

It

3Launor Carter, ItThe behavior of leaders and other group members
XLVI (October 1951), 589-95, gives an instance of this in a study
involvinq NROTC cadets with an appointed leader who tended to be upsta.qed
by a more aqqressive emergent leader.

IMP
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Then there is that situational aspect called "social climate lt • Long a
favorite of social theorists, it corresp:mds a. bit to the

~itq§i§t

of the philos-

ophers. Broadly, it seems to refer to the pattern of strong collective attitudes in the la.:rger society. Ross and Hendry discuss this, giving as historical examples the election of Churchill as a reaction to his predecessors, and

the hegemony of Hitler as a function of the German national mood in the

thirties. 1 Social climate is a complex variable, but a real one. Negatively,
it determines what the public Itwon't stand for'*; positively> the things and the
kind of person who Will be precipitated to importance until the times change.

Goldwater 1s nomination is a sign of current American social climate, as were
prohibition and its repeal) women's suffraqe--an.y m.ajor shift in values or
value hierarchies.
Its importance here is that it is a larqely non-rational determinant
of who wUl and who will not be a suitable group leader. Further, it is often
an influence not of the specific group's making, and may not really be shared
by thenl: but they bow to the social climate.

For instance, the social clima.te

in Africa demMds native African leaders in all p:>sts possible. Business

may prefer to retain their own local manaqers, but be pressured into the
immediate promotion of It whole African cadre. SimUa.rly, a divorcE! stUl
lOp: eM.. p. 32. It is worth notinq that Coleman entitles the genEral
descriptive chapter of the schools in his study "Value climates in each school It
Appeals to "public opinion" by jurists and leqi.slators seem to refer to much
the same empirical referent.

~
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has great difficulty in wirUlinq major public office in America, and even a
very moral and highly competent person with known homosexual tendencies
would never be elected to any major leadership position, in spite of
followers' rational assent to the fact that he is the most qualified man for
the task.
The group has its own norms and values, which ma.yor may not be
congruent with those of the larqer society. But it cannot ignore these latter,
just as the individual cannot ignore the smaller group.
Specifically, there are at least three evident aspects of at. Mary,sl
High School that will need some development at this p:>int. Weare dealing

with a school that is Catholic, has a population of female adolescents, and is

largely oriented to a. single social class.
Friendly observers have long pointed out strong authori1arian2
elelnents in Catholic schools. One mUd comment on t.his, relevant to
leadership, is the following:
Back of the tecb.nlques of leadership is something that can best be
described as an attitude of willingness Uta stick one t s neck outIf • • • •
Now there is in our faith and our way of life an inherent a.uthoritarian tendency which can easily be abused. 3

... .....

..

luSt. Mary's" is the pseudonym that Will be used for the high school
to be described in Chapter m.

2Authorit8rtan is here employed as a simple descriptive term, not
as a hostile criticism. This point will be discussed in more deta.1l below.
&rhome P. Neill, "Better schools train for leadership, It ,NQEAIa
LIn (August 1956) p. 228. Other and stronger comments can easily be cited
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Tendencies to authoritarian trea.tment of the students are perhaps
~plained

partially by the supposition that the Religious who staff the schools

wUl ~ to treat those subject to them much as they themselves are treated.
The forms of authority within the religious orders are not basically democratiC, and this stY20f leadership might well be transferred into situations where

it is less appropriate. The strict transfer of authoritarian patterns of leadership would be o:f quesUonable leqitimacy in traditional Catholic thouql:lt, since

the baSes of authority for a teacher

or principal are quite different from those

of a. religious superior. The former are reqarded as being

dele~-ated

by the

parents of the students, the latter as 'beintJ" freely chosen by the Religious as

persons representing God in the external ordering of the Religious' complete
life.

Leaving aside the Catholic aapect, a school has, as such, its proper
elements. Margaret Fisher remarks on what she calls the It principle of
deferred commitment tt in education--the students are encouraqed to
but not

learn~

to take action. 1 It would seem that student leadership would then not

be likely to lead as often or as 1rn.m.ediately to direcUnq group activity, but
would tend to limit itself rather more to information, protest, and attitude
The author goes on to remark the differences in his classes between products
of Catholic secondary schools ~"'ld the public schools in terms of docility_
11t.{.&ad~.J:libJp iHlg inWUigence" (New York: Teachers College Bureau
of Publications, Columbia Univ., 1957), p. 154.
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ormation. In fact, most schools limit rather sharply the outside activity of
students. St. Mar y's permits no group activity that is not approved by the

adrninisb."8.t1on; most autonomous a.ction is deferred ur.ttil after graduation.
I'rhe subjects of thIs study are female adolescents. Adolescents are

thought to be highly confor:tning, althouQh they 00 not always refer their

behavior to ~ cultural norms. Women, as will

beShOWll,

are thought to

have a more a.pproval-oriented personality and to be more likely to accept and
to

l~ea.ffirm

traditional cultural ways of doing and tb.inl'"Jng.

This is seen as

reflecting Qreatel· dependency n$eds. Specifically, in an educational L"1SUtu..

tion, she would tend to be the easier person to soeiallze, the more rea.d.ily
modtfied in behavior and attitudes, the more ready to a.tfiliate. 1 (Of course,
as George Schuster often p:>inted out, his long experience in a. girls' college
taught him that compliance does not always imply agreement. )
From this we mAY infer that female adolescents are less likely to
form a deviant social qrollP (or {fibSSy,l.Wre.. to use a .stronqer term the Pl"esen

writer much prefers to avoid in suc..lt a microcosmic context).
Thirdly; the school is very definitely the product of a single social.
class. By their constitutions; the nuns who run the school have long been
associated with the upper r.ulddla class. The fact is sufficiently well known
1For a discussion of these goals of education and their infel~l'ed
significance for leadership, see Benjamin R. Wolman, "Education atld
leadership, II Teachers College Record XLIX (May 1958), 465-73.
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to "type" a qirl who attends one of their schoola. 1

Considering the fact that

one of the difficulties in many urban sChools is tlle wide di:fference between
the social. class of the teacher and that 01 the students;. this factor at at. Mary's
~ay

be expected to eliminate much friction caused by class d1t'1erences.

Given the wide emp1rIcal justification for the ex1stence and importance of social c1aas as a factor in American societYt it would be unwise to

pass over tbi$ situational factor in sUeno.. In part1cular> one would infer
trom the one-class dominance

at th18 school that the c.U.stinquiShinq eharaeter-

lstics of the American upper middle class would be reinforced in tile course

of education. Thus, the social group as a whole would probably not elevate to

a p;;>s1tlon of leadersh.1p a member who would be unllke them in this respect,
and such small class dU'ferences as would a1at will probably be magnified. 2

The effect oJ. social elus is extremely pervasive; it is, in many ways, one of
ttle key coneepts of the behavioral setencu.
The school as a whole 1$ oriented, as

wm be shown,

towards the

upper middle class. This relative homoqenelty may be expected to restrict

1The present writer~,· on several occuiorJa, overheadd a qirl at
a. social event identify her.elf as a stu.dent of one of these schoo1& The
reaction wu invariably to tease her aboutbeinq wealthy, a snob, or
"slumm1nc; with US U •

aA. Davia, B. B. GardnerJ and M. R. Gardner. I2tIP 12YtQ: a social
anthropoloq1cal study of easte and class. CChl'*lO, UniversIty of Cbie&g'O
Press) 1941) provides $Ome very intereat1nq Uluatrat10na of what class
meluber8h1p does to sOO1al pereeptJon.
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e focus of the group's activities and result in a lesser ranqe of attitudes and
tions than might occur in a more diversified social group.
Furthermore, although the influence of other key var1a.bles..... such as
dolescencs, Catholicism, and sex...-may be quite imp:>rtant, the basic upper
iddle class orientation may be expected to explain much about this particular

Since the data to be considered in the following cha.pter contain little
elative to questions of family background, it miqht be well to stop and conIder briefly the theoretical implicat10ns of :famUy background for the study
f leadership.

This is probably best done here, under the qenera! rubric of

There are at least two studies deaUnq with the question of family
ground and adolescent leadership. 2 Both of them are limited by what
iqht be regarded as a tendency of educators, namely to tend to equate leader ...
hip with socialization and docility to school authority. S

1For fA, very interesting study of an analogous, but rather different,
ne-class social group, see Cla:rence Schraq, II Leadership among- prison inates: n ASS XIX (February 1954), 37-41. The leaders tended to be the
"lowest of the low lt : disproportionately more homosexuals, psychotics, rebels;
nvicts for crimes of violence 1 "two-time losers tf, etc.
&rhe first, and more important, is that of Urie Bronfenbrenner,
"Some familial antecedents of responsibility and leadership in adolescents",
Petrullo and Bass, 2"2. gIL 239-271, with a good summary JJjl 268-69. The
econd, of which only a lengthy summary is published, is Carl Weinberg,
"FamUy backqround and deviance or conformity to school expectations It, L.m..
r e an
e F . , XXVI (February 1964) 89-91.
SFor instance, Wein berq in the course of his article refers to lead..

.
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In spite of these methodological differences, there are several inter
esting points in these findings which would appear to have some bearing on th
present study.
Weinberq studied a qroup of thirty schools, apparently or presuIr.111iJl
primary schools. He employed six independent variables, and tested for
correlation with marked leadership/conformity and marked deviance. He
found si9J11ficant relatIonships in three cases: sibling poSition, physical
mobility of the family, and family d!sorqanization (broken homes: one or mol'
natural parent absent). The other control var1ables--family size, socloeconomic class, and working mothers--yielded no significant results.
He discovered that leaders, in his sense, tend to be eldest and only
children, the deviants the youngest and intermediate. 1 The most significant
relationship was that of presence of both natural parents in the horne! 23% of
his deviants came from broken homes, 17% of the total p:>pulation, but only

8% of the leaders.
pectations he apparently meL"lS teacher expectatiOns, leaving the peer group
out of it; his criteria of leadership <!blg.. p. 90) are largely of docility_
Bronfenbrenner, on his part, defines leadership and responsibility operationally from the teacher's pomt of view (r;.:; .44 and .41, respectively, on rater
reliability) alone. The correlation between leadership ('!nfiuences and directs
group activities and is accepted in this role n) and reliability (llcan be counted
on to fulfill obligations tf ) is .48, which may be re<jlJ."ded as a substantial
positive correlation (g~, ;It. , 244.... 6).
1Very parenthetically, as a very rough '::neL"lS af comparison with
the present study, it might be mentioned that of the twenty Sacred Heart
leaders, the investigator is aware of the siblinq position of thirteen. Of
thes~ thirteen, only one is a first or only child. One is the youngest, eleven
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Wemberg concludes with a pertinent observation, that concentration

pi research effort on the nonconformer has led us to ignore the less excitinq
~igh

conformer at the other end of the polar continuum. The Ilgood" child

goes sociologically unnoticed, but the delinquent is surrounded by the atentive
observations of the academic fraternity.
Bronfenbrenner's study is quite relevant. He takes one set of inde ...
pendent variables..... pa;rent practlces......a.nd, through a set of intermediate
variables-...sex of parent, sex of child, socio-economic status of the family·studies his dependent adolescent responsibility/leadership variable. 1 Unlike
the psychoanalytic Uterature,

then,

he measures social class (SEa) as well as

sexual dHferences, thus letting economics and sociology into the picture, as
rwell as biology. His exposition of methodology is quite honest and reasoned.
Out of 400 respondents to a questionnaJ.re administered to tenth-graders in a

university-town secondary school, completed questionnaires were drawn from
each of

four social class sets, at random, for a total of 192 cases.
The results relevant for leadership among middle class (and above)

female adolescents may be summarized as follows: for both responsibility
and leadership,

In American middle class culture. . . for firls, the principal
danger lies in the possibility of oversociaUzation through an
overdose of parental a.fIection and control.
.
.. .
..
.

.. ......

.. ... . . .. .. .. ..

1Bronfenbrenner, OR: clt:. p. 240-242.
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Warmth and companionship facilitate the development of
leadership in boys but impede its emergence in girls.
The differential effects of emotional support on the two
sexes are enhanced in the higher socioeconomic strata. • 1

This last point, concerning dtfferential effects of warmth and

affection, deserves further comment. Apparently the optimal level of author~ty

and affection is lower for girls than for boys; he who rules his daughter

~ess, rules best. In a. longer discussion of these results, 2 Bromenbrenner
contrasts the

metnq98 of employmq love and discipline to chlldren of the

two sexes. The focus of the tllove-oriented" discipline of the qirl seems
desiq.t1ed to lessen the impact of the environment on her, not vice versa, and
~

bring &boot socially-approved conduct and stronq internalized controls .for

!behavior. There is then a. qreat sensitivity to the withdrawal of affection,
timorousness, anxiety, inhibition. Unfortunately for validation of these
results as he

g'06S

on to remark, studies of girls are few and:far between,

especially where leadership is concerned. Apparently our culture thinks
less of the gentle sex in terms of authority and intluence, wha.tever the
lLl\dies Home lOI11'"1'ul1 may have to say about the power of women. In any
case, the present remarks apply only to girls from middle class families.
This point had been made at soma length. beeause, as will be evident

from the followinq chapter, there is a. very definite fflove ...oriented ll spirit
of discipline

at St. Maryfs High School, and the level of authority and

lIPid., p. 268-9.

~,p. 260-1
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affection is quite high. As wlll be shown, the most frequently named leadershiP characteristics were associated with affection and not with strength or
a.uthority in the sense of the functional aggressiveness so often associated
ith leadership. Only three of the nineteen leaders interviewed mentioned

"stickL."lg'to your opinion,t or any sort of direct action on the environment as
a

~t

of leadership, and only one of these three was in a position of 1.nstltu-

tionalleadership. The rest spoke mainly in terms of good example, duty,
taking what is given, doinq what is right> and shOWi.l1g affection.

This, of course, corroborates Bronfenbrenner. It would be norrnal

for the style and moot of sehool discipline to affect the child in the same way
that parental discipline does; and the threshold of discipline at Catholic

schools is notoriously high. Whether this is good or bad is another question,
but 111 terms of aqg-ressive leadership and abUity to chan.ge the social environ-

ment it is apparently not very productive. Much of this may be, as has been
said, Hover-social1zation": too much of a good thinq, especially with girls.
There is, however) another aspect. Catholic schools are almost
universally run, in America, by celibate members of religiOUS orders.. frhey
may be presumed to have the same basic nutritive needs (paternal/maternal)

as persons not vowed to celibacy, and yet they do not have the sa.:me outlets.
It is at least plausible to sU9'9'est that these men and women may be more

protective, tL'1ereby tending to ful:flll their own parental needs, in dealing with
the students for whom they arc

in loco parentiS. This is, at any rate, a
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tempered version of a complaint frequently heard in Catholic colleges and
secondary schools. 1
In the present case, it is reasonable to inferfrom the pervasiveness
of discipline, and from the vocabulary employed towards the students at St.

Mary's High School, (such as "children" for high school students: confer the
glossary at the end of the followinq chapter), that internalization of this life ..
style is likely to lead to dependency on the part of the students. 2
There are several other corollaries of this survey of the determinants of leadership that apply to the subj acts of the present study.

For one thinq, it should be clear from the nature of the school, as
described in Chapter m, that the school administration is in effective control
lAn ememe--not to say patholoqieal--case of this was reported to
the present writer by a friend of long standing, a laywoman and a college
professor. In a small Catholic qirls' college where she taught for three years,
there was a deliberate cult of "motherhood" toward the students on the part of
the nuns. This was regarded as following the spirit of the Holy Mother
Foundress. Its most appallinq manifestation consisted in the fact that the
dormitory Mothers each night kissed each student good niqht as she symbolically tucked in the edge of the blanket. The Mother entered the students'
rooms without knocking at l1qhts out, and the student was required to be awake,
in bed, for this minor ordeal. (This, it should be noted, was 1lS2.l in one of the
colleges run by the order which statts the hiqh sehool studied here. )
2An example of this dependency-relation at this present high school
may be illustrative. For Christmas, one volunteer from each class wrote a
thank-you note to the present writer. With one exception, all the students
1ncluding the older high schoolers siQned themselves "Your lovinq child";
this, in writinq to a priest by no means old enough to be the father of any of
them. Infrequent informal notes, even from some eighteen year olds, were
often so siqned.
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of the situation. The real positions of headship, as ideally in most schools,
are theirs: insUtutional control is not in the students' hands. Indeed, as lonq
as the faculty and administration function adequately, there is little possibUly

of the rise of a stronq emerqent student leader to challenqe their authority.
Within a small task-oriented student group, however, they may be expected to

manifest a more complete, if aqa.in microcosmic, leadership.
Examples of this would be in the line of qirlst athletics, the basket-

ball team in partleu.lar. There is also presently a school-wide current
events forum where well-informed students are makinq their voices heard,

thus rising to a status which miqh.t become a kind of llop1n1on leadership. "
The other orqanizatlons listed in Chapter

m also appear to display a high

deqree of internal autonomy, but administration approval of initiative appears
to be rather more than

a. rubber-stamp process.

FUl"'thermore, the present system of election plus app:>intment of
student lnsUtuUonalleaders ¢ve the adminIstration the opp:>rtunity to
"position" candidates for student leadership who are likely to be more mature
and more perfectly socialized in terms of adult expectations.

There is one further and more speculative application of group
leadership theory that should be introduced at this point. The importance of

accurately percelvi.nq qroup qoals has been stressed above. Now, it is
evident that the values of an adolescent soc1al system are not necessarily
Wholly those of the educa.tion process as perceived by adult educators, even
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if the social system in question happens to be a school. In fact, apart from a

ellberately "counter-conformity" -oriented minority--the real or self-styled
ebels--there exists a larqe group of students who ma.y simply be termed
un-oriented. The basis for this assertion, in the present study, is largely til
If- and school- descriptive questions that will be presented in a. following

pter. In any case> it represents a pattern famlliar to anyone who has ever
orked in a high school.
Presuming the existence of latent qroup values which are not immediely pertinent to the central qoal of education,

it would be reasonable to

pact the rise of leaders whose special competences would be the satisfaction
needs associated with these values. A qood dancer, singer,

ill ixer J

guitar

a.yer 1 might be able to make a stronger bid for leadership than an educator's
valuation of her worth in terms of adult values and. expectancies might warrmt
fact, the interviews and casual conversation and obse:Mtation tend to support,
beit tenuously, this hyp:>thesis. A more thorouqh series of depth interviews

iqht have been able to provide more substantive support for this assertion.
tlll, it has at least the merit of providinq a plausible explana.tion for the
tresence in a group of twenty top leaders (c!. Chapter IV) of several who
ppear to be neither retrograde nor IXlsitively in conformity with the overt

easons for their selection as leaders by the students, v. g., approximation of

The existence of one or another emergent leader who is more or less
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antagonistic to school alms is easier to explain. Rebellious attitudes and
behavior need reinforcement, as does any other, and the exercise of any
authority tends to provoke sorre resentment. A student who appears to be
successful in resisting efforts at socialization will easily Mcom e a. focus of
attention, and a means to an end, for the tlloyal opposition" as well as the
more seriously rebellious. In the present study, none of the leaders were
sufficienUy a problem to warrant strong negative sanctions, such as expulsion,
althou.qh several were quite critical of aspects of the school and one was

proud of bemq'different" and able to resist efforts to "make her over", as
she perceived them.

C. lYns;Yons 2£

~r@bipt

A survey of the structural elements of leadershIp demands a g'lance,
however rapid, at its functional facets; that is, what do leaders do that

justifies our studying' leadership as 8.Sfln.arae role? what purpose do leaders
serve to justify their Plsition in the qroup?
To answer these questions, we may turn to Krech, Crutchfield and
Balla.chey,l whose survey of leadership functions is probably the most

t.h.orouqh one in existence. They list and explain thirteen such functions: to

wit, the leader as an executive, planner, policy maker, expert, external
group representative, controller of internal relations, purveyor of sanctions,
exemplar, symbol of the group, substitute for individual responsibility,
lOR. <,;1t., 428-432.
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deologist, father figure, and scapegoat. Obviously, not all of these are
equally pertinent to the central role of leadership, which may be broadly
..ermed the executive function. The originators of this multiplex schema
refer to the first seven of the above funcUons--that is, executive through
tpurveyor of rew.a,rds and punishments ... -as the wiIpary functions of leadership.
~he

other six they would reqard as Mcgsory functions.
The authors of this typology of leadership functions, however, go on

~o

remark that this distinction between primary and accessory functions is

~mewhat

arbitrary, and is likely to depend for its validity on the objectives

pf the group_ As an example,

the leader of a religious group would have as

lPrimary functions those of exemplar and symbol of the group. 1 In other
r-vords, special groups have speci.al hierarchies of functions; they, like persQ'B"
~y

in their hierarchies of values.

Within the terms of this particular schema of leadership functions,

it may be profitable to pause and consider for a moment the functions which
~ould

appear likely to be principally those of the student leaders.
In terms of the description (below, Chapter

mof the Blue RIbbons,

the notion of exemplary leadership as a major overt function comes elearly
to mind; she is to be a concrete indica.tion of what all are supposed to
~esemble,

an approximate embodiment of the ideal of the school as a group.

At St. Mary's Hi<;1h School, there are many factors, as shown,
lIbid 0.431.
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tending to make of the group a distinct entity. One of these is the means of
marking group leaders. It may well be arqued that the ribbon serves to distinguish the group as well as simply its bearer, thus 1/ providing a kind of

coqnitive focus for group unity"; 1 the group-symbol function, much like
school uniforms.
The closeness of the student leader to the rest of the school population would also open to her possibilities as a "controller of internal
relations It, one of the primary functions of leadership. She would be more
able to guide and infiuence the specific details of the functions of the qroup
in

its intra-qroup relations.
The ten other functions, inasmuch as they are useful in a school

situation, appear to be more suitable to the administration than to the
students. Except in the sense of the "microcosmic" leadership discussed at
some length, above, the major functions of decision and command are not
normally in the students' hands. Theirs is a spec1al and rather truncated
version of what might be termed full-range leadership: the adolescent group
is extremely limited by the fact that adults in our society do not take adoles ...

cents 8:>0 seriously.... -except, of course, when they become criminally
deviant.

llQid , p. 430.
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"Structurenand Ilfunction" imply dimension. They are, of course,
themselves key concepts in modern social theory, and hence theoreticalt .
construct d1mensions. Here, however, the term is employed as used in a
fairly recent studyl of what amounts to leadership §tyJ.e, the way in which
leadership is exercised J2'meylgn is perhaps not the best word, but style
is stUlless precise:

\>E!lliyjgr-PI&tern would perhaps be better.

In their study, Halpin and Winer find evidence (wouqh factor
analysis 2 of their data) for the existence of two relatively distinct ''dimensbns lt
of leadership, which they name the tI consideration tI and the It initiating-

directingft dimensiQns. Several other roughly analog-ous classifications
exist. Alfred Gorman speaks of three dimensions: the J;8ycho-social, the
participation, and the job-task dimensions. 3
lA. W. Halpin and B. 1. Winer, itA factor1al study of the leader
behavior descriptions, If in R. M. Stoqdill and A. E. Coons, eds. l&,ger
beh&yior: its description and manaqement, Columbus: Ohio State U. P. , 1958).

~a.ctor analysis at its simplest is a reduction to the "least common
denominator " of the component \viables in a given study. Generally it
begins with ehecldnq the intercorrelations, or consistent and shared linking,
among traits or attitudes. Those which correlate relatively hiqhly are
grouped toqether and that which is common to all of them is then described
and named. Obviously, althouqh the first step is based on mathematical
techniques, the decisIon as to just what wlll be called a siqni:ficant correlabn
is a prudential one on the putt 01 the inve.stigator, as is also the description
and naming of the common element.
~, l'!9§l in th.§ Wl.\l?r (New York: Teachers College Bureau of
Publications, 1963) p. 4.

-
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Philip Slater 1 and Robert Bales 2 have also contributed to the study
of this problem.

Bales feels that there are two complementary types of

leadership: the "task specialist ll and the "maintenance (or social-emotional)
specialist ". Slater finds that emphasis on the task, on the leader's part, will

tend to arouse some dislikes. Their two articles corroborate each other, a
rare thing in social psychology. Furthermore, Slater has the merit of proposing' a very simple classi:fication that uses normal words as they are

commonly used; he speaks of the two different styles as based on utaskabUitylt and "like-abilltyfl. 3 The present writer would propose Robert Moses
as an example of the task-ability oriented leader, and Eisenhower as an
example of the llke...abllity oriented leader. The style of behavior, the

emphasis, is on keeping everybody happy so that they can keep the group
functioning, for the latter; on <Jettinq the job done even if it means stepping
on toes~ for the former.

lffRole di:lferemiation in small groups; II ASR XX (January 1955)
300-310. His study employed. volunteer Harvard students as subjects.
2"The equUlbrium problem in a small SJI"oup, II T. Parsons, R. F.
Bales, and E. A. Shlls, ads., Vlsu:kiWJ Qa~~! 1p. the tl}fNry 9+ iCY9n:
(Glencoe,
The Free Press, 1953). cited in Krech, Crutchfield, and
Ballachey, Qi? eit:. p. 433. Bales employed thirty five-man discussion
groups.

m.:

3Qp, c+&.. p. 308. He fur'ther reqards the most fundamental role
differentiation in small grouIS as the divercing of task: functions from social..
emotior..al functions. The task special 1st. he finds, is more change-oriented,
and more open to things outside the group, accepts technology more readily.
The social-emotional axis would be more traditionalistic and would readily
reaffirm dominant group values.
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It should be emphasized that this is not a supplementary typology of
leaders, but a description of two axes, or dimensions, or patterns, of leader
ship behavior. Halpin, of course, has opted to speak of and study uleader

behavior" rather than leadership because the former is more easily observable and hence justifiable. 1 This lets escape from the investigator's net
some aspects of leadership which are proba.bly quite important. As Roby

remarked,

If

The ability of a leader to fill any breach in the executive process

may be more Si<Jl1ificant than the particular functions he performs routinely, Ie

and it is only t1.e uparticular':behavior" that is observable and measura.ble.
Furtherr.aore, the same leader may emphasize his role performance according to one or another of these axes at diffel"ent times; the influence of crisis,

for example, has been treated above.
Let us then, 'lor the sake of simplicity, accept two different axes

along which leadership behavior will tend to crystaJ.llze, and call the one the
task axis and the other the group, or social axis. At any Catholic girls'

high school, we may reasonably expect to find at predominance of this latter
axis of leaderShip, in its exercise among the students.
Tnis expectation, like the others in this chapter. is probably
1Andrew Halpin; "The behavior of lea.ders,
XIV (December 1956), p. 174.

II

Es!uscmiQUl.}. L§gtdersl}.19

2Thornton Ii. Roby, liTne executive function in small groups,
Petrullo and Bass, OPe cUr # p. 133.

II

in

~
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conditioned by the fa.ct that it is, after all, a posteriori. Still, granted the
female, adolescent, Catholic, and highly homogeneous composition of this
particular school, the agqresslve doer who is quite willing to reap dislike for
~er

efforts is not likely to emerge. Nor, as far as the present study can

ascertain, is there any frequency of task-oriented behavior in this sense.
Maintenance of the group, peace, cooperation, are the more predominant
~ea.dership

concerns - It cons ideratlon n , in Halpin and Winer's sense. The des-

cription of the leader high in this ttdimenslonu that Krech, Crutchfield and

Ballachey supply would fit most of the twenty emerqent leaders in the present
study:
A leader who receives a hi(jh score on the tl consideration II dimension
is member-oriented: he displays consideration toward the members,

rewards good work, stresses the importance of harmony and satisfaction in internal relations, remains easily approachable, accepts
suggestions from the group, and invites partlci:r;atlon in planning
and goal setting. 1
Among the characteristics of the school mentioned above, the most
important in this sense is the one of sax. In a thouqh.t... provoking study, which

is only one of many on sex-roles in this respect, M. Zelditch 2 finds that,
/'

throughout fifty-six cultures, there is clear sexual differentiation in nuclear
~amUy groups. The task axis characterizes the male role, the group or social

lOp, git,., P. 432.

2 nRoIe differentiation in the nuclear famUy: It comparative study,
Talcott Parsons, B &La, F&ro11:X;, §OCializayon. ap.9 interAct1.gn m:"2cess,
(Glencoe: The Free Press, 1955).

1/
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This would imply that, whatever the dysfunctional implications for
the potential task-orlented female leader at St. Mary's, the production of
leaders Who function on the social axis of leadershlp is more in accord with

their future role in their family of procreation. This is a culturally imposed
preference for women, which may be rather more strongly sanctioned at
thiS high school, but which is not peculiar to it.

There is one further aspect of leadership style that should be mentioned, and this is the celebrated question of the authoritarian versus the

democratic leader. The terms are not Without a very considerable semantic

charge, so it would be well to start with a definition. By authoritarian
leadership is understood. one in which the leader is clearly differentiated,

plays a strong role in setting group qoals, has ultimate decision-making
power, dele<]8.tes few funcUons to members of the group, and tends to become
indispensable for proper funcUoning of the group. The democratic leader is

more perm.issive, delegates more, and is more the aqent of the qroup than

its head.
In this sense, the faculty and administration at St. Mary's operate
ithin a power structu.re that is definitely authoritarian.. Aqain, this may

ell be more evident than in some other schools, but is probably a <Jenera!
ac.teristic of the traditional school authority pattern. Within such a
cture1 of course, a given status individual may still choose to act more
r less democratically, by judicious non-exercise of rights vested in his

r-
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office. Given the prescriptions of Church law; in particular, the tendency is
for some status p:>sitions to engulf the individual.• 1
Among the students, the leaders have no personal power of decision,
and t.lte ultimate sanction would probably be for the student leader to abandon

t,.'1.e qroup and let it go its wa.y: there is no means of coercion at their disposition SCCslPl insofar as withdl.'>&wal of affection and approval is a means of
coercion.
This discussion of authoritarian and democratic leadership is brief,

and placed at the end of this chapter, larqely because of the writerfs belief
tb.at this distinction becomes mearungful only in a relatively adult and relative ..

ly a.utonomous qroup. '!his is certainly not Ule case for the students, and

anyone farnlliar with traditional canonical legislation will be aware of the
limitations on the autonomy of the Religious. 2

lTh1s is not meant to have Sinister implications. By it is meant
simply that the fact of wbm the person is is supposed to be much more
significant for others in the authority structure than the fact of !l:ho he may be.
Superiors are supposed to be interchangeable, and deference is required for
the office and not for the person. A si<pl of this is the fact that the simple
local superior is often (as here at St. Mary's) referred to as "Reverend
Mother" or as Mother Superior; other religious are referred to by their ];)emow
names. In civil affairs, only the very highest offices carry such relatively
name"'obliteratmq titles: IfMr. President" ,tlMr. Justice, If for example.
2ntere are a number of specifiC limitations, such as injunctions
There exists also a
broader tra.ditional. canonical principle assimilating Religious to children who
have l'eached the age of reason, but not yet their ma.jority. For instance,
anyone in solemn vows who qaV6, sold or bought somethinq in his own name
Would be held not to ha.ve made such a transaction validly at all. Similarly,
aqalnst enqaqinq in soma forms of commercial. activity.
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With this the review of leadership theory is brought to an end. Some
applications have been sU<Jgested in the form of a theoretical model for the
study of leadership in the context of this particular high school.

The next

cha.pter will present a brief descriptive review of the sarae school, which will
provide some of the necessary background for a subsequent presentation of
the results of this study.
in civil law, there are limitations on the abUity of those under twenty-one to

diSpose of property or to bind themselves by contract.
In its oriqins, this conception of a. Reliqlous as someone assimilated
to a child is a fine juridical point. Medieval canonists wanted to know what,
specifically, was the nature of the power of the superior over the subject.
Since (they felt) it was not a pu.blic power, like that of a kinq or a bishop, they
assigned it to their cateqory 01. "dominative power II • This implies a fullness
of scope and depth like that of parents over children} with some differences
due to the fact that the Reliqious promised his obedience to God. Also, their
commitment to the superior was volWltary, unlike that of a child to his
parents.
With the present rapid evolution of the religious life, this concept
has been challenqed rather radically, 1. e., in some of its presuppositions.
Still, it is pra.cticallyeffective enough to influence behavior and attitudes.

~----------------------------~
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CHAPI'ERm

.A DESCRIPrIVE SURVEY OF ST. MARyta maR SCHOOL AT THE TIME OF
THE CURRENT STUDY (1963-1964)

The purpose of thls chapter is to introduce and (when necessary)
exPlain the more salient aspects of the pArticular high school that is the

object of the present study. 1

In order to do this, it will be necessary to indicate very briefly some
of the backqround of the reliqious order of women who staff this school, the

history of the school, and aspects of life at at. Mary's High School that differ
from most contemporary American Catholic secondary schools. 2 Unfortunately, since this chapter is needed principally as a tool the better to
understand the results of subsequent research, much of the material will be
1n a. very abbreviated form, and evaluation wUl be kept to a minimum.

lThe descriptive data that follow are drawn from a series of interViews, formal and informal, with faculty, administration, and students, over
the entire academic year of the study. Some paragraphs, as indicated, are
from the author's personal observations. The final draft was checked through
for factual error by the School Staff and by an Alumna. Opinions and evaluations are attributable solely to the author.

Epor an interestinq and literate a.ccount of life in lit school run by
this same order, see Mary McCarthy's Memories 9t a CAijlQl1c Girlhogd.
The rea.der should be aware, of course, that Miss McCarthy has not always
attempted to be objective and that her evaluations occasionally appear, to the
present writer, to be very critical and somewhat vindictive.
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A.

Th§ Nuns

The Congregation1 of nW'lS who own, administer, and principally

staff this high school--which shall be called §t.

Mm's £Ugh Sch29~,

a

pseudonym, is a.bout a century and a half old. Founded in France in t.l}e wake
of the first French Revolution, 1t saw the upheaval of the gnSim regime in

France, anq subsequently, in most of Europe. Its Foundress, since canonize

as a. saint, was the daughter

of a vig:p.@£QD.. She profited from an exhaustive

humB.rustic education inflicted uJX)n her by an apparently rather pedantic

priest brother to start herself and the order on iii. mission of educating the
middle and upper classes.

Today) the order 1s worldwide with strong missionary fOWldatlons
and some 7000 members.

They staff and run primary and secondary sebools

as well as university colleges. As with most private (i. e., non-diocesan)
Ca.tholic schools, they tend to have in their schools chUdren of the wealthier

families of the loce.l Ca.tholic communities. In their case, this is partly in
function of the specific vocation of the order.
The rules and spirit

c~acterisinq

this order are partially based

up:m that of two older religious families in the Roman Catholic Church, the
1Technlca.lly, in Canon Law, a Congreqa.t.ion 1s an officially recognized qroup of persons bound by simple and perpetual vows of poverty,
chastity and obedience within the Church. An Order is bound by §Olemr! and
perpetual vows. Popula.rly Speak1nq1 all religiOUS qroup3 are referred to as
"orderstf. This usa.qe will be followed throughout the paper.
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jesuits and the Carmelites. They are semi-cloistered, a status which involves many restrictions on travel or appearances outside of their houses.
Exceptions are frequently :made for studies and other reasons of importance
to a teaching order» but the members remain rather less mobile than many
other religiOUS orders of women.
In qeneral, these nuns have rather impressive academic qualifi-

ca.tions. Almost all of the fully professed who teach in the secondary schools
have one or more advanced degrees.

Being- semi...cloisteroo, their vocations

tend to come nearly exclusively from students in their own schools. Further,

where p:>sslble, their studies are pursued in their own institutions of higher
learninq, occasionally as far as the lvlasterts deqree.
The order is divided into YlcKiate§, rather than Provinces (the mol'

frequent term used by religiOUS orders), each of which is under a Mother
Vicar, resp>nsible to the Mother General in Rome. The Vicariate will
normally comprise several schools, primary and secondary, often a college,
and will either staff or share with another Vicariate one or more houses 01
formation for its own members. . A larfJe Vicariate may :include several
hundred nuns and an area. of several states.
The candidate is normally accepted, :in the Midwestern Vicariate,
attar one or more years of college. She will then receive two and a half
years of spiritual formation, called the llovitiate, followed by one year of

"Juniorata tt and then eitr.ler teach or study--accordinq to her qualifica.tions......
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for another four years. Thereup::m she will normally be called to Rome for

her final perpetual profession in the order and will then quite often be sent on
for further studies.
B.

Ills SghQQl and YAe Stu4~.

The particular schoolemplQyed in this study dates from 1929. It had,
in the secondary school division, 111 students in December 1963 when the

study was started: 33, 29, 23, and 26 respectively, in the first through fourth
years.
Physically, the school occupies a four story building near the lake
front on Chicago's far north side. The building contains the class rooms for
both grammar and high school girls, a chapel, and the living quarters for the
nuns who staff the school.

There are no boardIDq students, but all of the

students eat lunch each school day in the cafeteria, seated in assigned places.
The high schoolers, the grade school girls, and the grade school boys from

an adjacent building also eat there, in three separate shifts. The boys'
qrade school 1s run by this same order of nuns.

In terms of religious affiliation, all t.lle students are Catholics

except for three Greek Orthodox and one Episcopalian. Two of the Catholics,
however, claimed another religious preference:
wit.~out

on~

"eclectic If , snd one

any religious preference.
There are three students not of American nationality; one 1 apanese,

one Italian, one Irish. Perhaps fifteen of the Americans speak a second
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lanquaqe. To judqe from their last names, a. sometimes hiqhly inaccurate

indication, the majority appear to be of Irish or German descent. 1
Since the tuition fees, which include lunch, are $550. per school year,

the families from which the student population was drawn tended to be of above
averaqe means.. There were, however, several scholarship students.
Classes have ranged, within recent memory, from a low of eighteen
seniors to a high of thirty-five freshmen. Each class has its own home room,
and the first and last two years share a study hall. Some subjects have
special rooms. The students assemble in the appropriate study hall on the
second floor, whence they are led by a nun to the appointed classroom.
An attempt at art education by osmosis should be mentioned in
passing. The corridors are lined with paintJnqs, one period to a corridor,
with perhaps a dozen or so :fram.ed reproductions of good quality for each

major period of painting'.
In st. Mary's High School, the Rel1qious Superior of this community
of nWlS, while she has liWe to do with the students as such, seems to be the
keystone in the local authority structure. Major decisions require her
approval, and there are occasional direct interventions. In this particular

lay the author's count, over thirty names were identifiable as
Irish, twenty as German. British and Scandinavian names accounted for
about forty students. Tilere were nine Central European names. with three
PoliSh. Five Italian and one French name completed the identifiable family
names.
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community, the local superior ("Reverend Mother II) is also Vicariate Superior
for the Midwest, and has an Assistant Superior. The Vicar at the time of
thiS study was an older nun, experienced, gentle but quite frank, and very

po pular with the students.

Directly in charge of the school..... in this case, of all three of the
schoOls, the qirlst high school, the boys· and the qirls' primary schools--is
another mUl, called the Mistress General. 1 The present incumbent was in hel
first year at this school when the study was made) the third school in her five

years as a Principal. In her thirties, she handled the administrative probleml
of the school and many of the personal problems of the high school students.

As in the Swiss system, she also tauqbt one class.
A third and older nun was in cha.rqe of studies for the Vicariate and
for the school. This woman, called the Mistress of studies, handled most of
the academic matters, but her position was a staff rather than a command
assi<Jl'UIlent. A humanist, with a Ph. D., she also taught the Hiqh School

seniors.
Another nun, called the

lYlY~e.

was in chug'e of routine

discipline in the school. At the time of tb1s study, this poSition was held at

st. Mary's High. School by a nun not fully professed in the Order. The presert
lThis is an illustration of a proclivity to employ, in their schools, a
SJ)eC1al terminology. 'I'he examples are numerous, and will be gone into in
more detail when social controls are discussed A more common designation
of the analoqous office would be "Principal", or perhaps "Headmistress II •
These terms have their explanation in the orlqins of the order.
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students often felt that the real administrator of discipline was the Mistress
General.
Each of the four school years had its own Class Mistress, always a
nUll, for history and English.

The Class Mistress normally had her class

for eighty minutes each morning, and a shorter afternoon session each day.
They generally also tauqht "doctrine" ...-i. e., gave religious mstruction... ·to
another class. In add1Uon, two nuns specialized in teaching French. This
hiqh school had a total of eleven faculty members, full and part time, including six laywomen.
The students, It should be mentioned, wear uniforms at all times
within the school, and frequenUy on their way to and from school.

This

uniform consists of a pleated loose skirt and a jacket with no insignia other
than special awards, a white blouse, white lfbobby socks", and soft gray low ..
heeled shoes. The jacket and skirt were of a l1qht blue-green. In general,
the students did not consider the uniform attractive; this cominq academiC
year a new uniform wUl go into effect.

The curriculum is strong-ly set in the old academic tradition. It
includes four years each of English, history, doctrine (religious instruction)
and physical aducation. To these are added. a.t least two years eaeh of
Ina.t.."1ematles, and French, and a year eachot blology and physiCS.

Latin~

Good

students are encou:raqed to continue their French, mathematics, and Latin,
and to take two sciences instead of the minimum of one. Introductions to
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psychology, philosophy, sociology, and qovernment are made in connection
with the broader fields mentioned above. A1m.ost all th.e students continue on

to college, and the school's record in college placement is quite good.
However J as will be noted, instruction in the sciences is limited and the
minimum required for admission to some technical
is

&'J.d

enqineer:lng schools

not ava.ila.ble, without outside summer school work.
The school possesses a variety of extra- and co-curricular actlvitle

many of them particular to schools run by this order.

The principal

activities are:

IWl Ci:£sle 9f

Qbr1§t's Charity. This group is charged with organ..
izinq the missionary and caritative works of the students. Specifically, they c.-ollect a dime a week from each student, run aChrlstrn&3
bazaar, and distribute baskets for the poor at Christmas.

G1-J:l.s' ~tbl!Yc AHQS~!ls All students have some degree of membex'$hlp, however peripheral; an innel' core of fthonor members It ,
who wear gold wings as .. sign of this status of athletic prowess,
nominate the officers. The honor members ol-qanize a variety of
events in the course of the year; acceptance into this qroup a.ppears
to be a coveted honor.
§QG1allf.Cflirs C£?mm.1tt!l. This organization, r"Wl. by students elec1e
by and normally from the senior class, manage the collective social
111e of the school... -notab1y the Christmas dance.
§QQality 01 !Aa ma,ad ~1n. This is the primarily spiritual organ
lzation. Anyone may .apply who is a. Catholic, but not every applicant is accepted. For the juniors and seniors, admission require ..
ments include fre.quent attendance at Mass, fairly regular spiritual
reading, simple personal prayer, and some sort of personal chari...
table activity. This last may take the form cd hospital vohmteer

work, for example, or participation in tutoring projects. Breaches
of school discipline will bar or suspend from melnbership.
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There exist also a weekly current events forum for all students,
drama and glee clubs, volunteer weekend "workshops" on some aspects of

devotion to the Sacred Heart, and occasional e.g hQ£ groups.
Some of the orqanizations, such as ¥oung- Christian Students, which
exiSt in many Chicago Catholic high schools, do not exist here. In particulaJ,
in lieu of the more typIcal forms of student qovernment there exists an adapt

won of the order's tradition of conferrinq !tBlue Ribbons''> a term which
refers at once to an office and its privUeqes, to the person holding- it, and to
the physical ribbon worn by the person. ffBlue Ribbon'f shall be capitalized
where it refers to a person..
Some aspects of the Blue Ribbons will be treated at qreater length
in the chapter on the leaders, but its qeneral1mportance from the point of

view of leadership make it necessary to dwell on them here at some length.

They are the closest approximation to student qovernment and to class
officers to be found

m this hlqh school.

"Ribbons til exist throughout the primary and secondary school

1Th.e otf1ce and the students holdinq it are so named from its distJ.rc1 iva emblem, a two inch wide band of watered silk worn over the riqht moul:iel
and pinned toqether at the left hip, dangling' to apprOXimately knee level. 'Ih1s
renders the individual q.lrl, also termed a uRibbon lt Iilysieallyas well as
socioloqically quite visible. The ribbon 1$ normally worn at all times with
the uni1orm 1 over the blouse but under the jacket. Its ultimate origins lie in
the use of similar ribbons to desiqna.te cadet officers at St-Cyr, the tlFrench
West J?ointlt.
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system of this order. Confininq the present discussion to the secondary
schools, they represent a group of students elected by the student body,
subject to faculty power of veto. There is no set number, and the present
process of selection represents a considerable evolution from the fO'Wldations
of the order.
students so selected are charqed with a variety of minor f'Wlctions

within the school and, qenerally speakinq, most of the heads of the extracurricular orqanizations are also Ribbons. However, the schoolt s manual
reg-arcla them officially as what might be termed exemplary leaders, and
that alone. 1 That.1s, by their efforts and in their behaVior, they are expected to approach the ideal of the St. Marts student as the faculty and

students define this ideal. Once the office is theirs, they are supposed to
use their in:fluence to minim.1se deviance on the part of the others: obedience
to the rule, aemve collaboration with the process of education in the broad

sense, etc.
The number of ribbons, as noted above, is variable. Formerly, in
some of their schools, it was the sign of a black sheep JlQ1 to be a ribbon.
Currently, at least here, it seems to be a minority that attam it. Those who
are not Ribbons display attitudes toward them ranqinq from envy to a. de-

I

~

l"rn each age group, distinctions are qiven according to merit,
distinctions which brinq responsibility and which form those who bear them
into a picked q,roup capable of giving more (jenerous service and more insPiring example. These are the Ribbons. • . . . II

~~------------~
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tiSion that is perhaps a.f!ected, as will be shown in Chapter IV. In any case,
during the current year, the proportion varied from one sixth to one third of
the seniors as Blue Ribbons, largely due to the system employed for electing
the Ribbons.

1

The Blue Ribbons have some responsibilit.y and enjoy considerable

prestige in the school, but there is quite a bit of disagreement as to just exacUy what the office is supposed to mean. 'l"his can, no doubt, be expla.ined
in part as a result of the ambiguity of any role that is shifting' from an

original conception of an honor bestowed upon an exemplary student to an
office comport.ing institutional leadership in school affairs. The Principal
has a great deal to say in fixing the Ribbons' role.

The results may be seen-

as will be shown subsequenUy......as a classical case of conflict of role
expectations.

~
OJ

1A normal sm:.:mw b&norYm in the series of elections (there are
three a year: around Christmas and Easter, and prior to the end of the year)
would be as follows. A promising freslllnan would receive votes from about
two-thirds of her schoolmates, sayinq she should be a Gr. Ribbon, which
is the equivalent of the Blue Ribbon for freshmen and soxnomores. She would
then be llsted as an acc;euii (Latin, literally: "she draws near") or candidate. J:f she aqa1n received many votes in the next election, she could then
become a Green Ribbon. Or t by default of popular votes Q£ by faculty veto,
she could be retained once or twice.
Once a Green Ribbon, she would normally retain the office (barring'
serious breach of discipline. like smoking in the washroom) until the end of
the second year. Thereupon, she would lose it, and become remotely eligible for election as a Blue Ribbon :in the same three-step :process.
ZIt should be noted here that role conflict refers to Mental! sources
of difficulty for the status individual. As Melvin Seeman puts it in "Role
conflict and ambivalence in leadership", ASR xvm (Auqust 1953) 373, role
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One of the means of control (that is, means employed by an lnstitltlon
o make sure its ]::6rticular goals are accepted and pursued by its members)
~mployed

here is also quite useful to assure adhesion within the group: togeth-

erness, or what Irvinq Lorqe calls the "qroupness of the group". 1 I refer to
Ule use of a whole special vocabulary to designate persons, offices, and divi-

sions within the school. 2

There is remarkable uniformity of curriculum, discipline, and
~ermino~o9Y

in schools of this order throuqhout the world. The alumnae are

~aord1narny

loyal. Obviously, even a.pparently small thinqs like a qroup

vocabulary tend to promote in-qroup feelings. However, some of this is
chanqlnq; for ill$tance, only the nuns refer to the Freshmen as I AcademiC,
~e

Sophomores as

n Academic,

etc.; in the interviews all of the twenty

interviewed spoke of themselves as Semors, lun1ors, Sophomores, Freshmen
~er,

many of them voice objections to beinq eaJled uthe Chlldren ll • For

example, even the current Mistress General, while preservinq that title when
speakinq to the present author, described herself as the Principal when
conflict consists in Ilexposure of the a.etor in a. given position to incompatible
behaVioral expectations. Thouqh an apparent incompatibility may be resolved,
aVOided, or minimized in various ways, the conflicting demands cannot be
completely and real1st.1eally fulf1lled. tf
lllGroupness of the group,
46 (December 1955) 449-456.

nlow.wl of idygat1onaJ. PI:vcbo!9gx. Vol

3A short qlossary of the more frequently used of these terms is
appended to this chapter.
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peak1ng to rep:>rters of the Chlcaqo Tribune. Many of the French expressbns
ormerly used even m English-speaking schools have been replaced with
pproximate English equivalents, to the distress of some alumnae. One sus ..
cts that this tendency toward the more common usage will prevail.

Another means of social control is the ceremony known as If PrimesI!. 1
is, in its current form in this school, 2 takes place in the followingm.a.nner.

Every Monday an assembly of the entire high school is held
001

jn

the

auditorium. On the stag-e are the SuperIor of the nuns, the Mistress

eneral, and the Surveillante. Reverend Mother has the deportment cards in
ont of her, together with the medals; the MIstress General has the tI Black
kit, or ooWld list of names and comportment notes. All the faculty may be

esent, but this assembly is strictly a family affair.
The Fourth Academic (Seniors) then come up and stand in a semiircle in front of the staqe. One by one, their names are read off with a

iNot to be confused with the old canonical hour in the Roman
evia.ry of the same name. This PrimM comes from the French word for
izes or bonuses.
2The ceremony is preceded by written reports from each teacher on
ward events in class, and their perpetrators, on the Friday. Then, the
day before, all the nuns meet and go through the class lists. The
eillante writes this up, and the remarks to be made by the Mistress
era! are then prepared. The Class Mistress is }:&rtieularly, but not ex..
lUSively, chug-ad with the evaluation of her students. Awards as well as
merits are determmed at this sitting.

r-~--------------~
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"note on conduct n1 and any additional comments. After all have received
these comments in the senior class, they pass on the stage in single fUe and
receive the deportment card from Reverend Mother, curtsying and thanking
her. Tben they return to their seats, and the juniors come up in semi-circle
and the process repeats itself.
After all four years have been presented in this fashion, the winners
of the medals for the past week's performance are called up to receive them.
Other awards are also given at this time. 2

The ceremony is concluded with a short talk from Reverend Mother,
usually of encouragement.
A number of other sanctions, positive and neqat1ve, ml<Jht be

mentioned. Some of them are in the form of traditional ceremonies, others
are ad hOO and mainly seasonal in nature. Outside the main study hall on the
second fio,')r, for instance, is a la.rqe board with each student's name, and
boxes for particular cateqorles of offences. In these boxes the nuns and lay

faculty TJlEun'bers ,na.y mat"k demel'its in the appropriate category, as the
occasion demands, for speaking, .poor posture, lack of politeness, lateness.
1These are three: Very Good, Good, and Indifferent, dependinq on
the quantity and quality of the breaches of discipline committed during the
preceding week. Formerly, they were qiven in French: %rei :PMma Qitn •.
and

ysez :Rim.

2Normally, a medal is qiven for each class, to be worn for a week,
in each academic subject plus Politeness and Sports. The award may be
primarily based on either achievement or effort.

-
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Two or more ma.x-ks in

a. weei{ will qet a mention in II Primes ", The board

is visible to all
There are a variety of. ceremonies 1 general to the Catholic community or particular to the SCL'1oo1, In whle:.t:l degrees of

~rticiPltion

are

accorded as honors.
Some of the lesser seasonal means of dispenslng rewards and
punishments are qulte remarkable in their i.ma.qirL2.t1ve conception. 1 The
!!l.ore sophisticated of the students, of course, speak of them with great, and
possibly again somewhat t.fiected, merriment

Order is strenuously cultivated throuqhout the school, lW.d the nuns
are to be vig1lant Itwlth the watchful viqilance of a mother" • Movements

froID one room to another are done in lines, under the conduct of a teacher.
Di..sciplin6 and self-control are highly stressed in the format1on of the

students, and this is particularly evident ill the chapel, where nevelty brings
lFor instance: at Christmas the h1qh school had a crib with a
it. At the base of the steps was at small flock of tiny
sheep, with different colored ribbons abOut their necks. Each sheep represented one student, and advanced toward the crib according to the corras...
pondinq student's observances of the Advent practice: in this case, silence in
class and corridol"s.
As another example: once, in the week before Reverend Mother's~~
feast, a rather ingenious campaign was waqed aqainst slanq. Each day one
expression was banned for the day. Each qirl was q1.ven a small ribbon to
Wear at the beq1uninq of the day. Any person in whose presence she used the
forbidden expression was authoriZed to take the ribbon fronl her. At the end
Qf the day, those who still proudly bore their ribbons were entitled to a
seri.es of steps before

reward.

___________________________

r~
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unexpected reactions. Little could normally happen in the school without at
least one nun being aware of it. In the interviews with the students, however,
only two members of the reliqious community were mentioned as going- out of
their way to look for breaches of discipline in the school: the others, one

assumes, often temper jUstice with forqetfulness on purpose. 1
Actually, these pubUc methods of control--ItPrtmes", marks, etc.
remain larqely reserved to minor offenses.

If

Problems II are treated in per-

sonal interviews, as methods of control and of counseling. Corporal punishment is never employed.. The low ratio of faculty to students makes personal

contact most feasible. Probably the most effective means of control is still
the mowledqe that disapproval 01 conduct wlll hurt a loved one--Harry stack
SullivanfS ttsiqrrl.:f1cant other 11. The nuns are quite openly affectionate with the

students, and praise them in public. One or another nun wlll embrace even
the older girls, a. practice not always appreciated by all the students, although

all admit that they appreciate the kindnefiS and affection that inspire these acts
Further, this school very definitely exhibits the tone of a primary
group. 2 When students were asked which characteristics o:f the school they
lStill, to jud.qe from the interviews, this surveUlance does in fact
qenerate resentment on the part of many students.

2wb.Ue "primary qroUplf refers strictly to any two or more persons
liVing in a close face-to-face relationship, it is not normally extended to describe a social system the size of this school, small as it is. StUl, work
qroups are often described as social systems and certainly the various informal groups at St. Maryfs are very precisely primary qroups. It would,
perhaps, be more accurate not to refer to the school !§ ! whole as a primary
...arnllD hut. as a ~V~I."'.LL of .llrimarv arouJ')$.
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most liked, almost all replies stressed the fact that they all knew each other
throughout the four years. For most of the teaching nWlS, and the administra.tors mentioned aoove) almost all the students are definite personalities
they can discuss ra.ther than simply names connected to faces. Towards the
end of their first semester, all the new freshmen with whom the au.thor spoke

expressed the feeling that they knew all the students in the h1gh school and
most of the nuns.
This primary-group tone is reinforced for those students (13%)

whose entire qrade school experience was in the associated primary school.
An additional thirty per cent. could claim at least one year of St. Mary's

Grammar School experIence.
The hOIDegeneity of the school's membership has been mentioned.
One significant exception to this is the ranqe of mental abilities of the
students, as indicated by L Q. scores. Here one finds a spread of over
sixty p:>ints--from a. low of 82 to a high of 147--or five standard deviations
from a theoretical mean of 100. The school mean is 120. This could reason...
ably be exp4cted to make it quttedifflcult for t.he low-aorma! student

to

survive academically. In fact, however, it is the polic.y of the school to discouraqe a student who is really making an effort from leavinq on purely
academic qrounds.
The range on the other cl1.a.racteristics of the student population--aq~
religion, sex, socioeconomic back9I"ound, ethnic 9I"OUP, to mention only a
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few--is absent or negligible. If one a.pplies accepted reference group theory,

even these slight differences lose much of their potential significance. There
is

some evidence to suggest that the students here of other than middle and

upper middle class backqrounds belong, by virtue of their career aspirations

and educational acc.ompl1shments and aims, to that segment of the social
claSs structure.
This introductory description of the more important general chara.c-

teristics of the sChool baing now completed, 1 it is noVl p:lsslble to move on
to t1.e results of the data.

lIt should, in all fairness, be pointed out that such a. cursory des....
cription ,PaSSes a number of aspects of school life under sUence. Further,
the daily activities of any qroup of adolescents are far livelier than one
might suspect from the above pag-es. A brief survey tends automatically to
reduce the subject to the static state.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER

m

Glossary of terms employed in the special vocabulary of St. Mary's High
School.

QhUskw,!= refers to the secondary and older primary school
students.

COOl: (as tithe Children of the Fourth Class will meet in the garden
todaylt, ) refers to what other pr1m.ary schools call the grades. St. Maryt s
refers to the First through Eighth Class.
QlMl MYitrMl: the nun specially charged with a primary or
secondary school class.

lirl! through 19UrtJl As;a4emic: refers to the freshman through
senior high school years..
MWreu Q:m@a!t

tb.at member of the community of nuns who is
directly in charge of the sehool and of the students, the Principal.

MotbKS: the n'Ull$. The correct direct address is "Mother It, except
for the superIor, who is "Reverend Mother". These are employed as titles
as well as forms of address.

Pr1m:WH a ceremony of weekly bestowal of awards and of merits
and demerits upon the hiqh school students.
m~: an office, and the person holding it, of official exemplar
and leader within the school.

!:8YB\e: , a curtsy, short or long as the occasion demands, required
by the rule of the school under certain circumstances. Notably, it is
traditionally bestowed as a. sign of respect upon meeting the Superior and,
sometimes, cler9YIDen.
~9m!Ati:

A nun) often not permanently professed in the order,
charged in a special way with mainta.in1nq external discipline within the
school.

rr-----------.
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CHAPTER IV.
PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS OF THE LEADERSHIP QU:ESTIONNAIRE
AND OF INTERVIEW DATA AND OBlECTlVE INFORMATION
ON LEADERS AND NON-LEADERS.
A. ~Q US the lewri1

1. Institutional leaders and their functions.

In answer to the second question on the leadershIp questionnaire, 1
the hundred and nine respondents name the foUowin<J as the major positions
of institutional leadership a.t their high school:

TABLE 1.

POSITIONS OF LEADERSmp AT ST. MARY's HIGH SCHOOL.
I I

QmQe
1. President" Girls Athletic Association

. ..

lumber Of
NomlpJ"on§ .

65

2&. President, Circle of Christ's Charity

40

3. President, Social Affairs Committee

33

4. First Blue Ribbon

33

6. Second Blue Ribbon

32

A total of eighteen otficea were named in all; each of the eighteen
......

b"

1 nWhich

d func\!

are, in y'our opinion, the really imp:>rtant student offices
this school right now, and who are tlie girls eurrenUy in
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was a position comected with the three above-named school orqanizations, or
with the Ribbons. Some students held two or more positions of institutional

lea.dership; for instance l at the time of the study, the President of the Circle
of Cr..rist's Charity and the Firat Blue Ribbon were one and the sarne. Ten
persO!'1S held th.e eighteen offices named; one student held four positions of
uurti~onslleadershipl

One surprisinq result of this question was the proof tha.t the Ribbons

M sugh are not at the very top of the tnstitutionalleadership structure.
Another is the namillq of an athletic association so far ahead of any of ttLe
others in a q1:rls' hiqh school. Apparently the simple factoroi sex does not
change thti dominant position of athletiCS; at least in this high school. 1
Since Iuost of t.i.e offices mentioned above; as well as the lesser

positions (secretary) treasurer, etc.) within these same student orqanizations
are practically barred to tmderciassmen, a second question (Qllestion Three)2

was added. This question also hoped to obtain information on institutional
leadership.

lColeman's survey contains no mlst single...sex high school, so that
the female adolescents in his study, comi"lq all from co... educational hiSJh
schools, are probably not a. com:P'U'ble group. At any rate, as mentioned in
Chapter I, athletics do not seem to have a very significant role fox Coleman's

"mal! high school elite.
2JJAre there any qirls you feel wID one day, almost certainly, get
elected or appointed to one of these top G:fflces? VJho are they, auld what

offices or functions do ynu th1n.k they will hold? If
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Unfortunately, the question appears to have been poorly phrased.
everal avoided answering it; several (four) answered by gu.essing at the future
era of fellow students. The question yielded little useful in1ornlation.

2. The oersqnal leaders. 1
Questions Four and Five2 had been designed to locate two cateqories
f personal leaders: those who were also institutional leaders, and those who

ere not. Unfortunately, since there was no clear and uniform JS,ttern of
eement on the institutional leadership offices, these two questions covered,

y and large, the same population.

These two questiOns were, therefore, treated as yieldinq one cateqory
personal leader, and a total of ten nominations was (as noted) taken as the
utoff point for determining the leaders. This yielded twenty personallea<iers.
lThe more frequently used term in the field is tmergent leaders.
owever, strictly speak1nq, this is a misleading term. They may never
merge as leaders in the larger society; in the school they already have.
armore, if the function of the term is to distinguish these leaders from
e institutional. leaders, do not the institutional leaders also "emerge"?
s
is more in accord with non-technical usaqe 1 as mentioned above, and
ms more precisely to indicate the distinction between the leader because of
job and the leader because of his personality.

~u.estion Four: '!Are any one of the qirls you mentioned in answer to
uestions two and three what might be called Itb1qqer than their jobs--that is,
ould .it!U. be leaders, and remarkable people, even if they never held any
portant offices at all? That is, reqarcD.ess of their official jobs or offices,
e would stand out. Who are they?"
Question Five! II Now, among the qirls who in fact hold no important
!fices or functions whatsoever, are there any who still always :m.a.naqe to
tand out on their personal qualities·- tfborn leaders If J the kind of person you
auld almost instinctively listen to and follow?"
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The ranqe of nominations was 47, from a. high of 57 to the established low of
10. Quartile deviation, however, was 8, indicating a relatively tightqroupinq

around the mean, which was 19.5. All of the five top institutional. leaders
were among the top ten personal leaders, although the order was quite
different. 1 Seniors were predominant, with nine. Five freshmen were nomInated, and the sophomores and juniors each had. three.
The twenty or so named further included two paJ.rs of sisters, a.
senior and til freshra8l1, who were first and seventh, respectively, as well as
the second pair of sisters who were fifteenth and eIghteenth, a freshman and a
junior, respectively. There were only three amonq the personal leaders who,
up to the end of the 1963-1964 academic year, had not held some sort of a

p:>sltion of institutional leadership, even a less important one.
Soma further genel'"allties about these twenty students are available
from the brief (fifteen minute) interviews held with them in April 1964, four
months after the above questionnaire was adm1n1stered. 2
1The rank orders of the five first fnstitutiollalleaders..Y... personal
leaders were, respectively, sixth, fo\ll"th, ninth, fourth, and first.
2The interviews included one girl who was not among these twenty.
This same leadership nomination questionnaire had been distributed, through
the principal, to the faculty. The three nWl faculty members who replied, and
the one administrator, all named this qirl as a. likely instituUonal leader and
as a qir1 possessing personal. leadership qualIties.. Not one of the students
answering the questionnaire so named her, although the major part of the
student body received at least one vote. She was therefore included to see if
a. brief interview would provide clues to this anomaly. It did not. The present investigator would also have been inclined to name her as leadership
ll1a.terial t and she did not seem to ];X>ssess any evident characteristics that
might render her unacceptable to her peer group_

r
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None 01. the twenty leaders admitted to being basica.lly dissatisfied
with themselves, although two impressed the present writer as 'protesting
too muchl!. Six were unqualifiedly satisfied with themselves as they were.

Fifteen ot the eighteen interviewed expressed a liking for the smallness and family spirit of the school; three also said that they particularly
liked the traininq and discipline it afforded them.

Ten complained t.ha.t there

was too much and too strict supervision on the part of the nuns, eleven would
have preferred a wider choIce of courses.

Three felt that the general mental-

ity was too narrow, pirticularly on the part of the faculty. These critiCisms

were generally voiced calmly as flaws in a system that was on the whole
fu..Ylctioninq well.

Only one showed signs of beinq ill at ease in the interview situation,
and one other of some overt hostility and suspicion.

Career plans were varied, as mlqht have been expected from a high
school group. The ma.jority VOiced a preference for occupations that miqht
be termed altruistic, 1 although one at least was frankly exploitative 2 and

several others were vague, although aU save one mentioned at leet one
chOice of future occupation.

..

1Teachinq (1)~ Peace Corps (2); doctor, veterinarian, or nurse (5);
nun (2); in both cases a nun of the reliqious order that staffs the school;
guidance counselin.q (1); flsomewhere I can help people"(2).
2 uMake money" (1); interior desl<pl (1); politics, which might conceivably imply altruism (1); ol'Jrnpic athlete (1); writer (1); "maybe a movie
critic" (1); "1 don't care lt (1); marriaqe ri¢1t after colleqe (2). Some 1 of
~sp. mentioned marriacre in connection with other choices.
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From the brief descriptions of salient characteristics of each of the
leaders furnished by the Principal, four of the a.bove twenty are to some extent a /I problem It, although none of them are problems to the extent of requirinC]

severe negative sanctions (such as expulsions).

B. wp.at makel a lef4et? 1
1. Student opinion of leadership traits.

Question Sul~ on the leadership questionnaire was desigl1ed to
discover the qualities the students considered as being relevant to pel'sonal
leadership. Indirectly) it may reveal some attitudes towards the current
leaders as well.
The responses yielded a list of thirty-three traits associated with

personal leadership in this high school. They almost aU dealt with character

traits, rather than (tor instance) knowledqe or administratlve abilities. None
of the traits cited could be described as pejorative, most dealt with traits

that could be expected to facilitate interpersonal relationships. Those charao-

teristics named more than five times, in order and with the number of times
mentioned, are:

~rSOI@:\

lThrouqhout this rep)rt "hI\dm"tI will be understood to refer to llte
leader, unless otherwise specified.

2Que8tion Six l'"e&ds: "What's so speeial about the girls you named
in answer to Question Five? What is there about them that makes them so
outstanding?'

~--...
- - - - - - '

r~
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Friendly, easy to qet along with
Fun, fun to be with
Has personality
Nice, nice to everybody
Has leadership, authority
Is kind, lovable, likable
Sticks to her principles
Listens to you, knows how you feel
Outgoing
Popular

Sincere, honest, loyal
Orqanlzer, gets thinqs done
SWeet, cute, charminq
Has savoir faira

30

22
14

13
11
11
10
9

8

7
7
7
7
6

There Is perhaps more insistence here on how the leader gets along
with others, than on the leader as a distinct person.

An interesting contrast is :furnished by Question Seven, 1 which was
desi911ed to gather attitudes toward, and traits connected with, institutional
leaders. 2 This question yielded a list of twenty-one traits and categories of
traits associated with insUtutiona11eadership. One striking result was the

relatively larqe number and negativeS and pejorative4traits named. The most
lQuestion Seven read: ItWhat qualities does it take, in your opinion,
to be a. Ribbon, or to be put in charge of an imp:>rtant actlvity at school? If
2It should aqain be borne in mind that the top five institutlonalleadEIB
are also QI~soJl!:lleaders, 1. e., the two cateqories overlap. Further, the
phra.sinq of this seventh question reflects the author's mistaken preliminary
impression that the Ribbons were the only major insUtutlonalleaders in the
school.

3By neqat1ve, the present writer means traits prefixed with a. "not"
or a. Itshouldn'tlf. Some examples: "Didn't qat marked (for misbehavior)",
"not aggressive", 'hot 188"
4By pejorative is understood characteristics that are strongly unfavSU"able. Exarnp es: "half-way oody-goodylf;"
ee with the mobil; "brownies'.
'.l'h1s last a
ened. version. a tam lfa 1. a~c and vulgar military

~---------------------------------------------------8-4frequently named traits and categories of traits) wiL'l the frequency named,

are:
Obedience
Friendliness
Popularity
"Niceness ff
Assorted neqative cha.racteristics
Piety
Reliability
Cooperation and work
Various pejorative characteristics

26

21
20
18

14
11
11

10
9

Frankness

9

Love of school
Leadership

9

6

There would appear to be considerably more ambivalence towards
the Ribbons than towards the personallead.ers. By no means is there a
general dislike towards the instltutlonalleader in qenera!, or the Ribbon in
particular, but there is more of a sUttEenst! of opinion. The major criti...
cisms of the Ribbons seem to be that some are felt to be insincere, others
are alleqedly there because they have ma.naqed to avoid gettlnq in trouble.
Part of the occasional :(attern of dislike may stem from the Ribbon f s

official role of exemplary leadership, of keeping the others II in line It • There
does not appear to be any fear of the Ribbons' power, probably because they
have so little. The ribbons who were interviewed professed a respect for
their office, but three of them had at least some reservations about their
role. One indicated that some students) with influence but without office,
went out of their way to make thlnqs difficult for her. The incidents she
mentioned were, however, minor.

r......-------------w
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The central objection of some Ribbons ... -at least three l of them--to
~eir

role is specifically to the idea of themselves as extensions of the nuns

a,rr.tonq the students. This may provide us with a key to understanding the
ambivalence of attitude.
On aeveral occasions throuqhout the year, students have voiced the

pelief that !tin this school, you're either for the nuns or you're against them".
~is

is not surprising.

~ual1y

The real authorIty is in the nuns' hands, and authority

carries some unpopularity in its exercise. Further, any high school

,m contain some students who are not there by their personal choice,

"il

andwho

therefore not necessarily be motivated to cooperate with school autlol"tles.
Although it implies goinq rather beyond what is clear from the data,

the preser1t writer feels it is at least Plausible to suqqest tha.t the hostility
shown towards the Ribbons 18 larqely a reflection of hostility felt towards the

nuns. In at least one ease this is the way the student sees it, although extrapolating' to the eight or so who appear to dislike the Ribbons qenerally would

[be unjustified.

J

The predominance of social traits for the description of the personal
~eaders, on the other hand, supp:>rt the general belief that the small group

~eader tends to be someone who is p:>pular with the group and basically per-

celved as beinq one with the non-leaders. It further corroborates the
1At the beqinn1ng of the fall semester, there were only three Blue
Ribbons; by April, however, there were a total of nine.
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hYJX)thesis that leaders of the socially-oriented axis ("maintenance specialists'
rather than "task specialists If) will predominate in the context of this high
school.
The naminq of so many simply negative traits in coll..1').ection with
school leaders, especially institutlonalleaders, is perhaps best explained in
cormection with the I*tterns of social control in use in this school, as exposed
above. Many of the p:lsitive sanctions are designed to reward those who have
simply not infringed a rule, or not done anyth1nq objectionable, during a set
perio~

of time. The weekly "very good" is not an accolade for exceptional

performance above and beyond the call of duty, but an a.clmowledgm.e.."'lt of an
unspotted comportment record. Many of the nuns would be

jn

favor of reserv..

ing the livery good" for positive excellence, but this is not yet the practice.
2. Some objective differences between leaders and non... leaders.
The L Q. ranqe for the school as a. whole, as noted, is 67 points.
For the leaders, it is 64 points, from the same low of 80 to a high of 144.

AlthoU9'h almost all of the very superior (over 140) $tudents are absent, the
mean L Q. of the leaders (122. 2)~ is sliqhUy hiqher than that of the nonleaders (118. 1).
This represents a. familiar pattern, that of undersalactiol1 of the

exceptionally bright. Krech, Crutchfield, and Ballachey suggest some
reasons why this may be so:

r_~----------------~
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Fir§t. the "too intelligent" person may not be perceived as "one of uS'
§eoond, his interests may be so remote from the p:roblems of the
group that he is not motivated to help the group_ TaP-d. problems of
communication may arise because of the larqe gap in intelligence.
And, ijnaliy, there is some reason to believe that the superior person
m a1 seek to introduce i.nnivations that the group is not ready to
1
accept because these innovations challenge the existing ideology. • _J
'rhe present writer would add one other possible explanation.

The

briqht child who is also a high achiever is likely to attract jealousy, and Will
also be· a convenient substitute object of dislike for the teacher) who rewards

and esteems academ.ic excellence. The teacher is out of the hostile student f IS
reach to a great extent; the bright student is not.
It is perhaps worth mentioning that the two hlghest L Q. 's among the
leaders are students whose athletic prowess is renowned. Perhaps their
abUity on the basketball courts made the others tlforgiveu them for their braln3

As would be expected with a aUghUy higher mean intelligence, the

leaders had above-averaqe grades. The non-leaderfl mean grade was 2. 3 on

a 4-point system; the leaders achieved a. 2. 7 mean grade
10;.

clt,

'-'

(.a.)~.

p. 439,

2wh.ue on the subject of ~es, and purely as an aside, academic
competition does not seem to be taken too seriously here. In comparison
with the deadly earnestness in the "scholarship race ll in the present writer's
Own high school, and Lfl others he has visited> there seems to be a l"emarkable
lack 01. tension at at. Mart s. This is perhaps due to the fact that most of the
families can &flord to send their daughters to colleg-e even without the financial assistance provided by a scholarship. In other schools, with litUe 01'" no
tuition, the presellce or absence of outside financial aid is likely to be critical
in determining whether or not the student can go on to college. Here 1t is not.

~---------------------------------------------------8--8
To judge from the informed estimate of social class furnished by the
PrinCipal, the leaders tend to come from slightly higher class backgrounds.
This finding is in contradiction with at least one study of student leaders,

which indicates a. lower mean social class for leaders than for non-leaders. 1
This perhax;s is best explained by the fact that Hodges' group bridged more
social strata, whereas the present group of subjects are largely homegeneous.

In Hodges' group, the lower and lower middle class students ma.y reasonably
be supposed to be more highly motivated.

Perhaps, too, the lower class

college student has bad to be more competitive simply to be able to Ifmake itll

into college. While the estimates of social class as :furnished are not without

a real risk of error as noted above, it may still be worthwhile to present the
data for leaders and non-leaders:

TABLE 2.
APPROXIMATE SOCIAL CLASS OF LEADERS AND NON-LEADERS

Leaders-%
(Bas§:

201

Non-leaders-%
l~t: 91)

22%

52

47

o

21

8
1Harold M. Hodges, IICam~ leaders and nonleaders. 1t~:sag~l~~lt
1963) P. 263. Hodges used a. samp eo· 0
OfitOf.ar oIT,OOO undergraduate "fratmen n. With this exception of social
class, his other findings agree with the broad picture presented by the presen
study; his leaders have a sliqhtly higher academic averaqe, are younger, a

BociMJE.eI!I:I~xxx:vn: (March
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The information concerning previous education of the high school
students provides one revealing, if partial, measure of "anticipatory sociall.f,ationl!. As marnioned, the high school being studied is operated in conjunction with a grammar school. The same order runs other grammar schools as
well. The percentages of leaders and non-leaders, divided according to the
amount of school1nq in grade and secondary schools run by this same order,
is as follows:

TABLE :·3.
LENGTH OF STAY IN SCROO18 RUN BY THIS SAME RELIGIOUS OIIDER.

!

,

All hi<Jh school and
all grfjl4g SCbogl: • •
•
All h1qh school and
some g;:ra4t I£b.gol. : • • •

. . . • . • • • . 31t
. . . . . • 4i
. . , .. . . . . ~1

§.groe bigb school only. .

.

,

t

.

,

.

.

.

= .

Q

51
12

This rather clearly indicates that the leaders tend to have a longer

experience with the llU'ticular traditions of the order, and they may be
assumed to learn something' about the high school from their close ];hysical
prOXimity to it.
Another, somewhat more subtle, measure of antecedent acquaintance
With the school and with the order that runs 1t is provided by information on

-

Class of origin, they are higher in goals.

r---------
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family backgrounds of the students. Specifically, the present investigator
noticed that quite a few of the students came from famUles in which many of
the women were alumnae of this school, or of another one run by the sa.r.ne
order. He therefore asked the Principal to list forhim all those students who
had a near female relative...·!. e., a. mother, sister, aunt or grandmother-·
an alumna, or who was a mambal" of the same religiOUS order. The results
can be presented very briefly:
TABLE A

PERCENTAOfI OF LEADERS AND NON-LEADERS HAVING A NEAR FEMA
RELATIVE WHO JB AN ALUMNA OF A SCHOOL RUN BY THIS SAME
RET.JGIOUS ORDER, OR ELSE A NUN MEMBER OF THE
SAME ORDER.

School

Leaders
{20~

Non-leaders
m9~

34%

70%

26%

Q.ga

:

It 18 clearly emerging, then, that the leaders tend to be people

already mOre closely associated with the school, at least indirectly, for mal
years; they went to gra.nunar school there, or their mothers are alumnae, or

they have an aunt a mID in the order. The order: as is the case generally for

teaching orders, receives most of its recruits from among the students in
its hiqh schools. The nuns tend, therefore, to be alum.nae of the schools, as
well as members of the order. 1

~----------------------------------------------------9~1
The data on previous schooling raised in the present investigator I s
mind the question of future schooling: how do the students feel a.bout going on
to colleges

rtU1

by the same order '? While the vast majority of the students

reqard themselves as being colleqe-bound, preliminary talks with them revealed that only the seniors seemed to have very specific college plans,
a.1.though the second semester had already bequn.. Accordingly, the Principal
supplied a listinq of the colleges for which the seniors had been accepted and

to which they wanted to go. The results are as follows: (Only one senior had
ll2. plans for colleqe. )
TABLE 5
PROSPECTIVE COLLEGES OF THE SENIORS AT ST. MARY's
maR SCHOOL.

All
seniors
(2§l
Colleges run by the
., §ims r!lia1sms ors¥!r. . . • • .•
Other Catholic girls'
coUegu. • . • r • • • • • • • •
Small non-Catholic
• CQll~gn or jyplor C9Ue9!§

t

•

•

-

t

•

r

4§i
i

•

•

i

Senior
laaders

Senior
non-leaders

(9)

(17)

44%

18%

o

7

11

7S

11

7

. 19

strators. Those called .tSiater ft qenerally perform the ftmctions of manual
labor around the convent, and never rise to positions of authority within the
order. This corresponds rou.gh.l¥ to the distinctions between priests and
brothers in some rel1qious orders of men. The distinctions within reliq10us
orders have tended, historically, to reflect preva1linq class distinctions in
the laxO'er society.
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While the bases are quite small, it is still appaxent t..lJ.a.t the

Ul0dal

senior leader is going on to a college run by this sa;we order, the modal.
senior non-leader is qoinq on to a larqe Catholic university. Apparently the
leader tends to be more satisfied with the "system" and life-style in the

schools run by this order, and prefers to continue in the same tradition. 1Fo1'
some, this appears to be J;lU't1aJly an unWillmgnes.sto strlka out into the

relative unknown of another system of education. For others, it represents
a more deliberate choice. 1
Whiltj data on past classes' colleqe choice was

a.va.Uable~

it was not

possible to control this in ter~ns of personal leadership as a variable. It
was the nuns' impression that the RibOOM, at least, tended to 90 on to
colleqes I'W'l by their order in hl9her proportions than the student body in
qeneral. 2
lIt $hould be mentioned that it is the policy of the hiqh school administration in question to eneouraqe the ahoice of a Catholic coUege which is
1lQi c&... educational. The nuns, as Vi the cue with members of most reliqbus

orders, disp1a.yed a preferenee for their own colleqes. To the present
knowled~, however, no attempt was made to Ifpre$SU.re tt thestude:1s
to choose a eolleqe run by the same order except by indirection: the students
would have occasional contact with hUllS from the order's colleges, and infOl"rnat1on on these coUeqes was always a.vailable.
2,Another word of eauUon is perhaps in order. It may very well be
that leadership is not the determining variable at all, bllt that deqree of
satisfaction with previous educational experience is the key factor, and helps
determJne both the patterns of lea.der~lp and of choice of colleqe. Secondly,
the middle class girl may not be a really free l\qelJt as regards college
chOice. Her parents' wi$hes may outweiCJh her own m many cases, especil!ilj
where thEt parents wUl be payinq all the bills for a pri\rate college.
wl."'iterts
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3. Leadership in specific fields.
The Ninth Question1 was designed to obtain nominations of students
Who were outstandinq in various ways in the school. Seven categories were
chosen, based on indications from the Coleman study and from WlStruCtured

interviews with students at at. Mary's. These provided an idea. of what areas
might be important for biqh school students in qeneral and students in this

school in particular. Percenta.qes of leaders and non-leaders in each of the
categories were then determined. The cut-off pohlt for inclusion as "outstandinqJ1 in each cateqory was (Jlve nom1nations from the questionnaire

respondents (N=109),. as mentioned above.
Be10re turning'

to the specUla categ'Ories, some more qenera! obser-

vations may be in order. A'balo" effect does seem to exist, in the sense that
some very popular students were named at least once as outstandinq students,
in spite of objectively inferior academic performance.

There were more

nominations of seniors than of freshm~ but the nominations of seniors
tended to be more concentrated: fewer students received more nom1na.tions.
The mean number of nominations Un

.au seven cateqories toqether) made by

each student was twenty-seven. A total of sixteen students received at least

-

lQu.estlon Nine read: "We would like to know which q1rls you personally feel are really outstanding' in different fields. Name as many as you
Wish, but please try to name those you feel are the most outstandinq first, and
the others in order-...'best first ' It.
The cateqorles wlll be named and described below: they included
Scholarship, popularity, piety, activity around school, admiration, a.thletics,
and liveliness.
l

~

one nomination In

~

cat"'JOry, and a total of nine students received no
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llommations in any ca.tecJory. 1 The outstanding- athletes and scholars appear
to be more visible, as nominations in these two categories appear more concentrated 2 Furthermore, the pjpulation of each 01 the seven grou~ af
outstanding 'liris varied greatly, from a high of thirty-three named five ti1ms

or more as beinq IImost p:>pularlt to a. low of sixteen so named as being
If

genuinely Pious.

U

Thus prepared, it is now possible to turn to the seven cateqorles

and present the proportions of the school as a Whole, at the leaders, and at
the non-leaders, who fall

mto each of the cate<;ories.

In order to simplify

tabulAl:' presentation, the rows are marked simply by the letter and the key

phrase of each category. The full Iilrasinq of the ori¢nal su~. of
Question Nine was:
a. Who are the best in studies?
b. Those most popular with the other students?
c. Those who show the most si911S of a genuine pIety?
do Those most active in school affairs?
e. Those you personally admire the most?
f. The best athletes?
q. The most fun to be wlth--the "live wires" ?
IThere were four sophomores who received no nom1nations, three
freshmen, one senior and one junior. This is a. bit surprising, as one would
tend to expect the bulk of the Ifwall:flowers If to be from among- the freshmen,
Who would be the least known and the least at home. However, h1gh school
teachers and administrators have assured the present writer that the phenomenon of "solilomore madness ft is well known and that they are not surprised
by these f1ndlnqs.
2rrhe school's top athlete received a total of sixty-one nominations,
~f9j ~31tJJi!t:l"'six.The 0 t.o .
dents in the other cate-

-
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TABLE 6.
PERCENTAGES OF THE TOTAL SCHOOL POPULATION, OF LEADERS,
AND OF NON-LEADERS IN EACH OF THE SEVEN SPECIFIC
CATEGORIES OF IIOUTBTANDINGNESS".

a.

scholars (201

12= popylJr

(~a)

Sro.hnnl

1 ......... ..:1"';$

Non-Leaders

(111)

.(20)

(91)

J.8%

35%

14.%

30

95

15

14

50

7

17..

7.,6

4

.s:

ploW! U6l

1L

@&Uve

j,

agm1£ed (lm

1§

7.,5

a

"

1~(19)

17

5§

9

29

65

22

U9l

SIt ttU:y:e wires 11

,

<sa)

•

In other words, most of the leaders were

a

•

reqarded as being

especially good in studies, only hal1 were regarded as especially pious, but

most of the leaders were regarded as being outstanding in each of the other
five traits. Furthermore, the converse also holds true in some categories:
the majority of those judged outstandingly pious are also leaders> and the
same holds true for all the other ca.teqorles except for the scholars and the

It would seem, then, that there is some evidence for the hypothesis
that someone perceived as outstandinq in· personal leadership will also be

perceived as outstanding in other fields. In all of the seven categories, the
I

r---------------,
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s:rnall group of twenty leaders is disproportionately represented Even in
Scholarship, where the showing of the leaders was weakest, there were seven
leader scholars. Considerinq that the leaders were less than a fifth of the
school and that there were only twenty outstanding- scholars, one would regard
anything' a.bove four leader-SCholars as disproportionately high.

It wID be noticed tha.t the difference between the leaders and the non...
leaders is less qreat in the cateqorles leaving' less room for coloration by

subjective attitudes: studies and sports. As mentioned, the top scholar and
the atlliete are more Visible, and both receive public rewards at this high

school. That the majority a! the pious students are also leaders is an encouraqing sign, considering the importance of genuine piety as a goal of Catholic

education.

The least d1fference between leaders and non-leaders is in the "livewire" ca.teqory, where by far the proportion of non-leaders is highest. 1 The
existence of twenty non-leaders who are "live wires" may be an indication of
the size of a qroup of students, fun to be with but not taken too seriously, who

have chosen a sort of clown-role as a.n a.venue to acceptability without
responsibUity.

One conclusion :from these data would be that there appears to be no
lWhUe thirteen of the twenty leaders &t! reqarded as ttUve wires" ,
and all of these thirteen are also "most popular", not all of these leaders are
in the "most a.dmirecilf cateqory.
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massive single determinant of personal leadership in this high school. The
popularity factor would appear to come closest, presumably with admiration
and activity around school forming a small eluster of traits associa.ted with
popularity. This corresponds well with the high place of traits linked with
populau.'ity given by the respondents to Question Six. There remajns,. of

course, the very real possibility t.l"~t there l§. a trait uniformly connected with
personal leadership, and that these seve..."'l ca.teqories were not well chosen at

all. 'lllelr choice was w'11uformed guess, in a sense, and better guesses a.t
more pertinent categories may eV$ntually be possible.
A qSl1eral conclusion from this chapter would be that the personal

leaders are more likely to excel in athletics and studies than are the nonleaders; 8.nd U1SY are more hiqh1y regarded by the other students. They tend

to be associated more closely, and over a longer period of time, with the nuns
who

1"1.m

the high school. They are slightly but really superior to the non...

leaders In the objective criteria of intelUqence of academic performance, and
as a group tend to have a basieally favorable attitude towards their school, to
favor altruistic oeeuPLtions in later life, and to show no serious discontent
with themselves.
This part of the data presentation now completed, the following cha.p-

ter will consider the results of the NORC questionna.ire as a. means of distinguishing leaders from non-leaders, and students at this hiqh school from the

segment of the national sample belnq employed a.s an approximate control
group.

r------ - - - - - - - ,
CHAPTER V

LEADERS AND NON-LEADERS COMPARED AND CONTRASTED WITH EACH
OTHER AND WITH AN APPROXIMATE CONTROL GROUP PROM

THE NATIONAL OPINION RESEARCH CENTER'S
SURVEY OF AOOLESCENTS.

Because of the larqe number of items to be compared and contrasted
in this Chapter, the data will be presented in a simplified schematic form.

After the table or qraph is introduced, large differences between leaders and
non-leaders will be mentioned Following this, the large differences between
the control-qroup and the non-leaders will be listed. After each mention,
other lesser differences of special interest will be mentioned, and any necessary commentary or explanation will be qiven before moving on to the next
table or graph.
The problem of determining what constitutes a "large" difference

between two qrouPJ has been solved in an admittedly arbitrary manner. Since

none of the three qroups about which data. are about to be presented are in any
~ay

"random ff selections, it is imp:>sslble to employ standard tests of statis-

tical significance of d1f:ferences. Furthermore, statistical significance is by
no means identical wIth substantive significance, and it is this latter which

most particularly concerns us here.
After discussinq the difficulty with Dr. Stark of the Un!varsity of

California Survey Research Center, and Mr. Pinto at the National Opinion
Research Center, it was decided that there were at least two possible crude
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dications of the real, or substantive, significance, that miqht be useful.
The first indication is the direction 01 difference. Where a consistent
ection of difference exists a.m.onq a series of related variables, suqqestive
erences may plausibly be made.
Secondly, the absolute differences between two columns (in the case
f percentaqes, the epsilon-factor) are an indication of differences betweenthe

pulatlons concerned. Thus, if one column reads 98% and the column to its

19bt reads 68%, we have a difference of 80 percentaqe POints. When the two
olumns represent Similar populations, such a ltuVe difference bears corn.n:.mt
As a practical measure of important difference, it was decided by the

esent writer to point out all differences larqer than 10% of the total R?1§ible
Where data are expressed in percentaqes, this would be 10 percentaqe
Where the mean of a series of data is presented, the range of the
cale employed was used as a bue. Thus J in Graph I, the ranqe went from
.0 to 4. 0; . 3 would then constitute a relatively larqe difference, 10% of the

This has several practical advan.taqes.

One has to draw the line

omewhere, as with cutoff points in the nominations contained in the precedinq
hapter. A smaller dtfference than 10% would have increased the number of
"importantIt differences amonq the gToups to the ;x>int where the significant
might well have been drowned under the masses of reported differences.

Furthermore, with bases as small as 19, a. difference 01 5% mlqht be due to
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one sing-le individual-...too small a cutoff point would be pointless.
Taking 16% or 20% of the possible range would equally have too many
inconveniences, leaving- the present writer with ten or less differences of this
magnitude in all the assembled data.
Faced with a similar problem, Dr. Stark chose 12% as his cutoff

point. For uniformity, and to s1mplity calculations dealing with means, the
present writer has elected the lOi cutoff point, as described above. For all

its patent dlsadvantaqes, it is cQl1venlent and serves to bring' out the more
salient points in the research without necessarily obscuring the patterns revealed by less obvious bu.t more constant tendencies, which will also be
remarked up)n in passinq.
The absolute range, rather than the 1Q1yal. rallqe in each row, was
chosen to avoid bending the analysis too much to the i OOjwriori shape of the
data. Further, the actual range varies so much from. item to item that false

comparisons could easUy be inferred: on Graph I, B, the actual range is only
• 18; but in A, on the same

qraph~

it is . 82. Surely relative comparisons

would serve only to confuse the i$;ue still further, and render it nearly 1m ..
possible to see any pattern in the data.
There is one other aspect of the data presentation that must, in

honesty, be remarked upon here. 'lbe control group, whlch is that segment
of the national NORC survey most resembling the students of the present high
schooll proved to be quite a bit smaller than had 'been ant1ci~ed. Out of

r~--------------~
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nearly a thousand respondents to the national. questionnaire, only thirty-four
were (a) female Catholic adolescents, (b) in a Catholic hiqh school, and (c)

with relatively wealthy parents.

Leavinq out the sex, educational, religiOUS

or economic variable would seem to vitiate any meaningful comparison. Hence
for all its small size, the control group was retained as outlined in the
Introduction.
The control 9'roup still retained three functions of real importance.
First, it serves as an indication of the direction 1n which the experimental
qroup may in fact be atypical. Secondly, the differences between the control
qroup and the non-leaders will hlqhl1qbt the differences between the leaders

and non...leaders, which are the principal object 01 study in the present paper.
Thirdly, the control group furnishes another ff dimension l1 • 'Th.e picture is

rather different when the direction of di:f:ference from control to non-leader
to leader gTOups is the same, and when the leaders revert back towards the

control group. W1thout the presence of a control group, the difference would
have been invisible.
A. AWmdinll

and S9gial VKitblts.

1. Social and Rellqious Attitudes.
Graph I, A through L, presents the group mean &.g"teement or disaqreement with each 01 a series of twelve propositions designed to test
important attitudes.

'l~e

gra}il is based on Question Three of the NORC

Questionnaire. The importance of the variables tested is in function of real

... +_.. ,.!
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or presumed contemp::>rary social problems, such as racial and ethnic prejudice, birth control, formaJ.ism, religious and academic liberty, and related
iSsues.

From'these twelve items, it would appear that there is substantial
aqreement on a majority of the items, where O. 3 is taken as a measure of

larqe difference on a four-point scale with a ranq'" of 3. O.
Relative to the non-leaders, the leaders are less inclined to accept
family planninq (C), less in favor of a.cac.Wmie Uberty (E), more pro-Neqro (

less eschatolo¢Cal, i. e. less inclined to neqlect this worJLd:s,yalues (1).
Relative to the control group, the non-leaders are more tolerant of
atheists (civil Uberty) (A), more inclined to family planninq (e), less antiNeqro on (D), but more anU-Neqro on (0), and more anti-Semitic(K).

The element of anti-Sem1tism appears, to the present writer, to be
due in part to what Robin Williams calls the "threat" element of prejudice,
here the result of economic competition in the middle and upper middle cl.a.o:H~
for the same socioeconomic niches. The more completely tabulated data fro
the national survey indicates a neqative correlation between Catholic religio
education qenerally and anti-Semitism, which contrasts with the mounting
reluctance of students at this high school, from leaders to non-leaders, to
accept the honesty of 1ewish businessmen.
The contradiction, for the non-leaders, between (D) and (0), both on
Ne(]rOes, may be explained . by the nature of the two statements. That on

rr
;

1~

hieb the non-lea.ders appear relatively anti-Negro aqain contains an element
threat for the middle and upper middle class white: the Negro II pushing
self where he isn't wanted". The other proposition, to the effect that most
eqroes are basieally satisfied, is easier to dissent from.
Graph

tt,

based on NORC QuesUon Four, is an attempt to measure

ent to very basic notions of the ludaeo...Christian tradition. All four propsitions are leas carefully worded versions of dogmas held by Catholics to be

Fi: 1. e.. they are so central to Catholicism that a man eannot wittingly
anyone of them and still remain a Catholic.
Taking a O. S difference as important, the leaders are less indifferent
bout forras of worship and readier to accept the possibility of eternal pwlishant than are the non-leaders.

The non-leaders, on the other hand, are rather less sure of God's
tance than is the control groupAll this is

~t

of an increasinqly familiar pattern of rel1qious in-

artitude, which appears more prevalent a.t St. Mary's than amonq the more
ypical high school girls. GIven, however) the wording of some of the
uestiOnB, it may well be that the unsureness of reply mirrors sophIstication

d not aq,nostici8m: e. q., in a very real, if subtle sense, there 11. no immed...
te1y sure rational ,rroof. of God's existence, and a purely notional assent is
orthless, from a religious }X)int of view.
Graph III, summarizing replIes to NORC Question FIve, represents

~'----------------------------------------------~11~.(
evaluation of the moral rightness or wrongness of seven kinds of acts. The

leaders are more tolerant of heavy necking (B) and much less anti-Semitic
than are the non-leaders (C), taking a. difference of .4 as important.

The non-leaders are rather more anti..Semiti..; than are members of
the control group (C).

However, with the exception of reliqious mixed marr!..

a.qss, all of the mean replies of all three qroups are clearly on the disapprOli1L

end of the moral continuum.

The scale provided by the question probably does not represent the
degree of repuqna:nce the act represents 1.or the respondent, nor (it is to be
hoped) the deqree of seriousness they attach to an act. For 1nstan.ce, all
three groups register the same neqative assessment, or a more negative
assessment, of cribbinq on an exam (A) than they do of premarital. sex

relations (G).
Encouraq1.tlgly from the point of view of offic1al. teachinq of the

Catholic

Chur~l;

the students are able to perceive the wrongness of social

injustices involved in discrimination and seqreqa.t1on: (e) and (E).
Probably the tolerance expressed towards mixed marriaqes; judged

morally indifferent, would not ha.ve been so evident. a qeneration or so aqo (F)
T.t:Ua well may be a product of our ecumenical aqe.

2. Social Preferences, Referents, and Ascriptions.
Table 7 reveals one of the highest sinqle differences uncovered in
the present study, from which it would appear that the hiqh school under

11

study is a minor stronghold of individualism. This is perhaps not so surprising, if it is considered as being another one of those social llba.cldashes". The
students lead an exceptionally re<J1mented life under a highly centralized
system of discipline, as descrIbed in Chapter II. Many voice objections to
the regimentation of uniform, movement to class, close supervision, and
prescribed ritual qestures. '!he individualism may be largely a social equivalent of Newton's "equal and opposite reaction H •
TABLE 7.

PERCEN'I'AGES P.REFERRlNG TEAMWORK WITHOUT PERSONAL RECOGNITION TO WORXING AlDNE WITH PERSONAL RECOGNITION,
AND VICE VERSA (NORC QUESTION SIXTEEN. ).
:

:i:::

Non-leaders

:et!£!l!DP!

Control
lSi)

Teamwork

48%

24%

28%

Work alone

9

45

28

Can't decide

42

31

44

~87)

Leaders
(18)

Taken wiUl Tables 8 and- 9, Table 7 indicates that the leaders prefer
solitary work less than do the non-leaders (Table 9), prefer a nice personalit"

to hard work as a success formula. more than do the non-leaders (Table 8)
and have stllileu of a preference to be remembered as an itA" student and

more of a preference to be remembered as "most popular" than do the non-

r.---------------____~
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eaders (Table 9).1
TABLE 8
PERCENTAGES PREFERRING HARP WORK TO HAVING A NICE PERSON..
AurY, AS SIGNIFICANT IN ORDER TO GET AHEAD. (NORC

QUESTION EIGHT)
Control

Non..leaders

Leaders

(341(S4l

(l9)

Hard work

52%

370/0

28%

Nice personality

18

32

42

Cantt decide

ro

31

~

TABLE 9.

THINGS HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS "MOST WAlfr TO BE REMEMBERED AS".
(NORC QUUTION TEN).

Preference

Control

Non-leaders

(34)

.(87)

Leaders
(19J

An If A It student

38%

31%

21%

Star Athlete

...

-

4

5

Most popular

19

22

37

A leader in clubs, etc.

44

44

47a

&IfSome percentages will total over 100%, as several. students named.
two preferences instead of one.
~ey
..h. ...:,

lAttentlon should be drawn, also, to the hlqh percentaqe replyinqtha:
"Cantt declde tf , on bq!:h Tables 7 and 8. InterpretaUon of If'Cantt decide"
",,·,~,·"h',
':;""1(,>01
11' micrht bA mentioned that several respondents whez
-"
,

-
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Further, relative to the control group, the non-leaders show a very
Il1uch greater inclina.tlon to solitary work, a. qreater preference for a nice
personality over hard work, but much the same relative preferences with
l"egard to the choices presented by Table 9.

The relative disfavor for hard work may be a reflection of the absmcE
of pressure to academic achievement. Further, in the preceding' cl1a.pter,
most of the characteristics assoclated with personal leadership were based

on "niceness II, relatively few with work or reliability. Too, in It small

schoo~

it would be relatively easy to qet Ittypedtt academlcally--the old coUeqe "A ' Bt

student is always a.

tBt

studEL."'1t It attitude, which leads to qradinq on a personal.

ra.ther than an objective basis.
From the standpoint of more qeneral social theory, the very homoqen
altyof the group may be a significant factor. As mentioned above, homoqex:etJ
tends to promote the ability of the group to "qet alonqft with one another, and
not its abUity to foster competition among group members.
Table 10 provides SOme idea of the indiVidual's perception of her

social role in the school context.. The leaders tend much more to see themselves as beinq in the very center of things, and mu.ch lass in the 1l1ess close"
cateqory, than do the non..leaders. Relative to the control group, the non...
leaders are also leas frequent in the "less close" cateqory.
~

ld

asked, said that they thouqht mtll. of the other alternatives were important,
and honesUy could not decide between them. Nee<:Uess to say, the results
might have been quite dtfferent w1J;hgut the "Can't decide" option.

lH
TABLE 10.
STUDENT SELF-ESTIMATES OF HOW CLOSE THEY ARE TO THE CENTER
OF THINGS AT SCHOOL. (NORC QUESTION 21)

Control
Cl,

to center

At the very center

(S4)

8%

Non-leaders
.(871

Leaaers
(l8)

10%

33%

Close

41

40

50

Less close

47

35

11

6

9

--

.-

4

5

Far out

Farthest out

In a. small school, one would expect more personal involvement; the
existence of a small "farthest out" cateqoryat at. Mary's might be indicative
of the predicament of the outsider in a small group. The isolate here might

not be able to flnd enough like herself to form a smaller qroup-within... a.-<p.Ou:g
where she and others like herself could feel at home..
A Whole series of questions on the NORC Quest1onna1re asked res"
pondents to circle, fl--oID a. list ¢.ven, characteristics which would apply to
most people in a given category. These quest,ions provide some strikinginsights into more general attitudes prevail.ln.<J within each group.

Table 11, dealJnq with teachers, reveals lar<Je areas of aqreement
amonq the three groups of respondents. However, the leaders were more
likely to see their teachers as self-controlled, interested in books, and as
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OWIDg the score, than were the non-leaders. On the other hand, the non-

eaders were less likely to see their teachers as stern, fair, or interested in
oks, than were the members of the control group.

TABLE 11.

PERCENTAGF8 IN EACH GROUP ASCRIBlNG GIVEN Cli.A.RACTERISTICS TO
TEACHERS IN REPLY TO NORC QUESTION SIXTEEN: "THmIaNG
OF ALL THE TEACHERB YOU HAVE JiI&l) THJB YEAR,
WHAT WORDS DESCRIBE MOST OF THEM?

hara.eteristics
87%

terested in the subj act

29

18

16

53

52

58

6

8

....

68

52

52

Hard to please

32

26

21

Self-controlled

47

52

68

Interested in students

88

87

84

Interested in books

74

37

68

6

8

10

InteUiqent

91

92

89

Patient

85

74

68

Unhappy

....

1

5

Knows the score

62

48

73

Easy to talk to

79

76

79

9

10

5

Narrow--minded

Quick-tempered

lIE
The decrease in seemg the teachers as stern may be due to the tone
of discipline at the schooL In spite of beinq quite pervasive, the forms and
style of discipline rarely conveyed to the students the notion that the nuns
were hostile to them. :Many spontaneously described the nun.s as

a:Uectionat~

although some $tudenta balked a.t certain manifestatiOns of this affection.
The non-leaders, beinq presumably less close to the faculty than
the leaders Vlould be, roiqht well see more evidences of favoritism than
would the leaders. ConslderinlJ' the te&e.t'1erst explicit expectations that the
students placed in positions of leadership represent the teachers to some

extent, one might well expect the leaders to identity with the faculty to a
qrea.ter extent than would the non-leaders.
Table 12, dealing' in much the sa.m.e way with :fellow students) reveals more differences among the groups. Only three of the tan characteristies show no lug'a variations in frequency of choico.
Compe.r'ed to th,e non-leaders, the leaders feel that their fellow
students think more for themselves, are less hard to <Jet to know, are more
mad about clothes, and lass active around school.
Compared to the control9l"ouP1 the non-leaders> on the other hand,
feel that most oi their fellow students also think more for themselves, are

less friendly, harder to qat to know, less likely to be mad about clothes,

sUllless active around school, less studiQUS, and less likely to cheat.

TABLE 12.
PERCENTAGES IN EACH GROUP ASCRIBING GIVEN CHARACTERlSTICS TO
FELLOW STUDENTS OF THE SAME SEX IN REPLY TO NORC
TWENTY, IIWmCH OF THE ITEMS BELOW Frr MOST
OF THE GIRLS IN YOUR HIGH SCHOOL? If

-

,

Control

Non-leaders

Leader~

(§4)

(8~)

(19)

Think for themselves

24%

31%

47%

Friendly

91

71

73

Hard to qet to know

12

22

5

Mad about clothes

42

29

42

Active around school

79

65

53

Boy-crazy

42

37

31

Studious

36

26

26

Out for a qood time

33

35

31

Snobbish

21

2:7

26

Cheat on some exams

18

7

10

.Qll.KMWisttc

,

All in all, the leaders seem to be rather more optimistic about their
fellow students. The frequency of choice of "think for themselves II by both
leaders and non-leaders confirms the hypotheses that St. Maryta HighSchool
students

under study value individualism. The leaders see their environment

as M.endlier, which is understandable enough. The student leader is largely
there in function of her popularity, and newcomers would be less likely to be

r
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openly unfriendly to someone they perceive as a. leader.
There is also a steady and continuous decline in the proportions
seeing their fellow students as "active around school", from control to nonleader to leader groups. It is possible that leaders (especially in a. small
school) who are called upon to do a disproportionate amount of the "dirty

work lt , ma.y feel keenly the relative apa.thy c:Jl their fellow students.
Table 13, dealing with self-evaluation, furnishes several striking
differences amonq the groups. In connection with the data presented in
Table 12, it is interesting to note the exact obverse direction of change in
frequency in choosinq the ffactive around school tl characteristic. The leaders
are most likely to see t.Qem,u1ye,. (Table 13) as beinq very active around

school, and least likely to see others (Table 12) as active around school.
This may well represent a true picture of things, as su.qcJested immediately

above.
Besides seeing themselves as very active around school, the
leaders see themselves as very much more religioUS, much more likely to
think for themselves, more sports-minded, and much more intellectual, than

do the non-leaders.

Compared to the control group, these same non-leaders are inclined
to see themselves as being out more for a. qood time, more ambitious, more

sports minded, and less intellectual.
The differences between leaders and non-leaders are, here at least,

r
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numerous and usually quantitatively qreater than those between the control
oup and the non-leaders. This suqqests, surely, that whatever the obserble fact of the matter may be, the leaders perceive

tbmuHlvH quite

erently from the way in which the non-leaders perce!ve themselves.
TABLE 13.

ERCENTAGES IN EACH GROUP NAMING GIVEN CHARACTERJBTICS AS
BEING TRUE OF THEMSELVES AS PERSONS, IN ANSWER TO
NORC QUESTION FORTY-EIGHT.

26%

24%

16%

38

49

42

6

15

10

59

69

89

65

35

79

71

80

84

3

7

.....

59

70

68

68

65

58

18

22

16

9

15

21

Plan on colleqe

85

93

94

Sports"'fllinded

29

44

63

Intellectual

32

16

37

t for a good time

ctivearound school

tereste<i in ideas

r
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This is a most interesting- point. As was remarked at length in
Chapter I, the leader is currently believed to be a person who is perceived
by the group as being- basically one of them.

In the present study, at least,

the leaders' self-imaqe appears to differ quite a bit from the non-leaders'
self iroaqe, although there 1s much greater converqence in the leader and
non-leader points of view on "most of the g-irls at school". Does this not
SWJqM that"

however much the otbsr§ may assimilate their leaders to

themselves, the leaders may not at all accept this idea of themselves. 1
Tables 14, 15, and 16 all deal with student-teacher relationships.

Taken tog-ether, they show remarkably few differences in the freedom the
students report they enjoy vis-a.-vis their teachers. Compared to the nonleaders, the leaders are very much more likely to feel that everyone 1s
always treated equaUy at the school, and are conversely less likely to agree

that there is favoritism.

Of course, if there is some favoritism. as the

modal non-leaders feel there is, it is not the leaders who are likely to be
discriminated a.qainst. (Table 16. )
Conversely, ill. Table 16, the non-leaders tend to feel freer about
talkinq to the teacher about any unfalr treatment than do the members of the
control group.
1Whether or not the leaders actually see themselves as a "breed
apart H is quite another question. The argument here is that they do not see
themselves as non-lead.ers see themselves.

r
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TABLE 14.

STUDENT REACTION TO UNFAIR TREATMENT BY TEACHERS AS REPORT...
BY ANSWERS TO NORC QUESTION TWELVE.

Control
(3i) ,
Feel free to talk to
teacher a.bout it

Non-Leaders Leaders
(87)

US)

54%

56%

Feel uneasy about talldnq
to teacher about it

39

36

39

Feel it would be better not
to t.alk to teacher

18

10

6

TABLE 15.
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH STt1DENTS RE~RT THEY HAVE DISAGREED
WITH TEACliEES IN CLASS, IN ANSWER TO NORC QUESTION
FOURTEEN.

Control

.Non-Leaders

i

l!r\Nuens;x 2f 9!I~tmt

(~i}

,im

US)

Often

9%

11%

17%

Occasionally

44

50

44

Onee or twice

35

33

39

Never

12

6

.....

•

r
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TABLE 16.
AVORITISM m TEACHERS' TREATMENT OF STUDENTS, AS REI=ORTED
IN ANSWER TO NORC QUESTION FIFTEEN.

me students receive much
better treatment

6%

15%

11%

orne students receive some-

what better treatment

18

22

11

Some students receive a.
little better treatment

47

41

33

Everyone is always u'eated
equally

29

22

44

Table 17 indicates no noticeable difference between leader and non...
leader, but a large difference between the control group and the leaders. It

would appear 1 then, that the students at this high school are less likely to
Itsteady date". Considering' the fact that this practice is strongly discouraqed

(for teenaqers) by Catholic moralists, this difference would be a good sign
from the point of view of adult Catholic expectations.
TABLE 17.

PERCENTAGES m EACH GROUP REl.=ORTING THAT THEY DO "ao STEADY
m ANSWERING NORC QUESTION FORTY-FOUR.
gtQ~

Control
Non-leaders
Leaders

&£C!l!tage
18%
7
5
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Table 18, which deals with frequency of dating, indica.tes that the no
leaders date significantly less often than do the members of the control qroup.
TABLE 18.
MEAN FREQUENCY OF DATING REroRTED IN M"SWER TO NORC QUESI'D
FORTY-THREE.
~4eJn

Control

3.46

Non-leaders

2. 69
2.94

Leaders

As to parental rules and restrictions (Table 19) none of the three
grou~ seem to have very severe parents, 2 nor are there any large differ-

ences among the groups. Nevertheless, there is a slight but real decl:ine in
the number of parental rules relX>rted, the control qroup having the most and

the leaders the least.
TABLE 19.
MEAN NUMBER OF PARENTAL RULES, OUT OF A POSSIBLE :MAXn..1UM 0 .
NINE. REPORTED IN ANSWER TO MORe QUESTION FORTY-SIX.

-

gro~

Mun

Control
Non-leaders
Leaders

3.47
2.94
2.37

IThe scale would run from 1. 0 Ena dating at all) to It p;:>ssible 6.0
(dating more than once a weeld, so that a. O. 5 differenee :may be of some 61q ...
:rJiicance. It should be noted that the O. 25 differene·e between leaders and
non-leaders disappears almost entirely when account is taken of the higher
:tne1inn atJe of the leaders~ most of whom are juniors or seniors.
2
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Table 20 is rather more important. Some version of this question
as been built into several studies of adolescents, as an attempt to discern

eir"siq.nificant others.

II

TABLE 20.
OSE WHOSE DISAPPROVAL WOULD BE HARDEST FOR RESPONDENTS
TO TAKE, AS REroRTED IN ANSWER TO NORC QUESTION
FORTY FIVE.

closest friend's
favorite teacher's

91%

69%

76%

6

18

6

--

16

....

3

7

18

Surprislnqly, each row contains at least one larqe difference, altholgh

e mode in each of the three qroups remains parent-oriented. Relative to
e non-leaders, the leaders are more orientated towards their parents, less
owards priests, not at all towards their friends, 1 and more towards the

eachers.
ORe questionnaire, afforded a possible nine parantall'u1es to check off, and
t parents are believed to be relatively severe with teen-aqe daughters, two
r three rules seems relatively permissive.

1
On this point of peer-group influence, cf. Coleman, q:Q. sit:. paqes
- 7 and 138 -142. His Table I, on paqe 5t is particularly apropos, where

answer to a simila.r question he received the follow1nq replies as to whose
approval would hurt the most:

r~-------------------------------------------1--2E
The relative importance of the teachers, at the expense of the priest,
may well be another indication of the close affective ties the leaders have to
the school, and the lessentnq influence of the parish for them.

The non..leaders l compared to the control qroup, present rather a.
different picture. They are very much less concerned with their parents,
more concerned with priests and closest friends, than is the control qroup.
This drop in importance of the parents, by far the lug-est single
shift in emphasis in this table, may well indicate that the increase in importance of c1erw and friends represents (at least part!ally) a search for parent..
surrogates. That the teachers have not, w1th the non-leaders t the imp:)rtancE
they have for the leaders, seems to indicate that the non-leaders are not as
stronqly bound to the school as are the leaders.
The overall 1mpression qiven by Table 20 18 that St. Mary's 1s, on
the whole, less parent oriented than is the control qroup, although the parents
Disapproval

Boys

Girls

Most l,ared

{~f 621~

(3. §94)

Parents'
Teachers·
Breaking- with friend

63.8%
3.5
42.7

62.9%

2.7
43.4

The dissimllar1ty between the Coleman study's results and those of
both the NORC national survey and the present writer's more lim1ted invest!qatlon is strlltin'1. On no 91'Oup of the NORC study, 1t may be added, does the
friend's imp;>rtance oome anywhere near that indicated above. In subsequent
analyses of his data Coleman rep;>rted that the elites in the schools he studied
were even less parent-oriented than were the other students, and that parents

became less important as the h1gh school composition became more exolusively middle olass.
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still remain the predominant influence. The displacement from parents to
another reference group fa.vors the clerqy:lbe the non...leaders, and the tea.dul'lS
for the leaders, but in none of these three qroups does the "closest friend"--

representinq, presumably, the adolescent peer group--loom very larqe as a
significant other. The adult world would a.ppear to wield quite a bit of influ-

ence over theM adolescents, at least.
Tables 21 and 22, taken tog-ether, confirm the importance of the
school for the leaders, as well as the relative lenqth. of their stay in it.
Compared to the non-leaders, the leaders are very much more inclined to

fa.vor the sehool-centered world over the rest of their personal worlds, and
much less likely to have a.ttended another hlqh school previOUS to cominq to
at. Marys.
TABLE 21.

PERCENTAGES IN EACH GROUP .PREFERRING SCHOOL-RELATED FRIW:N..J,:
lNTERESTS, AND ACTIVITIES TO THOSE li2I. RELATED TO
SCHOOL. (NORC QUESTION TWENTY·NO).

=
QrQup

Control
Non-leaders
Leaders

82%
68%

94%
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TABLE 22
PERCENTAGES IN EACH GROUP HAVlNG TRANSFERRED FROM ANOTHER
HIGH SCHOOL TO THEIR PRESENT ONE•

.Perctp.tAgt
Control
Non-lftaders

Leaders

g%
27%

5%

The exact OPPOSite is the ease for the non-leaders. Compared even
to the control group, they are less oriented to school, and much more likely
to be transfer students. This last element-... prev1ous high school experience.. r

may well be an important one. The newcomer to St.

Mart~

given the many

special aspects of life at this pa;rtleular school, may well be a bit confused.

Some appear to have had dUfieu1ty in a previous school, and some at least
are not in their current high school by their own chOice, and appear to re-

sist parental pressure.
In any case, the newcomer to any social group will normally be
unable to emerqe as a leader. Probably, the more cohesive the qroup, the
more of a handicap for the newcomer.

Table 23, based on a scale where a difference of O. 3 may be conSidered large, reveals that the leaders feel closer to their Church than do th

non-leaders. Furthermore, even the control qroup feels closer to the Churc 1
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than does the group of non-leaders.
Of course, absolutely speaking', all three qroups are clustered at

one end of the continuum, between livery close n and Ifcloselt to their Church

01

reliqion. Too, in a hlqh seh.oolllke at. Maryts where frequent and often intensive religiOUS acts dot the weeks and the months, the relative context l may
make a qenuinaly rell9'ious person feel less than "very close" to her Church.
TABLE 23.

MEAN REPORTED CLOSENESS TO THE CHURCH ON A FOUR-POINT
SCALE, WHERE ZERO IS "VERY CLOSE" AND THREE
"NOT AT ALL CLOSE". (NORC QUESTION FIFTY).

m

Q:,£QY,Q

Man

Control
Non-leaders

0.412

Leaders

0.742
0.388

As an indication of the extent of reliqioua knowledqe, Table 24

supplies us with the results of a six-point questionnaire on Catholic doctrine.
Some of the questions ml¢1t well· be considered quito difficult. There were
no large (0. 6) d1fferences a:monq the three groups, but the control group did
best, the leaders next 'best, and the non-leaders least well. All three qroups

lIn some cases, students have expressed oPPlsition to pious caution..
ary tales about aUeqed miracles, Incorrectly associating these leqends with
the Church' s faith, in conversation with the lpresent writer. This opposition
to exaqqeratlons in doctrine..mAl be part of the reason why some do not feel
V,:.'.I,..'T

t'"lI\QQ

to thAi,. ,.AHcrlnn.

Clay, objectively, be said to have done well, gettinq five questions right out of
ix.

In all groups, the modal reply to each question was also the correct one.1
TABLE 24/

ldEAN NUMBER OF INCORRECT REPLIES TO A SIX-PART QUIZ ON
crrHOLIC RELIGIOUS DOCTRINE, IN ANSWER TO NORC

QUFBTION FIFTY-THREE.

Q.olW

Mun

Control
Non-leaders
Leaders

O. 94

1.34
1.22

Graph IV represents the results of a. six-item inquiry into reliqious
practice, obviously a major factor in evaluatinq a. system of education that
purports to be specifically religioUS. An overview of the six items would
seem to indicate that religious practice is hiCdh at St. Mary's, even relative
to other similar Catholic high schools for girls. 2

1Among some CathoUcs in the national survey who were not in
Catholic hi9h schools, the modal reply was occasionally one of the incorrect
ones.
20ne S!-ua;t, however, is in order. In recent years, this hlCdh school
has been able to get a priest to come frequently) often even daily, to celEbrate
Mass. Weekly Confessions were also possible at the school itself. Weekday

school Mass, or ConfeSSions at school, are by no means universally possible
in qirlst secondary schools, because of the difficulty of findinq a priest wUling or able to come regularly for a noonday Mass. Thus, the comparison
with the control \Jl"Oup may be unfair to these latter students. There is a
considerable di:fference between gettinq up an hour early to go to Mass before
school, and leaving study hall at school to assist at an obligatory service in
the school chapel.
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Also, the leaders go to Communion more often than do the noneaders, (B) and (E) talk to a priest or a nun a.bout their problems more often
~an

do the non-leaders, in spite of the fact that both have the same opportun-

ties at the same school.
Compared to the control-group, the non-leaders 9'0 to Communion
more often, but take part in their parish activities much less often. This
..ast appears to be part of the relative unconcern for their l*Xishes on the

part of these high school students, 1 where the school ma.y well have supplalted
the parish as a center of sacramental and rel1qious life, at least in part.
Conslderlnq the absolute frequencies reported, and comparing these
with generally recommended practices for Catholics, it would appear that all
three qroups have a frequency of relig1.ows practice that is well above the
"subsistence level". The key items amonq the six would undoubtedly be the
directly sacramental ones, where frequent Mass and Communion and at least
monthly Confession would represent an ideal. All of the qroups live up to

.t.tWi

Ideal, at least.

Insofar as these simple questions qive any idea of the depth of a
personts spirituallUe, or of its earnestness, the results seem to be highly
lWhen asked about their interpretations of this fact, several of the
students said that the other teenaqers in their parish were not Uke them, and
that they felt more at home with the other students at school. By "not like
them n they axpla.1ned that they meant the others were of another type of family
backqround--presumably a lower socioeconomic class.

I

I

I,
13~

satisfactory from the point of view of official Catholic expectations. Aqain,

01

the specifically religious sections of this graph, St. Mary· s students do some·
what better than do the control group students, and the leaders do best of alL

It would appear, then, that whatever suspicions Graph II may arouse
as to the orthodoxy of belief of the students in all three groups, their level of
religious knowledge appears high and they practice much better than they
could pt'obably preach.

Before summarizing and comparing the actual large differences with
those predicated in the original hypotheses, some obvious warnings are in
order.

First, the data a.re far from

exhaustive, the size of all three groups

is small, and little is known about the specific hiqh school backgrounds of the
scattered members of the control qroup-...whereas the context of the two at..
Mary's 9l'oups has been described above.

Secondly, it may well be that the control qroup represents a higher
proportion of "leader" types than does the total p)pulat1on of the experimental
group. Those who would answer and return a "drop-oft" questionnaire might
be an atypical group_

Thirdly, the IIskimmed...off" group of non-leaders

mi(jht be very atypical of the whole student body at ~ Mary's. 1
1In fact, this last difficulty appears not to be the case. The present
writer tallied the school totals with the other data. as presented, and found
that the means and percentages of the total school population and of the nonleaders sh9Wed almost no substantial differences.
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There is also the possibility of an interveninq variable underlyinq
many of the leader/non..leader differences. After discussing these with the
school administration, it would appear that some, at least, of the nuns would
rSqaI'd the direction of difference between the leaders and the non-leaders as
L'1dicatmq that the leaders respond better to the formation the school is trying-

to give all its students. That is, the differences between leaders and non-

leaders are in the direction of the attitudes and beliefs the nlmS consider morE
desirable, the leader represents more closely the positions they are trying
to inculca.te.

It will be remembered, in terms of the cUrection (and l12l t.~e
r.oa9!',l1tude) of the differences among the groups, that the first hYP'Jthesls
predicted that the difference between the control group and the non-leaders
would be further accentuated in the

W&l@

direction, by the dtfiere.."1ces betweex

the non-leaders and the leaders. Let it be said that this pattern was not at
all consistently reproduced by the data. 1

In fact, the leaders' positions in the majority of these cases lay
somewhere between that of the non-leaders and. that of the control 9'l"oup. In

lFor example; on a gr&~~, this would mean that a line drawn throu9!
each of the three mean points ibRY1Q describe a more or less steeply inclined
plane. Of the twelve parts of Graph I, seven def$crlbe a. V and not a. plane. Of
the four parts of Graph It, three describe a V and one describes a plane. Fl\e
of the seven parts of Graph m shOw the same V-shape, two the predicted
plane. Finally, however, four of the six parts of Gra.ph IV do in fact form
the inclined plane, and only two the V-shape.

some cases, the control group was nearer the non-leaders than were the
leaders 11
If the principles of more general leadership theory hold, this would

tend to :mean that, in cases where the leaders "revert" to the control group's
norms, the qroup of non-leaders may be presumed to be turnincJ in that
direction also. Since the leaders are commonly believed to represent the
opm1ons held by the grQup, and to hold them in an intensified manner, the

direction of dIfference .tween leader and non-leader would be held to represent the direction of orientation of the qroup' s opinions, and th.s probable
way in which opinion shIfts

wm occur within the group. 2

As a very tenuous indication of relative ditterences, it might be well
to remark that a. count oJ. the large dif.ferences 'oV" between leaders and non...
lThe clearest example of this phenomenon is in Table Seven, Colum Il.
Five, dealing' with those who would describe themselves as religious. In an
effort to see if this non-fulfillment of the hYJX>thesis miqht be due to chance
peculiarities of the small (34) segment of the 994-case sample in the national
survey that formed the control group, the present writer tabulated most of
these items in comparison with the total national sample and one other se<;JIllent of it. The same pattern held, with variations, of course. There was
only one exarnple of fA. clear inclined plane: a. qrowinq unwillingness (from
total sample to Catholic <;J1rls to Catholic high school students to St. MarTS
students) to be remembered as an itA" student.
P".cobahly, then, the cor.trol group does serve as a relatively effective base line against which to measure the particul.arities of this school's
response to the same questionnaire.

&rhis somethinq like the phenomenon Kipling mentions with his
"What tho Banda.r-loq think today, the jungle wlll think tomorrow 11 > or the
economists' ttWhen Americansneezes, the world is about to catch cold",
3That is, differences of more than 10% of the total possible range.
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leaders reveals twenty-three such differences. A similar

COlll1t

of differen-

cas between control group members and non-leaders yields twenty sizeable

d5.fferences, for a total of forty... three. The discussion of these differences
~l-:te

formed

bulk of the present chapter.

This Emmneration would at least s'l..tgqest that the widely held
democratic idea. of the leader as being- essentially one with his followers may
be just that: a democratic idea, true to the extent that the group functions in

a democratic context whlclJ. favors this particular style of leadership. A

Catholic reU¢ous community is only secondarily democratic in its basic
power structure. This pattern in the reliqious community, it has been
suqgestedt ma.y well in its turn influence the patterns of student leadership
and the. type of person who will emerge as a personal leader in Catholic
}

schoolst social context. From the unusually thorouqh-qoinq methods of
social control employed at this school, one mi¢lt reasonably antici}:ate such

a relatively high degree of leaderloon-leader differentiation.
Here t at least, the leader appears to be at least as di1ferent from
the non-leader as the non-leader 1s different from members of a. group drawn

from other social groups eulli·ely.

In summary, then, and with all due qualifica.tions, the foUow:ing
are the principal apparent differences amonq the three groups:

first, the non-leaders, in comparison with the control group, are

more
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-tolerant of civil Uberties
-favorable to fa.rnUy pla.:nninq
-against letting Negroes !Ipush where they are not wanted'
-anti-Semitic (on two counts)
-in favor of wOI'king by themselves
.. inclined to favor a nice personality over hard work
-free in relationships with teachers
-oriented towards priests and friends
-likely to be transfer students
..frequent in receiving CommuniOn,
...sure of proofs of Godf s existence
-convinced that Negroes are basically content
..likely to see themselves as 1I1ess close to the
center of thinqa lf
-likely to assign favorable characteristics to
teachers, fellow students, or self.
-likely to <;;0 steady
..likely to date
-oriented towards their parents
-likely to attach importance to school

a.nd~

-close to their Church

-likely to attend parish activities.
Sgc~,

and. more imp::>rtantly in terms of the present paper, the

leaders are, in comparison with the non-leaders, mor;

-pro-Negro
-concerned with this world's values
-ready to accept the existence of eternal punishment
-tolerant of necking
... likely to prefer a nice personality over hard work
-likely to prefer being remembered as "most popular"
-likely to see themselves in the center of things
...likely to asSign favorable c.."'1aracteristics to teachers,
fellow students, and themselves
-convinced that treatment at school1s always fair
and equal

-free abOut approaching a. teacher
-parent-oriented and teacher-oriented
..likely to attach In'lportance to school
-close to their Church
-frequent in receiving Communion
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-frequent in talking over with a priest or a nun things
that bother them,

.. in favor of family plw.ning
-in favor of aciademic Uberty

-indif:ferent to forms of wOl'ship
-anti....Semitic
... likely to prefer working' by themselves
"Will111Q to be remembered as "All students
-priest... and friend-oriented
-likely to be transfer students.
Among these dtfferences, it is interesting to note that only nine of
~e

items appear both as important differences between leaders and non-

fLeaders ~ between control group members and non-leaders. Furthermore,
of the nine, only four 1 of the differences are in the same direction, or congruent, for both leadfJrs relative to non-leaders and non-leaders relative to
the control group. The other five shared large differences2 and show
opp:>sed direction, the leaders tal'lding more in the direcUon of the control
9TOUP rather than continuing to enlIi!aslze the difference between the control

group and the non-leaders. On these points, leaders and non-leaders may be
1Na.melY1 the preference for a nice personality over hard work, freedom in relatiol'.lShips with teachers, more frequent Communion, and pro-NEgro
disbelief in the contentment of most Negroes With their lot.

2The five large divergent differences in the two series of com pari...
sons are the tendency to anti-Semitism, the preference for working by
oneseli, the tendency to be transfer students, orientation towards priests and
friends, and the tendency to attach l:rn:portal1ca to school and school-centered
activities.
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:taid to hold doubly divergent views. The diverqent views would graph as a,

sh8J;.'p V...shape, with the control grQup and the leaders as the two summits.. ani
:he non ...leaders as the

nadi1~.

The congruent differences would graph as a

sharply L"1cllned piane, pa.ssing successively through thIS control group to th.e

tlon...leaders to the leaders.
This aqa1n suggests that the simUarity between l$aders and non.ea.<iers, remarked upon in the survey of the literature) may be largely a

product of the study designs. In most leadership studies, only one social
group was studied, and in this group leaders and non-leaders were compared
and fOUt'ld much alike.

The present writel' would suqqest that this likeness

might be placed in a more exact perspective by

COLlparinq with

members of

another and simUar social qroup, as was done t'1 this study. FI5W absolute
larqe differences may exist between leaders and non-leaders ill the same
social group, but these few d1f:ferences may agaL.'l prove to be quantitatively

and qualitatively greater tl1A1l those

betw~l

me-tubers of al'..otiler similar

group and the non-leaders of the first gToup.
With, then, the completion a£ this review $lld recapitulation of the

data, the present study 1s basically completed. However1 it will be neeess&rj
to deal more explicitly with the hypotheses oriqi...nally proposed, and to presEnt
some more problematic possible applications of the data. Hence, this paper
will be concluded by a final e..t.ulptel" of anaJ;ysis and discussion.
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CHAPrER VI

CONCLUSIONS.
This chapter has two main functions. First, it will review briefly
the data in terms of the hypotheses announced in the introduction. From thiS,
it will be seen whether or not the study, as such, justified its separate exist-

ence: has it added to previous studies 7 has it produced any ideas for further
research? Also, from the profile of the leader it should be possible to essay
a brief "formula lt for being or becoming a leader at St. Mary's.
Secondly, since some of the evaluations in Chapter

m are contested

by the Religious who staff the school, forum will be given to some of their
objections and a very brief discussion of some of these points will ensue.
A. The hypothe§§!s revisited and revised..
In terms of the first hy}X>thes1s, 1 it will be seen that its division

into parts was at once its weakness and its strength. The underlyinq simple
lSoth hypotheses are presented in Chapter I, pp. 4-5. The first
hypothesis predicated that a Catholic hiqh school with the qualities ascribed to
St. Mary's Hiqh School, should produce students who differ markedly from
other American Catholic adolescents of comparable backqround. The directions of this difference were predicted in some detail.
The second, and more important, hypotheSis predicted (a) that leaders and non-leaders would differ but aUqhtly in the experimental group (1. e.
the high school being used in the present study), and that (b) this sl1qht difference would tend to be congruent with, or in the same direction as, the difference between the school population and the comparable qroup of female
Catholic adolescents.
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idea--that the experimental group would consistently be notably different from
the approximate control grOUP, 1 and that the leaders would be slightly more
different from the control group (the "inclined plane" mentioned in Chapter V),
is

not verified The reality is at once richer and more complicated. While

the non-leaders are in fact often different from the control group, and occasionally quite difierent, one may well be surprised that there is not more
difference. The particularity of a ¢ven school does not appear to make that
much difference in the overall attitude clusters of its students.
Practically, then, it became necessary to take the six predicted
as pects of the difference between St. Mary's and the control group one by one.
It will be remembered from the preceding chapter that the non-leaders often,
but not always, had higher rates of religiOUS practice than did the control
group. However, they felt somewhat less close to the Church, they were
more often wrong in their knowledge of doctrine, and their values and moral
judgments were not consistently more in accord with official Catholic teachings. To judqe from Tables 4 and 7, the non-leaders do not have a consistently more favorable self-ima.qe. than "the comparable Catholic adolescents
without such a school background" of the hypothesis.
This all chanqes when the leaders come into the picture. Although
they often take a mid-position between control and non-leaders, on four of
1That is, the sector of the NORC national survey tha.t most closely
approximately resembles the high school students in this study. Cf. Chapter L
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'tlhe five items of the first hypothesis the difference between leaders and con1,,1'01

groups is the very difference incorrectly predicted between non-leaders

and control group_ The exception is that of religious knowledge, where even
the leaders at St. Mary's do less well than the control group.
A highly plausible inference from this may be suggested. The leada:s,
~rom

this point of view, tend to be those students at St. Mary's on whom the

special aslJU...·"., of that fOrm of education have "taken": i. s., they represent
much more clearly the type of girl and the type 01 practice, attitude, and
opinion that the school overtly or covertly tends to foster.
This conclusion fits in well with the mainstreams of current leader...

ship theory, and suggests a certain similarity with Weber's ideal-type idea:
that the personal leader of a group tends to approximate the trn1cal character ..
istics of the group more than does the non-leader. This is nothing radically
new. Traditionally, leaders have been called simply by the name of the
people over whom they exercised hegemony. 1 Titles in the classical tradition,
the Christian concept of personal religion, further illustrate this. 2 Weber's
description of the ideal type, as a kind of essential fW'adi<Jm that cannot
lCf. !?Ns!tal: for an exa.."Ilple of identification of King and country.
Shakespeare refers to kings and dukes as "France II, "England", "Gloucester",
etc.

2As pater mqlae, "Father of the fatherland", or the sixteenth
century gevotio modern@: with its emphasis on proqressive confiquration to
the Divine model: the HImltation of Christ".
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always be applied point by point, is a keenly insightful tool to examine exemplary leadership more fully.
This IItyplcal" nature of the personal leader is subj act to resenat:bm
of course, and does raise furt.'1er questions. The most significant reservat1ol:
stems, in the present writer's view, from lack oi k.s."1.owledge about the edu...
cational contexts of the control 9l'oup. While their high schools are almost
certainly dissimilar to the high school here studied, little else is known about
them and there might be some consistent pattern on their part that would
better explain the data. The most important guestion, aqa.1n in the present
writer's opinion, is this: tf only or principally the leaders demonstrate this
tendency to conform highly to Catholic adult expectations on these five IX>ints,
what of the mass of non-leaders with whom the educational effort is relatively
unsuccessful? Can it be good it a school turns out an elite that is superior
(from the point of view advanced in the hypothesis) to a comparable sarnple
group, while produCing simultaneously a larger and slightly inferior group of
non-lea.ders?
The point, of course, is overdrawn. Nevertheless, it merits some
speculative attention, and will be discussed below in a slightly different
context. In terms of the second hypothesis, 1 a cautious yes-and...no comment
lThe second hypothesis, it will be remembered, predicted (a.) little,
or relatively litUe, difference between leaders and non-leaders in the high
school under study; and (b) that the dlfference that will exist between leaders
and non-leaders will be in the same direction as the difference between the
control group and L~e non-leaders.
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axy is again in order. The differences between leaders and non-leaders do
not consi§tenUy tend in the di;ection predicted.
On the other hand, while the data in Chapters IV and V do not show

enough consistent distinctions between leaders and non-leaders to justify
speaking of the leaders as a "breed apart fl , they do seem to present enough
differences to justify treating them as two different parts of the §anle social
system. The difference, of course, is not as consistent nor as well founded

as that among the social classes in America (for example), but it may well be
of the same nature: a more or lass useful distinction of ideal types that is
based on observable and measurable characteristics.
Since there is a very high degree of wUformity of curriculum and
discipline at all the schools run by this same order, the same basic pattern
of distinctions between leaders and non-leaders may well repeat itself with
remarkable similarity in many of their other secondary schools.
In the conte.."'Ct of other slrnilar studies mentioned in the review of the

literature, the present study has, then, some small contributions to make.
The group studied is one which continues in time more or less independently
of the actual membership, as does any institution, but it is also one in which
many of the students, and the bulk of the leaders, will have had four to twelve
years of dally interaction with one another. Thus, it differs radically from
the temporary and often very artifiCial grouIl1' used in some studies.

Very

speCifically, the leaders here have more time to grow into their new roles 1
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to learn to succeed in adapting to a position of leadership. There are) in factI
some intensive efforts on the part of the faculty to socialize particular students
to "obtain more cooperation and understanding ll , to use the Principal's expression.
There is, at the sarne time, another element of the social context
added in this study: in many institutional studies, no mention is made of the
permanent cadre (the faculty, the

staff)

who seem, in the present social con-

text, to playa very significant role in determining the patterns of leadership
and the types of leader who will be encouraged to emerge.
The distinction between person and office appears to be meaningful
to these students even in the abstract: they had different reactions, as a
group, to personal and to institutionallea.<iers, even though the sarne students
tended markedly to be both personal ~ institutionallea.<iers.
The collective experience of the group, to judge from responses to
the leadership questiorrna.:ire, seems in fact able to furnish information that
would not at all be apparent from purely observational research, at least in
the present writer's experience of the school.
Further, the position of the Blue Ribbons, as shown above 1 to be
IThe theory of role-conflict is treated in Chapter 1, paqe 30; its
application in the school under study, and the survey data supporting this, are
in Chapter m, page 68, and Chapter IV, pages 84 to 85. The nuns and the
students had different and rather conflictinq views as to what constitutes
student leadership in act. The students apparently expected someone to act
as a kind of "shop steward", and the nuns wanted more of an extension of
themselves among the students.
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ambiguous and conflict-laden, would seem to indicate that even two potential.
reference groups in

~tial

conflict (in this case, faculty and students) can

suffice to cause real role conflict.
All of this, which is by no means exhaustive, suggests the inevitable
further avenues for research. The high conformer does make an interesting
subject of studyl and it mi<]ht even conceiva.bly be argued that the "good"
adolescent has as much to tell us a.bout human society as does the delinquent.
Still, the main problem in applying any research on adolescents is
our almost complete lack of knowledge about just what traits in an adolescent
lead to what results in the adult. How many of these personal leadrerB in a
special kind 01 high school will be in any sort of position 01 personal leader ...
ship when they are forty-five? Anyone who has worked with secondary, or
even university, alumni grou};G knows that success in school is not a sufficient basis for predicting success in life. It is important to be able to identify
probable future leaders in the larger adult society, of course. The present
writer suspects that the pattern of emergence alter high school will be
similar to that here described.i!t high school principally in the measure that
the two social contexts are similar. EVidently, the larger American society
contains two sexes, a variety of religious beliefs, a continuum of social
class structure, and a vaster l"ange of ages not at all automatically correlef. the discussion on p. 33, above.
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lated with a distinct status in the power structure. Further, the prominent
values in the larger society are often in conflict with those we overtly imtart
in schools.

All of this makes any long-term inferences based on this study

highly tenuous, and practically invites a panel study of the sarne group as the
develop in other social contexts.
This point, while not directly relevant to the hypotheses employed in
the present study, seems to the present writer to be an implicit pre... supposition underlying the hypotheses in many studies of adolescents. After all, wh
is the use of studymg adolescent leadership if it bears no direct relationship
adult leadership'? It is tacitly presumed that the adolescent who is a leader .
his social group will tend to be a leader in the adult group. The validity of
Liis assumption has never, to the present writer's knowledge, been satisfact·
orily investigated.
This failure to take effective account of the time element is probably
the most seriOUS failing of the present study, as of the studies reviewed. A
group is presented at a given moment in time and space, studied there, and
then left. The result is like a candid Ploto, and not a fUm strip or a mOVie,
preventing any real study of the developmental aspects of the phenomenon of
leadership except by inference.
Another interesting study would be a comparison between this school
a.."1.d a small non-denominational private girls' school. The present writer
attempted, in fact, to locate such a school, but found only boarding: secondary
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schools. This, of course, gives a much different tone to the school.
To be a leader in the school here studied, then, it manifestly helps
to start before the beginning of the secondary school experience itself. 1
Further) the disproportionately high number of leaders who come from
famUies with members who are alumnae would indicate that parental attitudes
may well motivate the student to strive for leadership. 2 Several of the moim
of leaders, for example, are personally acquainted with the nuns as friends
or former classmates. It would be reasonable to suppose that these mothers
would motivate their daughters to succeed in school and to assimilate the
training given, and would reinforce any sanctions (positive or negative) employed by the nuns to socialize their daughters.
The leaders seem, further, to have a wide range of tolerance and
frequently take less extreme p:Jsitions on the attitude and opinion questions
than do the non-leaders.
They are popular with a wide range of students, as noted, and see
their world as friendly and equitable. They seem also to have a more favorable idea of themselves.
1

Cf. Ch. IV, pp. 89-92 for presentation of basic data.

2rrhe Boy Scout clich~, for example, that the Eagle Scout is qenerall
the son of a man who failed to make it but maintains his interest in the scouts
and wants his son to rise in scouting for his own vicarious satisfaction, might
furnish an analogy to this question of parent-inspired motivation at St. Mary's
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Simply put, then, the leader is a person with a better than average
experience of the school, well motivated to conform, basically satisfied with
the school as she sees it, and successful in her relations with both the nuns
and the other students. For the institutional leader as an ideal type, there is
probably more insistence on the nuns as a reference group; for the personal
leader, more on the peer group, if the above typical model is valid. The
hiq,h school leader appears to be more of a creature of her environment than
a creator of it, and in Weber f s typoloqy would be more the traditional than
the charismatic type of leader.
This, of course, goes beyond the data, but it does serve as aratioml
and coherent means of reducing the bulk of the findings to manageable form.
While the above pages highlight the person of the leader more than does much
modern leadership theory, it is far from contesting the importance of the
group. It is even suggested above that the social group socializes its leader
before she begins to shape the group. 1
B. St. Mary's:

an ideal Cathglic school?

More in the nattu'e of an appendix than a continuation of the comment
aryon the data, these remarks are both an explanation of the characteristics
described above2 in connection with the reasons for the choice of this present
high school, and an attempt to give a fair pre.sentation to a divergent view.
lBy the indices of "anticipatory socializationll in Chapter IV, p. 88f£.
2Cha~er I, pp.6-7. The characteristics included small size, qualified faculty, independence :fro~ untrained supervisio,n, ad uate means of so
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Especially in connection with the first draft of the present Chapter il,
the nuns in charge of the high school employed in this study expressed some
dissatisfaction with the way in which the thesis was being presented. 1 Some
of the objections were based on misunderstandings about terminology, and
objections to the use of words like "conformity". Others were simply to the
present writer's attempts at humor or to remarks perceived as attempts at
humor. These are unimportant.
Behind the remainder of the objections runs a constant unspoken
question about the nature of an "ideal" hiqh school. It seems fairly evident
that any social system will have its imperfections. Furthermore, in describing the functioning of any system it is very difficult to avoid indulging in pathology. Probably the fairest comment would be to say that all of the elements
mentioned in the first two chapters depend, for the nature of their effect, on
the way in whIch they are used as well as on the simple fact of their existence.
First of all, homogeneity may well aid in maintaining a satisfactory
intra-group tone as well as (for instance) makinq it easier to perpetuate
shared rationalizations and making it more difficult to collaborate with other
social groups. HavL."1g only one sex in a school undoubtedly has many advant..
1The following citation from a letter to the present writer of luly 19,
1964 will illustrate:- "Frankly, although many of the facts cannot be contradIcted, I think the choice not really significant... ·that the school is made to
look stuffy, Victorian, inbred, narrow. I don't think that the openness, vital ..
ity, warmth, modernity, breadth of either the Religious or the Children come:
through. II
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ages in reducing the difficulties involved in educating adolescents, but it is
certainly no tullllixed blessing.
Strict discipline, administered publicly and fairly consistently, is
undoubtedly a very effective means of keeping the upper hand and directing the
course of life at school. Sociology, as well as physics, however 1 seems to
know well the phenomenon of reaction. Since school occupies only part of the
day and lasts only part of a life, strict means of control in school, lLnot
internalized, .m!Y do more harm than good.
The same may be said for the sincere interest that the nuns seem to
have in each individual student personality. This, too, may go too far or be
misused. These are all risks of any human modus owrMdi. A too-great
personal involvement may make it imp:>ssible to see clearly the objectively
necessary course of action, and a shrewd adolescent can manipulate adults
as well as vice versa..
It is probably necessary to give the upper middle class qirl the

means of protecting herself from the effects of some contacts with the environment, as noted above. Again, in dosa.qe it is p:lssible to err in either
direction.
The primary group tone of school benefits, it would seem, the
majority of the students; yet there is some evidence that those who are left
out are all the more terribly isolated. The deprivation, for them, is more
terrible since everyone else seems to be well insulated in cliques.
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There is little ambiguity about the essential goals of education at
this high school. This undoubtedly facilitates the selection of means to these
ends, although it is quite possible that there be subsequently an illegitimately
transfer of fixity from the goals to the means. In a school representing a
century and a half of experience and adhesion to the same traditions, it would
not be surprising if some means initially designed to be rational and instrumental became symbolic and ritualistic with the passage of time. White
gloves, today, are probably more symbolic than instrumental--like the slewe
buttons on a man's ja.cket. A large and physically visible badge to distin<JU1sh
the leader in a. small sooool, especially when the perceived important offices
are elsewhere, seems mamly symbolic: in an army of one hundred, the
officers would probably not need a special uniform in order to be known as
officers.
Too, the age of the tradition behind the school ma.y ha.ve its

ill~

a.s

well as its good, effects. It will undoubtedly make the students benefit from
a long and extended

~ence,

but it may also mean that the small social

system that is the school may cha.."'lge less rapidly than would the larger
society. For instance, the curtsy, long a normal Sign of greeting from a
middle or upper class woman to her elder or superior) Is no longer so perceived in America today. Yet it continues in this school and many others
like it, a charming sign in the present writer's opinion, but an anachronism.
The traditions, the special vocabulary, the family pattern of succeec
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ing generations attending schools of this same order and working actively as
alumnae, motivates the student or alumna to internalize group goals and
identify with the nuns and their schools very keenly. It may also, like many
things that reinforce in-group feelings, serve to keep the outsider at a
distance and limit the openness of the sbdal system.
All of this is scarcely intended to be any sort of an indictment of
L'1is school or of the women who staff it. On the contrary; it is, however ~
intended to point out that all these characteristics mentioned are not unmitigatedly favorable, and that a certain incidental dysfunction is therefore
inevitable--like dysentropy in physics. When a social system possesses a
characteristic, it wUl be both a weakness and a strength, at least potentially.
Institutions, like persons, tend to have the vices of their virtues and have to
Htake the chalk with the cheese.

II
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NATIONAL OPINION RESEARCH CENTER
University of Chicago
STUDY OF YOUNG ADULT
ATTITUDES AND OPINIONS
Your household is one of about 3,000 in the United States in which young
people are filling out this questionnaire.
The research :is designed to give important data on people's past experiences
and attitudes toward school, and opinions on current events of the day.
Feel free to answer exactly the way you feel, for no one you know will ever
see the answers. Information obtained will be reported in terms of statistics;
the report will read something like this: "Fifty per cent of the young men
reported that they were members of elementary school clubs. If
Almost all of the questions can be answered by circling one or more numbers
or letters beneath the questions: For example:
I am a resident of . • . .. (Circle one. )
Canada. . • . . . 1

United States. . . • 2
England. . . . . . 3
NOTE: After each question there is an instruction in parentheses.
1. If it says "(Circle one), It circle only the number of letter which
best describes your answer, even though some of the other
answers might also seem to be true.

2. If it says II (Circle one number or letter on each line), /I please
look to see that you have circled one and only one number or
letter on each of the lines. For example:
A. There are 12 months in the year.
B. The sun rises in the North.
C. In the summer. 9l:Ms is green.

(1)

Disagree
2

4

(5)

(7)

8

PLEASE BEGIN THE QUESTIONNAIRE WITH QUESTION ONE BELOW.
THANK YOU!
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1. What is your date of birth?

(Day)

(Month)

(Year)

3. Here are some statements. How much do you disagree or agree with each
one? (Circle one nu:rnber on each line).
Aqree
Agree
Disaqree Disagree
Stronalv Somewhat Somewhat Stronatv
A. Only people who believe in God
1
can beaood American citizens
B. The teachinqs of my church are
6
old-fashioned and suPerstitious
c. A family should have as many
children as possible and God
1
will provide for them
D. Negroes would be satisfied if it
were not for a few people who
6
stir UP: trouble
E. A student should be free to make
up his own mind on what he learns
1
in school
F. Love of neighbor is more important
titan avoidinQ'. meat on.Frld.a.y
6
G. Negroes should't push themselves
1
where thev are not wanted
H. The teachings of my church are
too negative and not positive
6
enouah.
I. Books written by Communists
should not be permitted in
1
PUblic libraries
1. My religion teaches that a good
Christian ought to think about
the next lile and not worry about
fighting against poverty and in...
6
justice in this life
K. 1 swish businessmen are about
1
as honest as other businessmen
L. Working men have the right and
6
duty to join unions

2

3

4

7

8

9

2

3

4

7

8

9

2

3

4

7

8

9

2

3

4

7

8

9

2

3

4

7

8

9

2

3

4

7

8

9
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4. Below are some statements about religion. Some people think they are
true and some think they are false. (Circle the number on each line tha.t
comes closest to your own personal. opinion about each statement. )
Certainly Probably Probably Certainly
False
False
True
True
A. When you come right down
to it, there is no definite
,...
proof that God exists
0
B. God doesn't really care how
He is worshi:pedt so long as
He is worshined
1
C. There. is a. Ute after liASlth
6
D. God will ptmish the evil
1
person for all eternitv

7

8

9

2
7

3
8

4

2

3

4

9

5. Below is a list of things some people feel are wrong and some people feel
are right things to do. (Read each statement, starting with Statement A,
and circle one number on each line that comes closest to your own Personal
feelings about each action. )
D:p:nd;

A. Help another student
B.
C.

D.
E.

F.
G.

durina an exam
Hea.vy necking on a
date
Ha.ving as little to
do with Jews as
possible
Handing in a school
report that is not
your own work
3' o:ln1ng a protest
against a Negro who
moved into an allwhite n§ighborhood
Marrying someone a
different religion
from your own
Sex relations with
~!f~son you inmarrv.

Certainly Probably Neither Probably Certainly on wh3
right
right
right nor wrong wrong the per
to do
wrong
to do
to do
son
to do
does it
1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6
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7. Would you prefer a job where you are part of a team, all working-together,
even :if you dontt get personal recognition for your work, or a job where
you worked alone and others could see what you have done'l (Circle one
choice. )
Part of a team with no personal recognition. . . . 7

Work alone with personal recognition.

·.

Can't decide. . . . . . . . . . . .

8
9

8. Some people say that hard work is more important for getting ahead then
having a nice personality and being well-liked. Other people say that
having a nice personality and being well-liked are more important for
getting ahead than hard work. Would you say that hard work or a nice
W§Qn&llty; is more important? (Circle one choice. )
Hard work. . • . . . . . . . X

Nice personality .

Can't decide. . . .

1

. 0

9. Are you presently in high school?

Yes. I'm a fresp..mM (lst year) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

...·..• .
...• ...
Yes, I'm a junIor (3rd year) . • •
Yes, Itm a senior (4th year) . .
...• .
.•.
No, I have not yet begun . . . . . .
• .
Yes, I'm a soIilomore (2nd yearl ..

.

2

•

3
4

5

No, I left school without graduating' .
No, I have graduated .

6

......•..

No, I have graduated and am in college .

.
•

.• ..

7

8

r
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10.

B. GIRLS ONLY.
T:f you could be remembered here at school for one of the following,
which would you want it to be? (Circle one choice. )

...

.

An II AII student. . . . . .
Cheer leader. . .

.....

Most p::>pular. •

•

. . . . 1

. . . . . 2

.... . .3
. . . . . .. 4

• • •

A leader in clubs and activities. .

11. How much time on the average do you spend doing homework outside of
school? (Circle one choice. )
None or almost none .

..

•

•

•

it

•

•

Less than one-half hour a day. . .
About one-half hour a. day. • . .

,..

.

•

•

.."

...

•

•

• .

3

4

. . . . 5

About one hour a. day. . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
About one and one-half hours a day . .

...

. • 7

About two hours a day. • . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Three or more hours a. day. . . . . . . . . . . 9
12. T:f you feel that you were treated unfairly in some way by a teacher, do
you -- (Circle one choice. ) .
Feel free to talk to the teacher about it?

. • . •X

Feel a bit uneasy about talking to the teacher'? .. 0
Feel it would be better not to talk: to the teacher? 1
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13. What if you disaqree with something the teacher said Do you ...
(Circle one choice. )
feel free to disagree with the tea.cher in class? . . .. 7
feel uneasy about disagreeing in class?

. . . . . 8

feel it would be better not to disagree in class?

. . 9

14. Do you ever remember disagreeing in class with what one of your high
school teachers said? (Circle one choice. )
Yes, often. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

Yes, occasionally. • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2

Yes, once or twice.
Never. . . . . . .

...... ....
...

..

. . 3

. . 4

15. Do your teachers treat everyone equally, or are some students treated
better than others in school? (Circle one choice. )
Some students receive much better
treatment than others. . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Some students receive somewhat better
treatment than others. . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Some students receive a little better
treatment than others. . . . . .
Everyone is always treated equally.

....

. . . 8

. 9
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16. Thinking of all of the teachers you have this year, what words below best
describe most of them? (Circle as many numbers as apply in each grouJ:
Interested in the subj ect. . . 1

Interested in books. . . . . . . . 1

Stern. . . . . . . . . . . 2

Narrow-minded. . . . . . . . .

Devout. . . . . • . . . .

3

Intelligent. . . . . . . . , . . . 3

Nervous. . . • . . . . .. 4

Patient. . . ,. ,. . . . . . . . . 4

Fili. " .

5

Unhappy. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

6

Knows the score .

<t

•

Hard to please .

•

•

III

•

•

•

...

2

6

. 7

Self... controlled. . . • • . . 7

Easy to talk to. . .

Interested in students. . . . 8

Quick-tempered. . . . . . . . . 8

17. Teachers sometimes like certain kinds of stUdents. Here is a list.
(Circle all the numbers which describe the kinds of students you think
your teachers like best. )
Quiet -. . .. . . . . . .

1

Asks qllestions. .

Thinks for himself. • .

2

Polite. . . . . .

Obedient. • • . . . . . .

3

Interested in ideas. . .

1

....

2
3

Q,uick to memorize. . . . . 4

Voices his own opinions. . . . . 4

Nea.tly dressed. . .' • • . . 5 .

Active on teams or clubs. . . .

5

Likes to work on his own. . . 6

Interested in books. . . . . . .

{3
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20. Which of the items below fit most of the girls in your high school?
(Circle as many as apply. )
Think for themselves. . . . . 0

Boy crazy . .

Friendly. . . . . .

1

Studious. .

Hard to get to know. .

2

Out for

Mad about clothes. . . . . .

3

Snobbish to girls
outside their group. . . . . . 8

.

. 5
..

. . . .. .

. . 6

a good time .

. '7

Active around school. . . . . 4
Cheat on some exams. . . . . . 9
21.

SupIX>se the circle below represented the life at your school. The center
of the circle represents the center of things in school. How far out from
the center of things are you? (Underline the number which you think
represents where you are. )

(1)2}S)4)5)

22. Which is more imIX>rtant to you... -activities or friends associated with

school, or activities and friends in the neighborhood, or somebody else
not related to school? (Circle ons. )
Groups, activities or friends related to school. . . .
Groups, activities or friends not related to school .

3

. 4

23. How active would you say you have been in school activities? (Circle one

Very active. . . . . . . . . . .
Pretty active. . . . . . . . . .
Not too active. . . . . . . . . .
Not active at all. . . . . . . . .

6
7
8
9
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24. Thinking of the teachers you now have in class, how good do you think
they are ill gettillg ideas across and gaining the students' interest?
(Circle one choice. )
Very good . . . .

· •• X

Somewhat good. .

· . . 0

Good. . . " . . . . . . . . . . 1
Not too good. . . .

. • • .2

Not good at all. .

. . . .3

27. Which items below apply to your best friends who attend the same school
as you do, and are of your own sex? (Circle as many numbers as apply
in each group. )
QUiet. . . . . . . • . . 1

Interested in ideas. . .

Out for a. good time. • . • 2

Date a lot. . . . . .

. . . 2

Active around school. . . . 3

Plan to go to college.

· . . 3

lt~ligious.

• . . . . . • .4

. . 1

Interested in cars. . . . . . . . 4

Think for themselves. . .

5

Intellectual. . . .

Uninterested in school. • .

(3

Sports-minded. . . • . . . . . . 6

Studious. • • • . • . . . 7

. . . . 5

BOYS ONLY:

Girl-crazy. . . . . . . . . . .

7

Same religion as I am. . . 8
GIRLS ONLY:

Mad about clothes. . . . . . . . 8
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29.

Different schools use different marking systems. Circle below the one
number that indicates your general average through high school so far.
100 - 90% (Superior). . . . . . . . . 3

90 - 86% (Excellent). . . . . . . .
85 - 81% (Good). •

•

•

•

•

4

:tI

5

•

80 - 76% (Fair). . . . . . . . . . . 6
75 - 71% (Average). . . . . . . . . 7
70 - 65% (Passing). . . .

II!

•

•

..

. 8

65 or less (Unsatisfactory). . . . . 9
30. Did you ever attend any other high school besides the one you presently

attend? '(Circle one choice. )
No, this is the only high school I ever attended. . . . . . . . X
Yes, and I only attended public high schools . . .

....

. . 0

Yes, and I attended church-related high schools. . . . . . . 1

Yes, and I attended both public and church-related
high schools. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
43. Do you date?

No.
Yes,
Yes,
Yas,
Yes,
Yes,

. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
very irregularly'. . . . . . . . . . . .
about once a month. . . . . . . . . . .
about once every two or three weeks. . .
about once a week. . . . . . . .
...
about twice a week or more. . . . . . .

3

4
5
6
7
8

44. Do you go steady or not?
Yes, I go steady. . . . . . . . .

X

No,. I don't go steady.

o
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45. Suppose you had a problem and you knew that however you solved it,
someone would be disappointed in you. Which would be hardest for you tc
take? (Put a 1 next to the kind of disapproval you would find hardest to
take, a.a for the next hardest, a ~ for the third hardest, and a.1. for the
least difficult one to take. )
A.

Parents' disapproval

B. Disapproval of a favorite priest or minister _ _

C. A closest friend's disapproval _ _
D. A favorite teacher·s disapproval _ _
46. Below is a list of items on which SOUle parents nave rules for their teenaqe children, while others d::> not. (Circle the number atter each situa..
tion that your parents have definite rules for. )
Against use ot the family car. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Time for being in at night on weekends. . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Amount of dating. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Aqainst going steady. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Time spent watching TV. . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . • 4
Time spent on homeworl{. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Against going out with certain boys. . . . • . . . . . . . . . (3
Aqainst going out with certain girls. . . • . . . . . . . . . . 7
Against dating someone of a difierent religion. . . . . . . . . 8
No rules for MY of the above items. . . . . . • • . . . . . • 9

48. Below is a list of items. (Circle only those which are rnost true of you
as a person. Most people choose three or four items, but you can choos ~
more or fewer if you want to. )
Quiet. ., . . * • • • • • • • 1
Out for a good time. . . . . .2

Unhappy. . . . . • . . . . . 3
Active around school. . . . . 4
Religious. . • . . . . . . . 5
Think for myself. . . . . • . 6
Uninterested in school. . . . 7

Ambitious. . . . . . . . . • . . 1
Interested in ideas. . . . . . • . 2
Interested in cars. . . . . . . . 3
Rebellious. . . • . . . • . . . . 4
Pian to go to colleqe. . . . . . . 5
Sports"'minded. . . . • . . . . • 6
Intellectual. . . . . . . . . . . . 7
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49. What prop:>rtion of your friends are Protestant? Catholic? lewish ?

(Circle one choice on each line. )
Almost

AU All

About
Most Half

Less than Very
Few None
Half

Protesta..'I1t

1

2

3

4

5

6

Catholic

1

2

3

4

5

0

7

Jewish

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

'7

n

50. How close do you feel toward your church or reli¢on--very close,
pretty close, not too close, or not at all close? (Circle one. )
Very close. . . . . . . . . . 0
Pretty close. . . . . . . . . 1
Not too close. • .

. . .. 2

Not at all close. . . .
~1.

. 3

What is your religious preierence? (Circle one.)

Protestant (Denomination) .
Catilolic. . . .

4

•

•

..

•

5
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

'"

•

til

6

;r ewish. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 7

Other (What?)

a

None. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
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52. Below is a list of religious practices. (Circle one nurnoor on each line to
indicate how often, if at all, you do these various things. )
About A few About 2 or 3
More than
once a times once a times a Every oncear
year, a year? month? month? week? week?
or less?
~.

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

ero to Confession 1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

that botherYQu... 1
Do you attend Church...
(parish) sponsored meet...
ings or activities (other 1
than reliQ'ious instruction)

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

Do YOu attend Mass ...
Do you receive
lB. HolY Communion. ...••

C.

Do YOU

b.

Do YOUPl"ay ••••
Do you talk to a priest,

~. brother, or nun, about
thina'S

F.

53. Here is a short quiz which touches on practices and beliefs of the Catholic
Church. You are not expected to get them all correct--some you may
find rather difficult. Please circle the number after the answer which
comes closest to being correct, in your opinion.

A. The word we use to describe the
fact that the Second Person of the
Trinity became man is . •

...

~. Supernatural life is .

C.

...

The II mystical body't is ...

. ... . 1
. . . · · · •· · 2
..... 3

Transfiguration.
•
Incarnation .
·
Transubstantiation.
Immaculate Conception. •

..

4

the life we receive from our parents .. 6
sanctifying grace in our souls .
7
. 8
our life after death . •
• .
the power to work miracles .
• 9

. . . . · · ·. ·
.···
1
Christ's body in heaven. . . . •
·
·
·
Christ in Holy Conlmunion .
· ·. • .·.• • • 32
Christ united with His followers
None of the above. . . . •
· ···• ·4

16£
D.

Uncharitable talk is
forbidden by ......

the
the
the
the

· ·· · ·• .. 67
· · ·• · .8
···
· ····9

second commandment. •
fourth commandment.
eighth commandment.
tenth commandment .
·

..·• ····
.······· ·
. ....
. . . . • . • . . . . .•

1
2
3
4

····• ··
· · .· .· .· .· .· .·
.. ······

6
7
8
9

E. A man is judged immediately
after he dies. This judgment
is called ...........

general judgment .•.
natural judgment.
particular judgment.
final judgment.

F. The Encyclicals "Rerum

Christian marriage . •
Christian education .
the condition of labor . .
Papal infallibility.
•

Novarum ll of Leo xm and
1/ Quadragesimo anno II of
Pius XI both deal with.....

IF YOU ARE NON-CATHOLIC, PLEASE ANSWER QUESTION 54.
54. Below is a list of religious practices. (Circle the number that indica.tes
how often you do the various things listed. )
About
once a A few Abuut 2 or .3
Moretha:rJ
year or times a once a times a Every once a
year
leJ3S
month month week week.
A. Go to Church services

1

B. How often do 'lOU oray?
1
How often do you say
C. grace before meals, or 1
mornina or evenina Pra.vers '?
Hpw often do you talk to
D. your m1n1ster or rabbi
1
about things that are
botb.ill'incr vou?
How often do you attend a
E. Church sponsored group, 1
maetina, or activity?

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

APPENDIXB
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Department of SocIology
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY
Chlcaqo, nl1nois
This questionnaire is part of a series of studies of High Schools across the
country. Here, we are especially interested in the different ways students
look on leadership, and the dUferent kinds of people they regard as leaders.
We are not askinq for Em: name, but only for the names of the qirls you
personally feel are really outstan.d1nq. The results will be shown only in
the form of statistical summaries, such as: "110 High School girls chose 8
from amonq themselves as beinq outstandinq in athletics. fl
There are, then, no right or wrong answers; this is not a test. lust write
what you think, and go on to the next. question. Feel free to use the other
side of the pa.qe if you Wish. Please also give 'PP,th FIRST and LAST names
of all the girls you name as being outstandinq. When done, just hand the
completed questionnaire to the monitor, who will take it directly to Loyola
to be tabulated.

****• * *****• * ************ **** *** **
1. I am in: (Please circle one)
I

___II

-

IV Academic

2. Which are, in your opinion, the really lmportant student offices and
functions in this school right now, and who are the girls currenUy in charqe
of them?
3. Are there any girls you feel will one day, almost certainly, get elected
(or appointed) to one of these top offices? Who are they, and what offices or
functions do you think they will hold?
4. Are any of the girls you mentioned in answer to questions two and three
what might be called 'bigger than their jobs' ... that is, would still be leaders,
and remarkable people, even if they never held any important office at all?
That is, reqardless of their official jobs or offices, theywould stand out.
Who are they?
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5. Now, among the girls who in fact hold no important offices or functions
whatsoever, are there any who stUl always manaqe to stand out on their
personal qualit1es.. -"born leaders", the kind of person you would almost
instinctively listen to and follow?
6. What's special about the qirls you named in answer to question five?
What is there about them that makes them so outstandinq?
7. What qualities does 1t take, in your opinion, to qet to be a ribbon, or to
be put in charge of an important activity at school?
8. So that we can use this questionnaire in comparison with the last one you
took WrrHOUT having to know your name, would you a.gain please tell us
your birthday? Please write out the month in full: e. q., write lfOctoberll,
and not n10 tl, "Marcil" and not "3".
(month)

(day)

(year)

9. We would llke to know which girls I2l:!personally feel are really outstandinq in d1:fferent fields. Name as many as you Wish, but please try to
name those you feel are the mOlt outstanding first, and the others in order ...
''best firsttt.

a. who are the best in studies?
b. those most popular with the other students?
c. those who show the most signs of a mmu1n! piety?
d. those most active in school afiairs?
&.

those you personally admire the most?

f. the best athletes?

q. the most :fun to be with - the 'live wires'?
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATIONl

APPENDIXC
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Guide for interviews with the twenty emergent leaders..

April, 1964.

1. People are all different, thank God. What do you think there is about
you - in your personality. your reading, your hobbies, your interests, that
make you different - that makes you :x;ou?
2. By and large, aaB you satisfied with yourself as you are?
3. What would you like to do with your life? Do you have any ideas what
you plan on being?
4. It's kind of a hobbyhorse of many educators, nowadays, to talk about
training for leadership in high school.
- how do you feel a teenaqer can be a leader, in school and out,
in a society that doesn't take teenaqers too seriously?
- do you think there's anything in your school that makes it hard
for you to develop as a person and as a leader? Things you'd like to see
changed or modified, or new things you'd like to see introduced?
- are there any especially good things here that help you a lot?

oas
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